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ABSTRACT 
 
Considerable research has shown that education programs in prison help to reduce 
recidivism rates by helping individuals develop skills they can use to secure jobs upon reentry to 
society. While recidivism rates provide one quantitative measure of the benefits of such 
programs to society as a whole, and though their measurement comprises an effective way to 
politically justify offering educational programs to violent offenders, recidivism rates constitute a 
racially biased metric that does not capture the more heuristic aspects of carceral education and 
the far community-reach of college-in-prison programs. This study examines the life experiences 
of four focal participants in a college-in-prison program and supports the inclusion of trauma-
informed writing in prison education and narrative inquiry as an entry point for making 
connections between incarcerated and non-incarcerated individuals that will help facilitate 
working toward a wholesome future for all humans while removing judgement and 
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  1 
INTRODUCTION 
VIGNETTE 
As I sat in the classroom in front of the computer, my mind starts to fracture 
allowing all the contents of all the information that Ms. Catt just gave. Like a cracked egg 
in a frying pan, my thoughts sizzle as I try to figure out how to develop a paragraph for 
this creative non-fiction piece. I can feel the heat in my chest as I begin to type out what I 
believe to be creative. I start to fade in and out of relative consciousness as my mind tries 
to focus on the task. Unfortunately, I am interrupted by the sound of what can only be 
described as the distinct sound of our friend the doe-doe bird. As I try to concentrate, the 
sound gets louder and louder grabbing my attention as I peck away at the keyboard. I try 
to keep my head down and continue to work, but it is a struggle. This is a day in my shoes 
as I attempt to follow the rules of writing a response to the prompt in Ms. Catt’s 




The above excerpt was written in response to a prompt that invited the participants of this 
study—students of the Education Justice Project [EJP] (a college in prison program)—to use 
creative non-fiction to describe a day in their lives. Creative non-fiction uses fictional rhetorical 
devices, such as character development, plot, sensory information, allegory, alliteration, and 
imagery to tell true stories, with the larger goal of illuminating truths about life. Indeed, one can 
infer truths from this excerpt about what it is like for Mr. Barrett to pursue literacy while 
incarcerated. Mr. Barrett, who self-identifies as a science, technology, engineering, and math 
[STEM] person, has often doubted his creative-writing skills. To him, his skills as a published 
academic author did not translate to what he considered to be a more creative endeavor. His 
stress was embodied, giving him a physical feeling of heat, and his attention was torn when a 
fellow classmate distracted him by talking. Though most students struggle with disruptive peers 
at some point while pursuing higher education, on an incarcerated campus or otherwise, the 
distinctiveness of the situation that the passage does highlight is that Mr. Barrett does not have 
the option of removing himself from the situation, not in the way that a non-incarcerated person 
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does. Of course, he could physically leave the computer room at that moment and return to his 
cell, but he has little options for pursuing college as an incarcerated scholar outside of the EJP 
and outside of this space. Most college in prison programs offer coursework that can be applied 
to an associate’s degree, but the EJP is unique in that it offers coursework that can be applied to a 
bachelor’s degree. With few options, Mr. Barrett presses on. The anxiety he feels from his 
confinement seeps into his writing when he refers to his peer as a bird and his typing as pecking. 
Images of too many chickens trapped in one cage, all pecking at each other in futile attempts at 
escape come to mind. College in prison is like an attempt to escape.  
Mission of the EJP Program 
The EJP is an exceptional college-in-prison program in that its students have already 
earned an associate’s degree before they enter the program and are continuing to work toward a 
bachelor’s degree by completing upper-level collegiate courses. Students cannot obtain a 
bachelor’s degree while incarcerated, but they can use the credits they have earned through the 
EJP to work toward completing their bachelor’s degree at an institution of their choice after 
reentering society. According to the EJP’s website, its mission is as follows: 
The mission of the Education Justice Project is to build a model college-in-prison 
program that demonstrates the positive impacts of higher education upon incarcerated 
people, their families, the communities from which they come, the host institution, and 
society as a whole. (Education Justice project, n.d.) 
The EJP’s 2015-2018 strategic objectives were oriented from a social-justice perspective and 
focused on creating change within the world. The EJP strives to communicate a critical 
awareness of incarceration, criminal justice, sentencing reform, and recidivism that propels 
fundamental, humane change in the current U.S. approach to incarceration, crime, and violence.  
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In this work, I did not evaluate any characteristic of the EJP participants—not their writing, their 
academics, or their stances toward their EJP work. I and the director of EJP, Rebecca Ginsburg, 
determined toward the end of the data-collection process that the research participants had done a 
fair amount of writing both for themselves and for this research project. Thus, their participation 
earned them two credits of independent study. The credits were participatory. I did not grade 
their work. As my research questions will indicate, my focus was on understanding and sharing 
their experiences, opportunities, and choices regarding their literate activity. My hope is that 
their experiences and voices will be heard by a larger audience as a result of our work together. I 
have combined qualitative methodologies to conduct this research project, drawing from 
participatory action research (PAR) and narrative inquiry. 
Statement of the Problem 
Considerable research has shown that education programs in prison help to reduce 
recidivism rates. However, recidivism rates are a racially biased metric that capture neither the 
more heuristic aspects of carceral education nor the community reach of quality college-in-prison 
programs. More studies are needed to change the narrative of dehumanized recidivism rates and 
emphasize compassionate responses to crime and punishment and the crucial need to address 
socio-economic failings that foster crime. College-in-prison programs necessitate working 
toward a wholesome future for all humans while removing judgement and condemnation for the 
past and staying patient in the present.  
Research Questions 
• What do the stories of Education Justice Project (EJP) students reveal about practicing 
literacy while incarcerated? 
• How do the life experiences of EJP students impact their relationships with literacy? 
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• What kinds of lived experiences have led EJP students to seek educational support 
regarding literacy while incarcerated? 
• How can contemplative pedagogy support the literate practices of students who are 
incarcerated? 
Purposes and Contributions of the Study  
This study examines the life experiences of four focal participants in a college-in-prison 
program. Narrative inquiry serves as an entry point for studying the literate practices and life 
experiences of students of the EJP. The EJP is a vibrant academic community of incarcerated 
students, educators, formerly incarcerated individuals, family members of incarcerated persons, 
and others who are committed to a more just and humane world achieved through education and 
critical awareness. The EJP believes that providing opportunities for quality post-
secondary education within American prisons is an important step towards this vision.  
Accordingly, the EJP offers educational programming at the Danville Correctional Center 
(DCC) through the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC). The DCC is a medium-
maximum-security facility, and the students of EJP are serving long sentences for violent crimes. 
This study provides insight into the heuristic aspects of college in prison programs and provides 
insight as to why a truly just society requires building supportive connections between non-
incarcerated people and incarcerated people, even those who have been convicted of violent 
crimes and/or are serving life-sentences. In my experience with the EJP, the students have 
maintained an impressive zest for literacy development despite the unique constraints that come 
with the duality of their environment: oppressive prison and liberal-education classroom spaces. 
Because I believe research is most helpful when it examines something done well, I judge that 
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researching the literate practices of EJP students will provide an exceptional lens for gaining 
valuable insight into college-in-prison programs.  
Focus of each Chapter 
In Chapter 1, I describe the background to and intersecting components of my theoretical 
focus in this study. I begin with a discussion of mass incarceration in the United States and the 
history of discipline and punishment as analyzed by Foucault. I address Prendergast and 
Stuckey’s powerful examinations of how people in positions of power have wielded literacy as a 
tool of oppression that justifies racial disparities in the United States, and I end by offering 
Foucault’s theory on power as a support for the valuation of trauma-informed writing in prison 
education. I also call researchers to consider narrative inquiry as a uniquely qualified research 
methodology that is well-suited for amplifying incarcerated voices.  
In Chapter 2, I listen attentively to the voices of incarcerated and formerly-incarcerated 
voices in the United States and humbly offer this study as an avenue with which to share their 
voices and first-hand accounts of what it is like to be imprisoned in the land of the free. I also 
briefly address accounts of what it is like to work for the department of corrections. 
Correspondingly, I analyze the language that is used to tout the penal concept of corrections and 
how education has been dismally integrated into the prison systems. I then turn to a review of 
how current researchers and educators are working toward more thoughtful implementations of 
college-in-prison programs and end with an examination of scholarship on trauma and curative 
writing. Chapter 3 describes the setting of my study and delineates my research questions. Then, 
I explain how participatory action research, narrative inquiry, and thematic analysis feed into my 
design before I turn to the specifics of the EJP and participant selection. 
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I split the analysis of the data into two chapters for the following specific reasons: 
Chapter 4 presents narrative portraits of the focal participants and myself and depicts us as both 
participants and teacher and as humans and researchers. Chapter 4 also delves into the 
multidimensional space of narrative inquiry—place, sociality, and temporality—and concludes 
with a discussion of the chapter. Chapter 5 addresses patterns of the focal participants’ literate 
practices in four themes and provides discussions for each theme plus an overall discussion of 
the chapter. In Chapter 5, I amplify the participants’ voices by presenting excerpts of their 
writing and reflections on contemplative pedagogy. I analyze their unprompted and prompted 
writing, their written responses to the interview protocol questions and the field notes they took 
while discussing their answers to the interview protocol questions, and my field notes from over 
the course of the project. I show in Chapter 5 how the participants’ life experiences connect to 
their pursuit of literacy and the impacts of doing so for themselves. In Chapter 6, I present a 
summary of the findings and consider the need to establish a human connection with the 
incarcerated population. I also discuss the implications of this project with regards to research 
with people in carceral settings, research in writing studies, and possibilities for teachers in 
incarcerated settings. 
Key Terminology 
• Exploratory writing is done for oneself to explore ideas. It can take the form of non-stop 
free-writes, journal entries, reading logs, and memos, but it can also include scribbled 
notes on scraps of paper and Post-it notes that will ultimately be discarded.  
• Expressive writing explicitly focuses on lived-through trauma and is done for curative 
purposes. It usually takes the form of non-stop free-writes and is completed without 
regard for mechanics or style.  
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• Literate practices are actions such as writing, reading, listening, speaking, feeling, 
thinking, observing, sketching, visualizing, and diagraming. 
• Agency refers to the feeling of having control over one’s thoughts and actions and the 
consequences that result from decision making. 
• Creative non-fiction is a genre of writing that tells true stories using fictional rhetorical 
devices. 
• Censorship, as I am using it for this study, refers to the removal of (or denial of access to) 
materials and tools for security reasons; however, I also use it to mean to remove an 
individual from society for security reasons. The students who were incarcerated at the 
time of this study had been disconnected from society in the name of keeping society 
safe.  
I have presented a brief glimpse of the narrative data that I collected for this study and discussed 
the problem that this study addresses—a lack of supportive connections between non-
incarcerated and incarcerated individuals. I realize there is a lack of supportive connections 
between communities and prisons because most non-incarcerated people in the United States 
desire distance from someone who has committed a crime, especially a violent crime. It is my 
hope that this narrative inquiry validates how building supportive community connections 
between incarcerated and non-incarcerated people could benefit society as a whole. In Chapter 1, 
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CHAPTER 1 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
This chapter begins with a discussion of mass incarceration in the United States (Wagner 
& Rabuy, 2017) and the history of discipline and punishment as analyzed by Foucault (1977). I 
address Alexander’s (2010) argument that mass incarceration   functions as new Jim Crow laws 
and Prendergast (2003) and Stuckey’s (1991) powerful examinations of how people in positions 
of power have wielded literacy as a tool of oppression that justifies racial disparities in the 
United States. I end by offering Foucault’s theory on power as support for the valuation of 
expressive, exploratory, trauma-informed writing in prison education, and I call researchers to 
consider narrative inquiry as a uniquely qualified research methodology that is well-suited for 
amplifying incarcerated voices.  
What is Mass incarceration? 
Figure 1: Mass Incarceration 
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Figure 1 shows mass incarceration as represented by a pie chart, from the Prison Policy 
Initiative (Wagner & Rabuy, 2017). The term mass incarceration rolls easily off the tongue for 
most people who reside in the United States, as its use has become commonplace, but the 
nuances of mass incarceration   remain vague and perplexing because it does not occur in one, 
fluid system. Rather than being linked and easy to navigate, the institutions that confine people 
are distinctly individual and function under different policies and with differentiating definitions. 
A report from the Prison Policy Initiative states the following: 
The American criminal justice system holds more than 2.3 million people in 1,719 state 
prisons, 102 federal prisons, 901 juvenile correctional facilities, 3,163 local jails, and 76 
Indian County jails as well as in military prisons, immigration detention facilities, civil 
commitment centers, and prisons in the U.S. territories (Wagner & Rabuy, 2017, p. 1).  
State prisons hold those convicted of state crimes. Federal prisons hold those convicted of 
federal crimes. Broadly speaking and in theory, violent crime involves direct, physical harm to 
victim(s) and includes but is not limited to crimes such as murder, assault, rape, and harassment 
(with or without use of a weapon), while non-violent crime does not inflict direct physical harm 
on victim(s) and includes but are not limited to drug offences, drug trafficking, larceny, burglary, 
and embezzlement. However, in practice, what constitutes a violent crime is not always obvious 
or consistent across jurisdictions. For example, some states classify embezzlement and selling 
drugs near school grounds as violent. Also, it should be noted that it is misleading to depict 
white-collar crime as non-violent: Financially motivated offenses may not directly harm victims 
in a physical way, but they do perpetuate the drastic socioeconomic differences between upper 
and lower class populations, which is a form of violence and which is a factor in the cycle of 
violent crimes in poverty-stricken communities. Just as the term mass incarceration has gained 
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widespread recognition in the United States, it has also become an accepted fact that the United 
States has the highest incarceration rate in the world. When discussing mass incarceration, the 
issue of violent versus non-violent crimes has become a major talking point, as has the war on 
drugs and the rates at which people of different races are incarcerated and for what types of 
crimes. It has also become common knowledge that blacks and Latinos are over-prosecuted in 
the United States justice system. “African Americans are incarcerated in the state prisons at a 
rate that is 5.1 times the imprisonment of whites. In five states (Iowa, Minnesota, New Jersey, 
Vermont, and Wisconsin), the disparity is more than 10 to 1” (Nellis, 2016, p. 3). “Latinos are 
imprisoned at a rate that is 1.4 times the rate of whites” (Nellis, 2016, p. 3). These statistics are 
even more illuminating given that white people make up the make up the majority of the 
population. Old rhetoric would have people believe that black and Latina people simply commit 
more crimes than white people and that this is the reason for the racial disparity in prisons; 
however, recent research has shown that it is not crimes that determine conviction but the over-
policing of low economic communities (Alexander, 2010). Incarceration is not directly 
correlated to the act of committing a crime. Many people who commit crimes are not 
incarcerated, and those who are incarcerated are disproportionately minorities and people who 
are poor, which is due to over-policing, prosecutorial bias, and other discretional actors. See 
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Figure 2: The Sequence of Events in the Criminal Justice System 
As noted, the number of mass-incarcerated individuals is indeed massive, yet it does not account 
for the entire system of control that makes up the criminal justice system in the United States: 
Every year, 641,000 people walk out of prison gates, but people go to jail over 11 million 
times each year. Jail churn is particularly high because most people in jails have not been 
convicted. Some have been arrested and will make bail in the next few hours or days, and 
others are too poor to make bail and must remain behind bars until their trial. Only a 
small number (187,000 on any given day) have been convicted, generally serving 
misdemeanors sentences under a year. (Wagner & Rabuy, 2017, p. 6) 
In addition to the jail-churn, there are another 840,000 people on parole (a form of correctional 
control that follows people after they reenter society from prison), and 3.7 million people are on 
probation, a form of correctional control that is typically enforced in lieu of a prison sentence 
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(Wagner & Rabuy, 2017). The federal government and at least 20 states use civil-commitment 
centers to control people when they reenter society after being released from prison for sexual 
crimes. These centers are framed as domestic, but they operate predominantly as prisons do 
(Wagner & Rabuy, 2017). While these alternatives to incarceration may seem like a positive 
move away from mass incarceration  , they still function as systematic correctional control over 
people’s lives and impact them in detrimental ways. Dewan (2015) has explained that it is 
common for people to be arrested for non-violent crimes and given probation. Then, over the 
course of probation, they often fail to perfectly meet the onerous demands of their probation such 
as numerous, inconvenient court dates, frequent fines, and surprise visits from probation officers; 
thus, they end up doing jail time and losing jobs and/or housing. More recently, as referenced by 
Cohen (2020), a 15-year-old black girl was sent to a juvenile detention center during the 
COVID-19 crisis because she did not complete her online homework. A judge ruled that she 
broke the rules of her probation and was a threat to her community and took her away from her 
family during a global pandemic because she did not do her schoolwork. Such things happen too 
often to people who lack the socioeconomic means to succeed on probation and who pose no 
threat to society. 
A History of Punishment and Institutionalization In and Beyond the United States 
For the theoretical framework which undergirds this study’s purpose and analytical focus, 
I look to Foucault (1977), Rothman (1971), and Alexander (2010). Foucault (1977) provided a 
French, post-structural analysis of the modern penal system in which he scrutinized punishment 
in a social context. Rothman (1971) looked to the Jacksonian era to account for why the United 
States turned to institutionalization as a way of maintaining social order. Alexander (2010) has 
provocatively illuminated how the United States legal system has functioned as a form of racial 
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control so as to ensure that black people continue to provide free (or nearly free) labor and 
maintain a social status which prohibits them from voting.  
To begin thinking about punishment as not only a reaction to forbidden and lethal 
behavior but also as a proactive skill and art form, I first turn to Foucault (1977), who recounted 
the evolution of discipline and punishment from the spectacle of public torture in the classical 
period to the idealized notion of the Panopticon, in which punishment moves away from one’s 
body to a new focus on restoring one’s spirit to a righteous and socially acceptable state of 
living. He brought readers face-to-face with a shocking recounting of the degree to which 
punishment once focused on the condemned person’s body by highlighting a scene from the mid-
18th century in which a man named Damiens was sentenced to make amends before the main 
door of the Church of Paris. The man, wearing only a shirt, was displayed in a cart while 
suffering a slow and deliberate public torture. Flesh was torn from his breasts, arms, thighs, and 
calves by force with red-hot pincers. His right hand, the hand with which he had committed his 
crime, held a knife, his weapon of choice, and was burnt with sulfur. Then a mix of molten lead, 
boiling oil, burning resin, wax and sulfur was poured over the parts of his body that had been 
stripped of flesh, and his body was prepared to be dismembered using a method called 
quartering: Four horses were used to pull ropes that were attached to the man’s limbs until the 
limbs were torn off. However, the horses proved ineffective, so men resorted to cutting his limbs 
off by severing the sinews and hacking his joints. After the limbs were dismembered, the still-
alive torso was thrown into a fire (p. 3).  
The reasoning behind the acceptance of public torture was both simple and complex. It is 
part of human nature to vehemently react to crime and to inflict physical pain and suffering as a 
form of justice. From the Hammurabi’s code of an eye for an eye to vile comments on Facebook 
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threads that show people’s insatiable hunger for vengeance, humans are no strangers to violence. 
During the 18th Century, the Church of Paris used public torture as a calculated methodology that 
was intended to save a person’s soul before s/he died. The idea was that people would pay for 
their transgressions through their flesh, and, upon death, their souls would be able to pass into 
Heaven rather than suffer an eternity in Hell (Foucault, 1977).   
Torture and abusive interrogation tactics are illegal under U.S. and international law, and 
less-severe forms of abuse such as cruel, inhumane, and degrading treatment are prohibited 
under U.S. federal law. In addition, U.S. courts have cited the fourth, fifth, eighth, and 14th 
amendments as protecting suspects from torture. Rather than resort to physical punishment, the 
United States adheres to a reactive approach to crime prevention that includes incapacitation, 
which means that the U.S. expects to prevent future crime by physically removing criminals 
from society with the goal of punishment and rehabilitation, which means that people who are 
removed from society are supposed to spend their time evolving into moral human beings who 
will not pose a threat to society upon release. The transition from direct and public physical 
punishment of the body to an abstract and concealed punishment of the soul started to happen in 
the Age of Enlightenment when the public began condemning torturous events as atrocities.  
Today, punishment happens largely out of public view in the United States. Mainstream media 
sometimes cover the allegation, arrest, and court hearing(s), but once a verdict has been given 
and a person has been taken to jail or prison, the punishment is carried out relatively privately 
behind barred walls. The retelling of the gruesome and very public death of Damiens the regicide 
undoubtedly brings up feelings of shock and dismay in 21st Century readers because it is so far 
removed from the kind of punishments that are publicly supported today.  
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Widespread outrage occurred (and rightly so) when notorious sex trafficker and child-
abuser Jeffery Epstein died while incarcerated. His death was ruled a suicide, and the public-
backlash cried murder-conspiracy because there was no way that the United States justice system 
could let such a high-profile prisoner die. I am not definitely stating that Jeffery Epstein was not  
murdered outright, but I am hesitant to state that he was obviously murdered to cover up his 
secrets. Maybe he was. In my mind, however, it is just as obvious that he could have been 
allowed to die because the prison guards were short staffed and failed to monitor him properly. 
Or, he could have been murdered because (and it is no secret that) other inmates and correctional 
officers alike tend to despise people who abuse children. As the public cried, “There’s no way 
that guards could be so reckless, so indifferent, so malicious as to just let someone as important 
as Epstein die,” White (2019) responded by compiling 32 true stories that show just how 
reckless, indifferent, and malicious correctional officers can be.  
Some of the stories assembled by White (2019) tell of deaths that could perhaps have 
been prevented if the facilities had the proper medical equipment, as was the case of Jonathan 
Magnie, a person who was paraplegic who required 24-hour care and a ventilator to sleep. He 
died after being arrested for marijuana because he could not breathe while he slept. Other stories 
show video footage of officers laughing while a white-supremacist attacked and stabbed four 
black-inmates who were handcuffed to a table. One guard even said, “We should just let them 
die.” Terrill Thomas died of dehydration after the water to his cell was purposefully turned off 
for seven days. Darren Rainy was boiled to death when guards locked him in a shower stall and 
blasted hot water. Randall Jordan-Aparo died after being sprayed with chemicals that caused 
breathing problems. Guards then ridiculed him publicly on Facebook and celebrated his death. 
The stories go on and on if you care to look for them. Torture may be officially denounced in the 
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United States, but its practice is alive and well and tacitly accepted by the public. The penal 
system in the United States touts a humane and just approach to punishment but functions in 
cruel and inhumane ways. This is true on a micro and macro level.  
Alexander (2010), a litigator and scholar, has taken up the work of Wacquant (2002) and 
offered an accessible, mainstream critique of the North-American legal system in which she 
declares that mass incarceration functions as a form of racial control. To support her argument, 
she traced the history of racial caste systems in the United States from slavery during the colonial 
period, to Jim Crow laws that regulated and suppressed black people during the late 19th and 
early 20th centuries, and to the war on drugs and mass incarceration . The war on drugs, which 
was launched at a time when drug crime was declining, used the crack epidemic as a way to 
over-police, over-prosecute, and over-incarcerate black and brown bodies, which in turn led to an 
enormous number of black and brown people who do not have the right to vote because of their 
involvement with the legal system. One of Alexander’s key arguments is that police, like prisons 
and jails, have been trustingly allowed to operate with little consequence or supervision. 
Discriminatory practices like stop-and-frisk and SWAT-team drug raids have allowed police to 
search and seize anyone who is suspected of being involved in drug crimes.  
The death of Breonna Taylor in March of 2020 highlighted the deadly and unjust 
methods of the war on drugs. On March 13, 2020, Louisville police officers executed a no-knock 
search warrant to the wrong apartment. They used a battering ram to enter the home of Breonna 
Taylor, a 26-year-old black woman who was an emergency-room technician. Her boyfriend got 
out of bed, in the middle of the night, after they heard someone breaking in their home, and they 
were shot shortly after the SWAT team entered the apartment. The no-knock warrant allowed the 
police to enter the residence without announcing or identifying themselves, and Ms. Taylor’s 
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boyfriend opened fire on the police because he was scared and did not know what was going on. 
Ms. Taylor was killed in the returned gun-fire. No drugs were found at the residence, and the 
person who the police were looking for did not live there and was already in custody by other 
officers. After months of protests, one officer was fired and others were placed on administrative 
leave, but none of the police involved have faced criminal charges for the unnecessary killing of 
this innocent woman (Oppel et al., 2020). Stories about and outrage over police brutality have 
soared in the early 21st century as footage of needless cruelty and disregard for human life taken 
by police body cameras and bystanders’ phones has been shared widely on social media. If 
people are fortunate enough to survive their interactions with police, they face having to navigate 
their entangled existence with the penal system, which may or may not include living life behind 
bars. To start to understand the complex and deceptive ways in which the United States justice 
system functions, one must first look at the history of its development.  
A crucial point to note in the history of the United States justice system is that police 
forces originated differently in the northern and southern states. The northern and southern states 
both established voluntary night-watch systems during the 1600s and 1700s, which grew into 
day-watch systems in the early 1800s; but the voluntary watchmen (who were largely trying to 
avoid serving in the military) were put in place for different purposes. In the north, watchmen 
were looking to maintain public order by thwarting public drunkenness and prostitution. In the 
south, watchmen comprised the slave patrol, and their main purposes were to discourage slaves 
from revolting, to catch and return slaves who ran away, and to enforce a cruel justice upon 
slaves’ bodies and souls after their return to their owners (Potter, n.d.). These informal methods 
of policing continued into the early 1800s until the first inklings of a modern-day police force 
was established in Boston in 1838. It was then that police organizations started to become 
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publicly supported and bureaucratic in nature, officers became full-time employees, departments 
developed rules and procedures, and departments became accountable to a central government 
(Potter, n.d.). Though it appears at first glance that the northern states developed a more neutral 
police force, this is untrue. Northern states targeted behavior instead of people, but these 
behaviors were politically linked to types of people: It was surmised that dangerous classes of 
people were the root cause of public drunkenness, disorder, and prostitution; and people who 
were poor, immigrants, and blacks were generally identified as the kind of unskilled and 
uneducated people who committed crimes (Potter, n.d.). So began the birth of the hero and 
villain archetypes that pervade North American culture to this day.  
It is imperative to specify why unrealistic notions of heroes and villains began and how 
such notions distort the reality of the United States justice system. The rhetoric surrounding both 
the origination of the police force and its continued influence today was directed at responding to 
and punishing criminals to deter future crime and protecting innocent citizens. However, there is 
little historical evidence to support the idea that there was a crime wave during the early 1800s. 
Rather, evidence suggests that bureaucratic police forces were put into motion by the economic 
elite in response to what they referred to as riots: the only operative political strategy that was 
available to exploited workers (Potter, n.d.). Because the United States was rapidly becoming 
more urbanized during this time, there was a growing workforce, and the economic elite had a 
great interest in maintaining viable workers; so, the elite used their money and political influence 
to direct the attention and power of the police: 
The modern police force not only provided an organized, centralized body of men (and 
they were all male) legally authorized to use force to maintain order, it also provided the 
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illusion that this order was being maintained under the rule of law, not at the whim of 
those with economic power. (Potter, n.d., p. 4) 
Social control (attempting to control behavior that impedes the order of society) and crime 
control (attempting to control behavior that violates formal laws) are two separate practices. Up 
until the Industrial Revolution, afflictions such as poverty, crime, and insanity were viewed as 
indelible aspects of human existence (Rothman, 1971). It was seen as a Godly duty of society to 
maintain and relieve people who were suffering from these unfortunate lived experiences. It was 
accepted that people who were poor would be maintained at the public’s expense. People who 
committed crimes were fined and whipped, and people who were mentally unwell were taken 
care of by their families and neighbors (Rothman, 1971). The goal was to manage these 
difficulties and their impacts on society rather than to reform the people who experienced them. 
However, there was a shift during the early 19th Century in how people viewed deviancy. 
Penitentiaries and asylums were built with the intention to remove aberrant people from society 
and return them after their rehabilitation to a moral and acceptable state of existence.  
The birth of the prison produced much controversy regarding how to best rehabilitate a 
criminal. The crux of the debate focused attention on the architectural structure of prisons, as it 
was thought that all the morals of the endeavors could be traced back to the physical designs of 
the institutions. Two schools of thought developed: the Pennsylvanian method and the Auburn 
method. The Pennsylvanian method supported the idea that prisoners needed to live in absolute 
isolation. The reason for this was twofold: They could avoid negative influences from other 
prisoners, and they would have adequate time to contemplate their sins and repent. The 
Pennsylvanian method followed strict guidelines: Prisoners were brought into prisons while 
blindfolded. They were to live in total isolation, meaning that each prisoner would reside in 
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separate cells where they could neither see nor hear other people. The only contact they were to 
have with people would include specially vetted prison staff who were carefully approved by the 
institution, and the only reading material they could access included morally righteous religious 
texts. The Auburn method, on the other hand, also touted the benefits of isolation, but the focus 
was on separating criminals from the social environments in which the crimes had occurred and 
from the people in their home lives. Prisoners in institutions that followed the Auburn method 
were celled individually, but they shared common areas, ate together, and, most importantly, 
worked together to provide cheap labor as a way of paying for their incarceration and to learn a 
trade (Rothman, 1971). After scrutinizing the benefits of the Pennsylvanian method versus the 
Auburn method, it was decided that the Pennsylvanian method was too costly to sustain long-
term; thus, prisons in the United States evolved toward the Auburn method (Rothman, 1971). 
This new way of dealing with criminals led to an evolution in practice. Prisoners started to wear 
uniforms in the late 1700s so they could be easily identified if they were to escape, and corporal 
punishment was becoming a thing hidden from public view, given the public’s negative view of 
torture, flogging, and caning. However, it was typical for prison guards and staff to condone 
violence and threats of violence as a way of maintaining control and social order within prison 
walls and within the labor camps (Rothman, 1971). 
The resulting tension is that the justice and prison systems in the United States operate 
under the public façade of being rehabilitative, impartial, and humane but the insidious truth is 
that both are racially biased places of psychological and physical punishment, pain, and despair 
that have little to nothing to do with corrections. Michelle Alexander, who arguably wrote the 
most-important 21st-century-text on racial injustice and the United States prison system, has 
revealed how historians and political scientists have shown that President Reagan’s war on drugs 
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was a Republican Party political maneuver that used racially-coded language disguised as tough-
on-crime politics to target people of color who lived in impoverished southern communities. The 
overt goal was to remove dangerous drug-users from society by getting them off the streets and 
into prisons. The covert reality was that the majority of these dangerous drug-users were people 
of color, and removing people of color from mainstream society appealed to southern voters who 
were white and were inclined to believe that people of color were, indeed, dangerous. Therefore, 
the war on drugs was not actually a response to an influx of crime but rather a backlash against 
the civil-rights movement. As the war on drugs gained traction, the over-policing of 
impoverished communities of color became common: It became acceptable for police to racially 
profile people under the guise that certain people looked suspicious, and this in turn led to 
routinely pulling over cars and searching them and using stop and frisks to search people 
walking down the street. Politicians utilized racial stereotypes of “crack heads,” “crack babies,” 
and “welfare queens” to gain public support for such practices, which led to people of color in 
general and men of color specifically being incarcerated at rates that far surpass those of white 
people despite the fact that studies have shown that white people are equally, if not more, likely 
than people of color to use and sell drugs (Alexander, 2010). If police were to increasingly police 
white people through regular car searches and stop and frisks, there is no doubt that white people 
would also be found to be in possession of illegal substances.  
One of the greatest fallacies of the United States is that it has been built upon the notions 
of freedom and justice for all. In reality, it has been built upon the freedom and justice for white 
people. The Declaration of Independence—which declares “that all men are created equal, that 
they are endowed by their creator with certain unalienable rights, that among these are life, 
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness”—was, absurdly, written by white men who owned African 
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American slaves; yet this cruel irony is often disregarded in the daily rhetoric and history books 
regarding U.S. culture. As Alexander (2010) as pointed out in her book and again in Alexander 
(2020), an op-ed for The New York Times, caste systems and racial disparity flourish even when 
leaders claim to support equality for all. President Clinton publicly supported black leaders while 
politically intensifying the racially biased war on drugs, and President Obama mobilized voters 
with powerful speeches of change, inclusion, and compassion for immigrants, yet, politically, he 
detained and deported great numbers of noncitizens. Whether it concerns drug crimes or 
citizenship crimes, the disparities are always rectified by positioning good people against bad. 
Obama spoke of “deporting felons not families” and “criminals not children,” but what the 
frivolous alliteration fails to convey is the complex reality that people who break the law have 
families, and sometimes those people who break the law are children. As Rodney Dole II so 
succinctly put it,  
We, as a country, have been so thoroughly indoctrinated by decades of tough-on-crime 
rhetoric that whenever the words, “criminal” or “prisoner” appear we have an almost 
Pavlovian response equating both with “murderer”, “rapist”, etc. We never think “cousin 
Jessica” or the thirteen year old sentenced to LWOP because a 30-year-old man 
convinced him to act as a lookout. (Dole , 2015, loc, 5681)  
The real downfall of this kind of political rhetoric is that it treats people who have committed 
crimes as disposable, and the public generally responds positively to this way of thinking 
because it makes people feel safer when bad people can simply be removed from among them. 
The truth about the justice system in the United States is that its purpose is less about enforcing 
formally sanctioned laws and correcting human character than it is about removing unwanted 
members of society and keeping them from integrating back into mainstream life. Once people 
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who have committed crimes have been removed from society, they are caged and treated as less 
than human. 
Illinois Prisons 
According to Scott (2018), there are three conflicting penal concepts that correlate with 
three distinct periods in the history of Illinois prisons. Initially, Illinois’ prisons were based on a  
penitentiary model (focused on industrial labor). Then, during the mid-20th Century, Illinois 
adopted the correctional model (focused on rehabilitation). However, the move toward tough-on-
crime politics in the 1970s led to a significant increase in overcrowding and spurred a decline in 
the focus on corrections, and Illinois prisons have been functioning under the mass incarceration   
paradigm (focused on simply housing a large number of bodies) ever since. This trend was on 
par with what happened in the whole nation. There were 350 degree programs for prisoners 
nationwide in the early 1980s, but tough-on-crime legislation brought about the Violent Crime 
Control and Law Enforcement Act coupled with the removal of Pell Grant eligibility for people 
who are incarcerated in 1994 (Lagemann, 2011). These changes have made it nearly impossible 
for people in prison to receive educational grants. Thus, today education-programs have 
dwindled while prison populations have soared (Lennon, 2015).  
In his essay, Scott (2018) argued that the rhetorical term, corrections, has outlived the 
actual function of the correctional concept in Illinois prisons. He further argues that many people 
would argue that Illinois prisons were never correctional in their nature but rather have always 
existed primarily just to remove unwanted persons from society. The idea of correctional 
facilities arose because people generally want to believe that prisons are doing something 
positive while maintaining the humanity and dignity of people who are incarcerated; yet Scott 
has argued that correctional programming in Illinois prisons—i.e., rehabilitative programs, 
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therapy, and educational programs—have been declining for decades, especially since 
incarcerated people lost access to Pell Grants when Bill Clinton signed the 1994 Violent Crime 
Control and Law Enforcement Act. Since then, “recent prison closures and budget deficits in 
Illinois have resulted in the most crowded, most expensive, and arguably least correctional 
prison the state has ever seen” (p. 27). As you can see from the following mission and vision 
statement as it appears on the Illinois Department of Corrections [IDOC] website, the IDOC is 
conceptually built on a corrections model of incarceration.  
Mission: To serve justice in Illinois and increase public safety by promoting positive 
change in offender behavior, operating successful reentry programs, and reducing 
victimization. 
Vision: We will operate safe, secure, and humane correctional facilities. We will provide 
quality services to those who require medical and mental health treatment. We will 
evaluate offenders individually and develop an appropriate course of action based on 
individual needs. We will reduce recidivism by offering seamless, efficient services that 
are geared toward offender rehabilitation. Staff is our greatest asset and we will ensure 
that all staff is trained to the highest professional level. This is a team-based environment 
where open communication and sharing new ideas are encouraged. We value the well-
being of IDOC staff and offenders and will serve the people of Illinois compassion and 
fairness.  
Though Illinois prisons operate under a bureaucratic organization named the Illinois Department 
of Corrections [IDOC], Illinois prisons do not have the space or resources to facilitate 
correctional programming. Next, I will take a closer look at the DCC. 
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The Danville Correctional Center 
The Danville Correctional Center (DCC) opened in 1985. It is a level-three high-
medium-security male prison located in Danville, Illinois, which is approximately 135 miles 
south of Chicago. It was originally designed to hold 900 men; however, the cells have since been 
double bunked, enabling it to house 1800 men. The John-Howard Association (JHA) is an 
independent organization that fights for a fair and humane system and for government 
transparency and accountability. Since the year 1900, the JHA has been going into prisons to 
monitor the conditions and treatment of Illinois prisoners in an effort to advocate for system 
reform. The JHA visited the DCC in 2011. The following are key observations from that visit.  
While Danville offers inmates an impressive assortment of post-secondary and vocational 
programs, it lacks a sufficient number of ABE and GED teachers. As a result, the basic 
educational needs of many inmates are not being met. Like most of Illinois’ prisons, 
Danville’s population is perilously close to its capacity. The Governor and the General 
Assembly must act soon to reduce prison overcrowding. Although IDOC has partnered 
with the Vera Institute of Justice to reduce the use of long-term segregation, Danville’s 
segregation population has increased. Danville has many inmates who cannot speak 
English and the facility lacks sufficient bilingual staff and administration. Consequently, 
these inmates are excluded from programming and rehabilitative opportunities. (John 
Howard Association, 2011, p. 1) 
JHA visited the DCC again in 2013 and made the following key observations: 
Although generally the JHA rates Danville positively compared to other IDOC facilities, 
in the past year, Danville was faced with some challenges beyond administrators’ control, 
including systemic overcrowding resulting in use of gym housing. Accommodating 17-
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year-olds within IDOC in accordance with the federal Prison Rape Elimination Act 
(PREA) standards is extremely problematic, as they must be kept separate from adult 
inmates unless directly supervised. Even at a facility with many programs, educational 
needs outstrip supply. The necessity for better determination of needs at beginning of 
incarceration and planning for reentry is apparent, as Danville averages 80-100 inmates 
per month who have completed their term of incarceration but cannot be released due to 
not having an approved parole site. Similarly, the need for electronic medical records to 
alert staff of needs was again evident, as Danville reported having had no advanced 
warning of receiving a blind inmate from IDOC reception and classification.  
Literacy and racial violence 
Race and literacy have long been intertwined in the history of the United States. 
Prendergast (2003) noted that the idea of literacy has been manipulated in various ways to justify 
and guarantee white supremacy. Before the Civil War, African Americans who were enslaved 
were legally prohibited from learning how to read and write, and, after attaining freedom, 
African Americans were blocked from developing their literary skills in an effort to prevent them 
from understanding and exercising their rights as U.S. citizens, from acquiring property, and 
from gaining employment. Prendergast examined the literacy initiatives intended to carry out the 
promise of Brown vs Board of Education. By taking an insightful look at significant legal cases 
since Brown, Prendergast demonstrated that the United States justice system has continued to use 
literacy as a marker with which to suppress black and brown people despite the hope brought by 
the ruling for Brown: that black and white people would be treated equally regarding matters 
concerning education and literacy.  
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One such case examined by Prendergast (2003) was Lassiter v. Northhampton Election 
Bd., in which Louise Lassiter, an African American woman, claimed that the North Carolina 
Literacy test violated her constitutional rights. Because Lassiter had failed the test, Lassiter could 
not register to vote, which also meant that she could not serve on juries. The Supreme Court, 
however, defended the use of such literacy tests, stating that literacy was neutral ground in terms 
of race and that people needed to know how to read and write to participate in political activities 
because so much political information was transmitted via print media such as newspapers, 
books, and magazines. Prendergast outed this statement as unreasoned nonsense:  
It could well be argued that by 1959, with the rise of radio and television, printed matter 
was quickly becoming a redundant source of information on political matters…. 
[Additionally,] people who are unable to read often get printed matter read to them by 
literates. The rationale here for upholding North Carolina’s statute, couched the way it is 
and strictly interpreted, might also function as a rationale for restricting the sightless from 
voting. (p. 165)  
Furthermore, Prendergast, pointed out that the decision in Lassiter contradicted that of Brown, in 
which the court had already decided that segregated schools like those in North Carolina had 
hindered the ability of black and brown students to learn whereas, in Lassiter, it was ruled that 
literacy was race-neutral—a regression from the previous progress made. Similar systems of 
gatekeeping in the name of literacy function behind prison walls today.  
Many people in prison who are interested in education are ruled ineligible or simply not 
selected. Correctional education programs have a tendency to select the most capable and 
well-behaved individuals, sending the message that only socially acceptable men or 
women will be considered. (Simpson II, 2019, p. 36)  
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Simply being incarcerated prohibits people from securing jobs, finding housing, and advocating 
for their own best interests once released via the voting process, but being blocked from 
participating in education while incarcerated further impedes these individuals from integrating 
successfully back into civilization by solidifying feelings of inadequacy and exclusion from 
mainstream society, and perhaps most obviously, by keeping illiterate people illiterate, which is 
the antithesis of what a correctional center should do. The metaphorical elephant in white 
America’s living room is that the United States does not and never has provided equal 
opportunities for all. Hard work does not guarantee success, and citizens do not stand on a level 
playing field, especially in terms of justice, political advocacy, and education, which are all 
inseparable from literacy.  
Stuckey (1991) wrote about the violence of literacy. In her book, she posed the theory 
that “literacy is a system of oppression that works against entire societies and against certain 
groups within given populations and against individual people” (p. 64). She reasoned that the 
first-world’s system of literacy oppresses the third, the standard American system of literacy 
education oppresses black Americans, and the school teacher who chastises a student over 
spelling errors oppresses the individual student. Given the history and current state of 
incarceration as seen through the lens of Alexander’s (2010) theory of mass incarceration 
functioning as the new Jim Crow, Prendergast’s (2003) detailed historical account of how 
literacy has been wielded as a tool for racial discrimination in our justice system, and Stuckey’s 
theory of literacy in general operating oppressively, one can conclude that the penal-corrections 
model of literacy oppresses people who are or ever have been incarcerated. I therefore turn to 
Foucault’s theory on power to support the use of trauma-informed writing and narrative inquiry 
in prison education.  
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Human history has displayed a tendency to separate people who are seen as different 
from mainstream society and to treat them as objects: For example, consider the history of 
people with mental-health issues who were committed to insane asylums and treated as cases for 
study (Foucault, 1980). The same idea can be applied to people who are labeled criminals and 
funneled into prisons miles away from where their families reside and treated merely as bodies to 
be housed. This fits with Foucault’s (1980, 1982) observations, as the separation is both social 
and spatial and involves classification. Accompanying this classification is the documentation of 
lives portrayed as symptoms. A person who believes things that go against the beliefs of the 
majority and hears voices becomes a case of schizophrenia, and that person’s life becomes a file 
that is filled with terms like psychotic, delusional, delirious, and prone to hallucinations.  
A person who becomes incarcerated is likewise classified in terms such as criminal, 
violent, inmate #65792 and identified as a case file. Capturing people’s existence through this 
kind of writing allows people in power to use a carefully selected snapshot of people’s lives to 
produce statistical information and control a dominant narrative about the people suffocating 
under those case files. These dominant narratives then infiltrate mainstream culture through 
news, television, radio, magazines, and social media. Reducing lives to case files and relying on 
statistics to control prevailing narratives is a technique of social control that is widely wielded in 
the United States. Such prevailing narratives would lead the majority of people to believe that 
some people just are not meant to live in mainstream society, and while this may be true for 
extremely violent or sociopathic people, such cases make up a small percentage of people who 
are tangled in the web of mass incarceration. This is not to say that violent offenders do not exist 
outside of serial-killers, but the majority of violent offenses can be traced back to social 
conditions and/or isolated incidents. Dr. James Gilligan wrote that love is just as vital to 
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humanity as oxygen. Just as humans do not understand how imperative oxygen is until it is gone, 
people do not fully appreciate love and connection until none is felt. Gilligan (n.d.) surmised that 
a person’s soul dies when it is starved for love. He said,  
prisoners were like people whose oxygen supply had been cut off, but it was their love 
supply. Without love, the soul cannot survive; it dies. And that’s what these men 
[prisoners with whom he had worked] were telling me, that their souls had died. That’s 
why they were capable of killing other people. (Gilligan, n.d.)  
Correctional centers, in their current form in the United States, are not places that foster love. As 
can be seen from the many people who have personal experience in carceral settings in the 
United States, “most prisons do more to stimulate violence and crime than they do to prevent it” 
(Gilligan, n.d.). The use of narrative inquiry and trauma-informed, expressive writing in carceral 
settings could provide a thoughtful and loving space in which incarcerated people can raise their 
voices above their case files. It could provide an avenue for them to take back some control over 
their narratives.  
The Valuation of Expressive, Exploratory, and Trauma-Informed Writing 
The expressive-writing approach toward curative writing, as defined by Pennebaker and 
Smyth (2016), is adopted when a person writes continuously about an upsetting or traumatic 
event without regard for grammar, spelling, mechanics, or structure. The writing can take place 
over one session only or over a series of sessions, and the sessions have generally been kept 
short: e.g., under 15 minutes. According to Bean (1996), exploratory writing refers to the 
unorganized, uncertain, messy, and nonlinear writing that people use to think through difficult or 
new concepts and deal with questions that arise during the process of creating a text. Exploratory 
writing has generally taken the form of non-stop free writes, journal entries, reading logs, and 
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memos, but it can also include scribbled notes on scraps of paper and Post-it notes that are 
sometimes discarded.  
This idea of using writing as a way to think through concepts was popularized by Elbow 
(1973, 1981) who was a pioneer of free writing. Elbow’s method of writing is straightforward: 
Put words down on a page; do not worry about the quality of writing, grammar, syntax, or even 
spelling. He attempted to take the pressure off of writers who are at the beginning stages of 
drafting by encouraging them to move past a blank page, by simply writing whatever comes to 
mind regardless of their perception of its quality. Similarly, scholars such as Lamott (1995) have 
reassured writers that all first drafts are shitty, and Goldberg (1986) has emphasized short, timed 
writing exercises that value a writer’s first thoughts—thoughts that are unobstructed by social 
politeness and a person’s internal censor. The message of these prominent scholars is clear: Be 
patient with progress toward eloquence, confidence, and style with regards to writing. The main 
difference between expressive writing, as defined by Pennebaker and Smyth (2016), and 
composition scholars’ ideas of free, exploratory writing is that expressive writing has an 
intentionally acute focus on traumatic experiences whereas exploratory writing occurs when one 
uses writing as a thinking tool—not as an end-product but as a means of learning by thinking by 
putting thoughts on the physical or electronic page. As such, expressive writing, unlike 
exploratory writing, is always focused on personal experience. Composition scholars have 
conflicting opinions on the value of autobiographical writing in the standard classroom.    
There is a long-standing discussion in the field of writing studies over the worth of 
autobiographical prose. The well-known debate between composition scholars Peter Elbow and 
David Bartholomae has delved into the role of the writer in academia and has questioned 
whether students in undergraduate writing courses should see themselves at the center of 
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discourse or on the periphery (Bartholomae & Elbow, 1995). Elbow believed that undergraduate 
writing students should be at the center of discourse, placing their voices at the center of their 
papers. Bartholomae argued that students’ voices should remain distanced in their papers. The 
focus, he argued, should be a disinterested and critical analysis of scholarly texts. Bartholomae 
(1995) believed that the main purpose of the first-year composition class was to prepare students 
for future academic work and that unbiased, critical reading was the best way to accomplish this 
goal. Anderson and MacCurdy (2000) declared that arguing for or against including personal 
essays in first- and second-year composition classrooms is a moot discussion because instructors 
have, indeed, observed the benefits that students gain from both academic and personal essays. 
MacCurdy also pointed out that students often end up with more personal foci in their writing 
whether or not the instructor pedagogically endorses such a tactic. Writing has a natural tendency 
to lend itself to self-discovery. However, a problem arises in composition classrooms when 
students write themselves into their papers, as embarrassing, painful, and even traumatic 
experiences often appear on the page and instructors are put into the precarious position of 
blending the roles of teacher and therapist. Even more concerning, such personal essays are 
ultimately graded. As MacCurdy (2000) clarified, “Therapy’s goal is mental health; our [writing 
teachers’] goal is to help our students become strong writers” (p. 173). However, one must 
question how much students gain from compartmentalizing themselves and separating their 
personal identities from their academic writing identities.  
Good writing comes from tension—tension between beauty and ugliness, humor and 
sincerity, good and bad—and it is unreasonable to expect that writers can home in on such 
tension with an authentic, purposeful voice while entirely removing their personalities and 
experiences from their writing. These issues—personal essay vs. academic essay, future goals vs. 
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course goals, instructor agency vs. student agency, and personal identity vs. academic identity—
are exacerbated in prison classrooms where identities are critical, goals and objectives are 
inherently personal, and distinct power structures exist. As Boden (2019) has pointed out, “Once 
you [prison educators] leave the prison, you can go on a date, eat whatever you want, wear 
whatever clothes you like, and bathe and use the bathroom in private. Some of us [incarcerated 
students] may secretly hold this against you” (p. 17). Educators who work in prison settings must 
have consideration for the authority that controls their students’ entire existences and the 
oppressive nature of the environment in which the classroom exists. As detailed earlier in this 
chapter, prison-existence is woven with inhumanity and trauma. MacCurdy (2000) defined 
trauma as follows: 
“Trauma” to many connotes mental “unhealth” if not outright illness. Yet trauma does 
not only refer to catastrophic moments. Dictionaries define trauma as a bodily injury 
produced by some act of violence or some agency outside the body; the condition 
resulting from the injury; or a startling experience that has a lasting effect on mental life. 
Trauma can be a single incident or a series of incidents; it can be a broken finger received 
playing football or a psychic wound caused by the death of a close family member. In 
popular language, we speak of someone who has been “traumatized” by some terrible 
experience, but in point of fact no one can reach adulthood without some moments of 
trauma. (p. 173)  
Trauma, like mass incarceration  , is a common experience in the United States. Likewise, 
trauma and mass incarceration   are taboo subjects because they are triggering, and this is exactly 
why I argue that people who teach writing in a prison setting must support the inclusion of 
trauma-informed writing. One cannot walk into a prison environment and expect the students to 
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compartmentalize their identities more than they already do in an effort to exist in such a toxic 
environment. I am not arguing that prison educators should require prison scholars to talk and/or 
write about trauma. I am arguing that prison educators should expect that many prison scholars 
will inevitably write about trauma because it is usually a large part of their past and current 
experiences and too often a part of their future projections of reentry. Thus, prison educators 
should make an effort to understand how to ethically and responsibly process and respond to 
stories and/or observations of trauma.  
Moreover, there is a duty to counteract the mainstream media’s constructed reality of 
who goes to prison and why and what it means to be a prisoner in the United States. Though 
trauma is one commonality shared by many people who are incarcerated (whether from the 
experience of incarceration or previous life experiences or both), one must be careful to not 
homogenize the experience of mass incarceration. Mass incarceration   in the United States may 
be a national tragedy, but resorting to diminutive generalizations of this phenomenon does a 
disservice to all those who bear its burden. In talking about national trauma, Payne (2005) said 
that “September 11th cannot be reductively divorced from the readers of the event and their 
attendant subjective contexts, histories, and forms of identification” (loc. 169). The same is true 
of mass incarceration. In general, students of the EJP continuously look for platforms that will 
amplify their voices, and this was particularly true for the students who participated in this study. 
Narrative inquiry is uniquely situated to amplify the participants’ voices and combat reductive, 
homogenized views of mass incarceration   because narrative theory builds on the assumption 
that “narrative is a basic human strategy for coming to terms with fundamental elements of our 
experience, such as time, process, and change” (Project Narrative).  
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Narrative as Theory 
Issues of representation should be analyzed seriously during any research project that 
involves projecting ideas about humanity, but it is particularly pertinent in narrative inquiry and 
remarkably important when working with participants from vulnerable populations. As a 
researcher who is using narrative inquiry for a project with people who are in a vulnerable 
population, I reject the idea that I am to remain a disinterested observer. Narrative inquiry 
necessitates deeply empathetic and active listening so that people may connect with each other in 
a way that allows them to draw intersecting, connecting, parallel, and broken lines between 
experiences. The work is unavoidably interpretive: “Human agency and imagination determine 
what gets included and excluded in narrativization, how events are plotted, and what they are 
supposed to mean. Individuals construct past events and actions in narratives to claim identities 
and construct lives” (Reissman, 2001, p. 2). The interpretive aspect of constructing a narrative is 
not a weakness but a strength that lets one see how a person views their story.  
As I move forward with and through narrative analysis, I follow Reissman’s (2001) idea 
of the five levels of representation in this kind of research: I will attend to experience, which 
means that I will make choices regarding what I notice and highlight and what I choose to let fall 
to the background. I will also tell about the experience as a whole, and the process of telling can 
never be as detailed and authentic as the process of actually living through an experience. Next, I 
will represent the real world through text, my writings, field notes, teaching materials, and the 
participants’ writings. I will then use this text as a basis for an analysis in which I will make 
decisions about form, organization, and presentation. In making these decisions, I will start to 
piece together fragments of lives until they become greater than the sum of their parts. The last 
level of representation is the reading experience, in which an audience will encounter the story I 
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have told and construct meaning based upon the lived experiences of its members—experiences 
which are tied to their traditions, culture, morals, religion, communities, and the historical 
circumstances of their lives. In fact, the future projection of an audience’s response is perhaps 
the most important component because, as Bamberg (2006), warned, “the worst that can happen 
to a narrative is that it remains response-less” (p. 167). Following that logic, it is reasonable to 
expect that how the audience of this manuscript reacts to its contents is more important than how 
the participants and I felt about living through and writing about this experience, for no positive 
connections between the non-incarcerated audience and incarcerated people will be established if 
the audience has a negative reaction to the content of this study.  
In this chapter, I have described the background and intersecting components of my 
theoretical focus. I began with a discussion of mass incarceration in the United States and the 
history of discipline and punishment as analyzed by Foucault. I addressed Prendergast and 
Stuckey’s powerful examinations of how people in positions of power have wielded literacy as a 
tool of oppression that justifies racial disparities in the United States, and I ended by offering 
Foucault’s theory on power as a support for the valuation of trauma-informed writing in prison 
education. I also called researchers to consider narrative inquiry as a uniquely qualified research 
methodology that is well-suited for amplifying incarcerated voices and building supports 
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CHAPTER 2 
RESEARCH REVIEW  
This literature review listens attentively to the voices of incarcerated and formerly-
incarcerated voices in the United States. It offers another avenue with which to share their voices 
and seeks first-hand accounts of what it is like to be imprisoned in the land of the free. It also 
briefly addresses what it is like to work for a department of corrections. Correspondingly, this 
review addresses the language that is used to tout the penal concept of corrections and how 
education has been dismally integrated into the prison systems. I then turn to a review of how 
current researchers and educators are working toward more thoughtful implementations of 
college-in-prison programs, and I end with an examination of scholarship on trauma and curative 
writing.  
Voices from Inside United States Prisons 
 The evolution of the United States justice system may have brought changes that shifted 
punishment from individuals’ bodies to their minds and from public view to behind concrete 
walls, but in reality, prisoners’ minds and bodies are subject to extreme cruelty on a daily basis, 
and the severe nature of U.S. prisons is available for scrutiny if non-incarcerated citizens would 
take it upon themselves to look. Though penal punishment in the United States occurs largely out 
of public view, one can get a sense of what it is like to be imprisoned in the land of the free by 
learning from those who are or have been incarcerated in the United States. One can find books 
written by incarcerated or formerly incarcerated individuals readily available on Amazon. One 
such anthology is Larson (2013), which presented a collection of essays written by people who 
are serving long-term sentences, people labeled violent offenders and depicted by the media as 
real-life boogeymen, the underbelly of society who pose direct threats to law-abiding, moral 
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citizens. With a delicate respect for both the controversial nature of the anthology and the writers 
who have contributed to the collection, Larson has successfully framed the work in a positive 
light. He has forthrightly admitted that the essays confirm the biases that many non-incarcerated 
people hold about prisons: They are cruel and inhumane places riddled with violence. However, 
he has also argued that the stories shift the focus from placing the sole blame for these conditions 
upon the perceived innate cruelty of violent offenders. Instead, these stories reveal the 
complexity of human nature and uncover the hearts and minds of violent offenders who, like 
most people, lead multifarious lives, both morally and emotionally (and this holds true both 
before and after incarceration).  
Larson (2013) has further claimed that, despite the transgressions incarcerated people 
have committed against other persons, society as a whole has a collective responsibility for what 
happens to a person after s/he has committed a crime, regardless of how heinous. He gave weight 
to this argument by noting that the U.S. police force and the U.S. prison system are deeply rooted 
in white supremacy and are built on exclusivity, which is perpetuated by the U.S. media, which 
has financial ties to prison guards’ unions (Larson, 2013). The media continues to highlight the 
most gruesome cases of violence and to demonize entire groups of mainly non-white people 
despite the fact that violent crime continues to trend downward. Likewise, the prolonged impact 
of the war on drugs impacts black and brown people disproportionately to white people. The 
United States has never been kind to black and brown bodies and minds, which have been 
subject to incredible cruelty (including enslavement and rape) since the inception of the nation. 
After black and brown people gained legal freedom from slavery, they were subject to harsh Jim 
Crow laws and to continued hatred from white people. After overcoming segregation, black and 
brown bodies are now herded into mass incarceration. All of these practices impede voting 
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rights, wealth, and property ownership, which is how generational wealth and affluence are 
transferred, and all of these practices took place while white slave owners and their descendants 
and the country as a whole benefited from the literal blood, death, and oppression of black and 
brown bodies. Larson (2013) writes as follows: 
Many are in prison because they are poor, and of a hyperpoliced and legally unprotected 
race. Many represent the failures of civic society to support families and schools on the 
very uneven playing field that is the United States today. (pp. 7-8) 
The United States should look for ways to heal its collective transgressions against black and 
brown people through civic and economic community and access to quality education, medical 
care, and mental-health services. People who are serving long-term sentences are laying the 
groundwork to help envision such changes. Though it has been common for formal prison 
education to be unavailable to people who are serving life sentences, as noted in the case of 
Johnny Ames in Brandt (2001), lifers tend to become leaders in the quest to make prisons more 
humane places because it is where their lives are lived. They have less to lose and more to gain 
through the sharing of their stories. Russell confirms this idea in his 2019 essay, “Hope for 
Leaving a Legacy.” Russell (2019) has stated that  
The positive influence of lifers isn’t easily measured or even observable by casual 
onlookers, so it is often overlooked and rarely reported. Yet the sway of lifers can be 
quite profound and wide sweeping, even on members of society who are not incarcerated. 
(p. 19) 
He elaborated by saying that, though it may seem to many that lifers are far removed from 
society, many of them actually maintain close connections to friends, family, and their home 
communities, and many act as mentors to younger men who are incarcerated. If a lifer can find 
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meaning and purpose in life through access to quality education, he can inspire others to regain 
control over and resolution in their own lives. Mentees become a bridge from a lifer’s existence 
in prison to life outside prison walls, and working towards successful and positive reintegration 
from prison benefits everyone in society—unless one has a vested interest in keeping prisons 
filled. Kilgore (2019) has reiterated this concept. Though he never formally taught higher 
education in prison, he spent much of the time during his incarceration helping people prepare 
themselves to embark on the journey of higher education. He shared books and ideas and 
supported them emotionally. He helped them build basic education and language skills and find 
motivation and discipline. Kilgore (2019) has noted that higher-education programs are rare in 
prison. He spent six and a half years at four different prisons and never came into contact with 
even one college faculty member, and even when he was fortunate enough to meet college 
faculty members while incarcerated, he recognized that the majority of the other inmates would 
not be so privileged: “Only a small sliver of the population accesses those courses” (p. 48). Thus, 
the majority of the general population relies on what Kilgore terms, “invisible educators” (p. 48). 
These are the people who receive no formal accolades or training for teaching, yet they go out of 
their way to help other people pursue educational endeavors. Johnny Ames was one such person 
who was able to learn from informal prison education.   
 Johnny Ames, born in 1950 in a rural community in a southern region of the United 
States, faced a life that was deeply entrenched in racism and oppression. He served 16 years in 
maximum and medium prisons in the Midwest during a time when prison ideology was 
turbulently evolving along with the Civil Rights Movement. Brandt (2001) has detailed Ames’ 
journey from functioning illiteracy to working as a legal-aid researcher and part-time counselor 
of youth offenders. Ames remembered growing up in a town where racism prevailed. He did not 
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want to know how to read the writing all around him, the writing that said “No Negroes 
Allowed” or “Whites Only.” Ames knew at a young age that these messages were wrong and 
hurtful, but he did not have the power to fight them, so he avoided them and consequently turned 
away from embracing literacy skills. When Ames went to prison, he became motivated to learn 
how to read and write so that he could read the transcripts from his court hearing. When he 
openly admitted during his hearing that he could not read and write, he said that everyone began 
talking over him, and that he could not keep up with everything that was being discussed about 
him, about his personhood. When he finally gained the skills to be able to read the transcript, he 
said he was absolutely hurt because the things that had been written about him were not accurate, 
and he vowed to never let anyone talk and write for him again. He developed an educational 
relationship with a nun who provided him with books and dictionaries and began reading like his 
life depended on it because it did. He became involved in an anti-crime group for teenagers. He 
was selected for a program that came about after Bond v. Smith that taught legal reading and 
research techniques to a small group of men who were incarcerated at the prison. Bond ruled that 
state prisons have an obligation to help people who are incarcerated adequately represent 
themselves in legal court, which meant that incarcerated people should have access to legal 
paperwork and law libraries. 
 Larson (2013) powerfully noted that, if housed all together, the United States prison 
population would make up the fourth largest city in the country. He also recognized that a 
recurring motif in stories from people who are incarcerated is the ongoing harm from prisons ran 
without oversight and accountability. This city is controlled by correctional officers who receive 
little training yet are given unconditional trust by the majority of the public. Correctional officers 
work for low wages and are protected by powerful unions and congress to do a job that places an 
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incredible amount of stress on a person. Because they are in a constant state of threat, 
correctional officers are subject to “hypertension, alcoholism, depression, suicide, etc.” (p. 145). 
Although people who are incarcerated often talk and write about facing unnecessary harm from 
correctional officers, it is not a subject that will be seen in national or local news because 
correctional officers are legally and socially protected.  
 Whitefield (2013) recounted one of the many times he has seen people who are 
incarcerated get singled out and berated by correctional officers for their race. As he and a small 
group of other incarcerated people were walking down a corridor, the line was abruptly ordered 
to come to a halt when a large officer ordered an Asian male to come forward: “You. Yeah, you 
with the slanted eyes and sloping head.” Then, he made sure that the rest of the crowd 
understood their place in the situation. Pointing to the floor directly at his feet, he continued, 
“Well get your ass here, and the rest of you dirtbags stand where you are with your fuckin’ 
mouths shut and your hands in your pockets” (p. 164). The large officer grabbed the Asian male 
(whose delicate frame was that of a teenage boy) by the shoulder and twirled him around with 
complete ease, at which point the officer taunted him by mocking the Asian accent and telling 
him the prison did not serve fish heads and rice. After enough cruelty had turned the Asian 
male’s expression into a fearful grimace, the crowd was ordered to start walking again. The show 
was over. Ironically, many of the men were on their way to a group meeting where the purpose 
was to discuss how their actions affect their rehabilitation. The men discussed how the 
experience made them feel angry, fearful, and helpless. When Whitefield asked the counselor 
how that kind of treatment helped prepare them for a successful reintegration into society, the 
counselor shut her eyes and shook her head as if in defeat. Whitfield wrote that, “no one ever 
seems to have the answer” (p. 165).  
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 Claiming that rehabilitation is an individual responsibility, Pendleton II (2013) has 
asserted that individuals have to “dig deep within to correct the error of their ways” (p. 169) 
inside a prison where corruption among staff is common. Despite his resolve to take sole 
responsibility for his actions and correction upon himself, he noted that the system works against 
him. Like most communities, black men are seen as a particular kind of threat to the prison. As 
such, he has seen that African American men are disciplined with segregation more than other 
races, members of which often receive probation or community service for the same or similar 
infractions. African American men are thought to have no value in certain communities, so they 
are removed from them. This holds true even when they are incarcerated. One of his personal 
experiences of being moved to segregation unnecessarily was when his personal journal was 
confiscated by an officer during a shake down. The journal contained recordings of his everyday 
life in prison, and was written in a hyperbolic, sarcastic tone; thus, Pendleton II was deemed a 
threat to the prison community and sentenced to sixty days in segregation. He appealed the 
decision, and, after an undisclosed amount of time, the court ruled in his favor, and he was 
moved out of segregation back to the general population. The whole experience was 
unnecessarily harmful, but Pendleton II has come to accept that as the nature of being in prison 
while black. He knew that he could not expect reasonable interactions with those around him, so 
he took it upon himself to be overly reasonable.  
I manage psychological survival by having discipline and patience when there are guards 
who don’t respect and yell at you. Sometimes they talk down to the inmates, and I have 
to speak to them in a way that I don’t get into trouble. Most prison guards don’t have 
very good communication skills; they’re programmed to react in a tactical way when 
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dealing with inmates. I survive by being respectful, and I hope to get respect back. (p. 
170)   
Prisons in the United States are inherently contradictory. Originally, their stated goals were both 
to punish and correct. “Reformers who created these early institutions imagined the ‘ideal 
prisoner’s both dead and alive, a subject to be both corrected and severely punished.” (Kim et al., 
2018).  
Yet, the concepts of corrections and punishment are mutually exclusive: Humanity is not 
fostered through cruelty. The fact that prisons in the United States were founded with principles 
of white supremacy and birthed as an extension of slavery only compounds this contradiction 
(Kim et al., 2018). As black people have gained new freedoms and have sought to find equal 
status in a nation built on white supremacy, police forces, jails, and prisons were used as 
obstacles to keep them from organizing for political power and self-efficacy. Additionally, 
deterrence policies have complicated the issues further by doling out punishments that are more 
severe than the crime. Allen (2017) wrote about her cousin, Michael, who was tried as an adult at 
the age of 15 for attempted car-jacking. He spent over a decade in prison. Reflecting on her 
cousin’s experience with the justice system, she realized that Michael, standing in front of the 
judge, represented not only his own crime but also the 1,000’s of other car-jackings that 
happened in L.A. that year. Michael was punished harshly to set an example to the public to 
deter future crimes. As Allen so eloquently wrote, “Deterrence dehumanizes. It directs at the 
individual the full hate that society understandably bears toward an aggregate phenomenon” (p. 
150). Punishing people in this way is reprehensible and places society’s hatred of an act upon an 
individual’s shoulders and reaps vengeance from their pain. Ideally, a punishment should fit a 
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crime, and society’s anger against a person should subside once punishment is served, but this is 
not how our justice system works.    
If one chooses not just to listen but to truly hear and empathize with the voices that speak 
out from behind prison walls in the U.S., one can start to understand the complex and dire 
existence that is home for more than 2.3 million people (Wagner & Rabuy, 2017). Some 
journalists have taken it upon themselves to gain firsthand knowledge of prisons by working for 
the department of corrections and then writing about their experiences.  
When Shane Bauer, a journalist, took a position working at the Winn Correctional 
Center, a privately operated, medium-security men’s prison located in Winnfield, Louisiana, he 
underwent training protocols that explicitly repeated that correctional officers should aim to have 
as little communication as possible with people who are incarcerated. The reasoning was that 
people who are incarcerated are dangerous and manipulative, and the less one speaks to them, 
the safer everyone will be (Bauer, 2018). However, as shown in Bauer (2018), many staff and 
correctional officers at Winn showed a disregard for the sanctity of the lives of people who are 
incarcerated and easily manipulated the prison system to condone abusive and violent treatment 
of them. “Don’t ever think I’m against you. ‘Cuz I’m gonna knock one of ‘em [an incarcerated 
person] out if I have to. And we go’ write that report [an incident report] like he was trying to 
kill me and it was self-defense. Haha-haha!” (Bauer, 2018, p. 149).  
Ted Conover, an anthropologist journalist, sought employment with a department of 
corrections. He was assigned to train at the Albany training academy and later appointed as a 
correctional officer at Sing Sing Correctional Facility in Ossining, New York: a maximum 
security prison. He was motivated, in part, to determine whether correctional-officer jobs tend to 
attract people who are predisposed to violence or if people became violent as an after-effect of 
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the job (Conover, 2000). One of the things he found was that officer training was at least partly 
responsible for the hardened mentalities of correctional officers. Correctional officers are trained 
as if they are going into war zones. People who are incarcerated are depicted as the enemy. They 
are described as manipulative, deceitful, and unsafe. Correctional officers are taught to band 
together and disregard any perceived wrong doing by one another so long as it is in an effort to 
work toward the greater good of safety and security of the prison as a whole (Conover, 2000).  
Betts (2009) gave a first-hand account of what it was like for him to live in a United 
States prison for more than eight years, 14 months of which was in solitary confinement. After 
serving his sentence, Betts attended Prince George’s Community College, became a published 
author and poet, and later graduated from Yale Law School and passed the Connecticut bar 
exam. He was arrested at the age of 16 and charged as an adult in the year 1996 and incarcerated 
at Sussex 1 State Prison in Waverly, VA. In the book, he takes ownership over his crime, which 
was carjacking a white man who was asleep in his car. Betts and a friend stole the car along with 
the man’s credit cards and then went to a store (a Macy’s) where they ended up running from a 
security guard. Though open about his crime, readers remain uncertain about his motive. He 
never gives a clear reason why he decided to hold a gun to a man’s head and take his car and 
credit cards, and I think perhaps it is because the then 16-year-old Betts did not even understand 
himself why he did it. Betts was taken to jail and put into a bare cell by himself. The only thing 
in the cell was a blanket that was barely half of Betts’ five-foot-six-inch frame. The deputy 
walked away without speaking to Betts, and Betts being young and naïve, did not call out after 
him.  
Days passed after Betts’ (2009) tacit encounter with the apathetic deputy, and Betts slept 
in the same clothes, on the thin blanket on the cold concrete in the middle of winter. Betts wrote 
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of the coldness and loudness of the cells, just as Bauer (2018), Conover (2000), and Kim et al. 
(2018) wrote about the coldness and loudness of prison cell halls. Cells are made up entirely of 
concrete. The only padded surfaces in them are generally the thin mattresses on top of cots. 
There are no table tops, and there are no seats, save for a toilet. After eight days of being in the 
cell, Betts was sent to see two nurses. They refused to speak to him until he showered because 
his odor was overbearing. The nurses, like nearly all of the staff, correctional officers, and 
administration were white while nearly the whole of the incarcerated population was black and 
brown. A recurrent theme in Betts’ book is that the United States incarcerates black and brown 
boys and men at a rate far higher than white boys and men, and that, once incarcerated, black and 
brown people have few resources with which to help themselves and are surrounded by white 
people who are indifferent to their loss of rights and humanity.  
In many ways, Betts (2009) fits the stereotypical profile of someone who goes to prison 
in the United States. He was a young black male on the precipice of adulthood who grew up in 
an area of high poverty and crime. In the span of minutes, he held a gun on someone, stole a car, 
credit cards, and 10 dollars in cash. As a result, he faced charges of carjacking, attempted 
carjacking, robbery, attempted robbery and two uses of a firearm in the commission of a felony. 
Betts listened carefully to the words the white men in the courtroom used to describe him the day 
of his sentencing. They said that Betts was a chameleon who had only fooled people into 
believing that he was good and that surely this was not his first offense. They called him a 
menace and pressed for the maximum punishment, which was life in prison. Those who came to 
his defense, his defense lawyer and letters from teachers and family, said that he was a bright 
student who had been led astray by not having a father present. The judge asked Betts if he had 
anything to say, and all Betts could think to say was that his crime was not the fault of his absent 
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father, that he knew what he did was wrong, and that he was sorry and hoped to one day make 
things right.  
Before reading the sentence charges, the judge told Betts (2009), “I don’t have any 
illusion that the penitentiary is going to help you, but you can get something out of it if you want 
to,” (Betts, 2009, p. 79), then he sentenced him to 15 years for carjacking, five years for robbery, 
and a mandatory minimum for three years for use of a firearm while committing a felony. The 
judge said he would suspend nine years, which brought Betts’ sentence to 14 years. However, at 
the time of sentencing, Betts did not understand that he was being sentenced concurrently, 
meaning that for the first five years of his imprisonment, the system would think treat him like he 
was two different people—a 16-year-old black boy serving time for carjacking and separately a 
16-year-old black boy serving time for robbery. This meant that ultimately Betts was sentenced 
to nine years in prison. What stayed with Betts is how the people prosecuting him spoke 
definitively as if they knew him (despite never having really spoken with him) and how the judge 
said directly that he did not expect prison to be helpful for Betts yet sentenced him to almost a 
decade in prison anyway.  
 Reflecting on the situation, Betts (2009) wrote that, at one point in his young life, 
committing such a crime would have seemed impossible, but that, slowly, over time, small crime 
became a part of his everyday life. Despite being a gifted student, he remembers not having 
access even before going to prison to programs or professionals who could have facilitated 
improvement in his life, and he ruminated on the irony that he may not have ever met a real-life 
lawyer, let alone a black lawyer, had he not committed such a crime. Betts carefully weaves his 
tale of redemption. On the one hand, he knows that growing up in a crime-ridden neighborhood 
with few prospects for growth was a factor in why he committed his crimes; on the other hand, 
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he stated frankly that he knew his surroundings were not to blame for his actions. Being a poet, 
Betts often used expressive language in his book and leaves out concrete assertions, thereby 
allowing the reader to infer meaning from his words.  
After his visit with the two white female nurses, Betts (2009) realized that his voice did 
not have meaning in prison unless it moved someone to action. In that specific case, he moved 
the nurses to demand a mattress for him. Rather than feel appreciative of their actions, however, 
Betts felt resentful for their ability to speak and fulfill their intended consequence so swiftly, as it 
highlighted how little weight his voice carried. He said the situation reminded him of how he felt 
having a gun in his hand. He wrote that, “something that weighed next to nothing in my palm 
added a ton of weight to the tenor of my voice, made every word I said matter” (p. 21). Though 
Betts never gives his readers the satisfaction of stating exactly why he committed his crimes, this 
short sentence toward the beginning of his book tells us that he was a young adolescent 
desperately seeking attention in a world that made him feel insignificant. Parenting books tell 
readers to not respond to tantrums with anger, yet the United States justice system responds to 
adolescents’ outbursts by putting young boys into adult prisons and then assuming no ethic of 
care for their existence, even when victims are not physically harmed, as in the case of Betts’ 
carjacking. Once behind bars, Betts learned to speak a new language and live a new sort of 
existence. He picked up on prison slang and quickly understood the value of intimidation and the 
appearance of strength. He wrote, “In three months I’d learned that everyone from lawyers to the 
judges to other kids around me thought their power rested in getting someone to fear you” (Betts, 
2009, p. 7).  
Hinton (2018) has also written of this constant state of fear and intimidation. He was 
released from prison on April 3, 2015, after he had spent nearly 30 years in solitary confinement 
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on Alabama’s death row. Hinton’s case received wide recognition because he had served such a 
long sentence before being proven innocent and released. In 1985, a restaurant manager was 
murdered near the place where Anthony Hinton was working. Though a guard had logged his 
arrival and departure time at his place of work and though the locations were too far from one 
another to place Hinton at the scene of the crime, he was charged and convicted. The fear and 
intimidation from police started the night he was interrogated. Hinton kept his composure 
answering questions. He had been raised to believe that if he had done nothing wrong, he had 
nothing to fear, but he quickly realized that this was not true. One of the cops said,  
You know, I don’t care whether you did or didn’t do it. In fact, I believe you didn’t do it. 
But it doesn’t matter. If you didn’t do it, one of your brothers did. And you’re going to 
take the rap. You know why? … Number one, you’re black. Number two, a white man is 
gonna say you shot him. Number three, you’re gonna have a white district attorney. 
Number four, you’re gonna have a white judge. And number five, you’re gonna have an 
all-white jury. (p. 65) 
The cop then looked at Hinton and smiled. At that moment, both men knew that Hinton would be 
convicted. This is one of the ways the justice system in the south has been wielding white 
supremacy as an axe that cuts black men’s feet out from under them.  
 Inspired by Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn’s, One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich, 
Longworth, used the same structure to tell the story of one day in the life of Jonny, a man who is 
incarcerated in a United States prison. One particularly harrowing scene in Longworth (2016) 
took readers into the chow hall where Jonny’s friend told him while sitting at the lunch table that 
there was going to be a hit on a man named Dino. Dino’s boss, Ernie, the leader of a group of 
skinheads that existed inside the prison had already been hit three days before. Ernie was doused 
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with gasoline and lit on fire while in his cell. His screams of being burned alive reverberated 
through the concrete hall for everyone to hear. When the guards finally go to him, no one was 
sure if he was alive. They later found out that he was. Over 85% of his body had been burned. 
His lips and eyelids had disintegrated, and a few of his fingers, which clung to his cell bars had 
broken off. Ernie had failed to carry out an order that had come in to the prison to kill a black 
man because the black man had been convicted of killing a white man during a Seattle riot. Dino 
was the skinheads’ second-in-command, and therefore was also targeted for punishment by the 
unseen powers that be.  
 As the men sat in the chow hall and looked warily at the table where Dino ate lunch, 
Jonny looked at the line of guards and realized they too were focusing their attention on Dino’s 
table. Jonny realized that they knew the hit was coming. Then a white man with a skin head 
stood up and locked his intentions on Dino. As he approached, the conversation at Dino’s table 
decreased, yet Dino’s had his back to the approaching man and did not pick up on the 
approaching danger. He never saw the threat coming. The approaching man struck the back of 
Dino’s head with incredible force, and the whole chow hall went quiet. The only sound was that 
of Dino’s skull being crushed by more blows and then kicks after he fell to the ground. A man 
who was seated at Dino’s table with him also began kicking him full force in the head. The 
attack lasted uninterrupted for several minutes before the guards began yelling, “stop fighting!” 
(loc. 381). Eventually, over a dozen guards descended upon the table and hand cuffed the two 
attackers and the victim. Lt. Todd simply asked the first attacker why he made a mess of the 
chow hall. When the man did not answer, Lt. Todd kicked him in the face with his steel-toed 
boot. Someone unidentifiable within the crowd shouted, calling the Lieutenant a coward, and the 
Lieutenant’s response was to kick the hand-cuffed man in the face again and even harder. Then 
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the guards drug all three men away, with dark blood still pouring out of Dino’s now 
unrecognizable face. Once the guards were gone, the normal chatter of the chow all returned, and 
one of Jonny’s lunch mates turned to him with a hopeful look on his face and asked if Jonny had 
brought cigarettes. To appear disturbed by the unspeakable violence that is always imminent in 
prison is to appear weak, and Jonny and his friends had adapted well enough to prison life to 
avoid appearing weak.  
  This idea of living in a constant state of fight or flight is evident throughout works by 
incarcerated and formerly incarcerated individuals. Mark Olmsted writes of unavoidable states of 
fear in his memoir, Ink from the Pen. Olmsted and Moreano (2017) received an HIV positive 
diagnosis during the height of the AIDs epidemic. The combination of his belief that the 
diagnosis was a death sentence and his increased crystal-meth addiction led him to engage in a 
life of crime, for which he never thought he would receive punishment because he would not be 
alive. The AIDs virus killed nearly 80% of people who tested positive for it before 1996. 
Olmsted recounted that he could not even begin grieving for one friend before another friend of 
his would die from it. Then he suffered through the very personal death of his brother, who was 
also HIV positive, and, to make matters worse, Mark had encouraged his brother, Luke, to live a 
little by going out and having a one-night-stand in the late 70s—a very rare occurrence for Luke. 
The condom had broken, and this is how Luke contracted AIDs (Olmsted, 2019).  
After Luke died, Mark stole his identity and lived off his credit cards for a while. Then, 
he filed to have the credit wiped clean by submitting paperwork for Luke’s death. Mark also 
faked his own death a few times to collect fraudulent insurance money. He successfully lived 
under the radar for more than a decade. Once his crimes caught up with him, he served a mere 
16-month sentence for falsifying documents and possession of a controlled substance. Olmsted 
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and Moreano (2017) wrote that during his time in prison he had dealt with gang violence and 
homophobia. Fortunately, there was a designated wing for people who identified as gay, so they 
could be housed separately from men who identified as heterosexual. This was a precaution to 
prevent violence. The gay men who roomed together were provided with contraceptives as a 
means of preventing the spread of STDs. However, due to overcrowding, men were sometimes 
moved around, and the two populations mixed. At one point during his incarceration, Olmsted, 
who was a first-time offender and a minimum security risk, was moved to a wing with the 
general population that was completely run by prison gangs—a place where violence was 
common, and most men were reprimanded with additional time to serve because they were 
caught fighting. Though Olmstead attempted to appear as a heterosexual during his time there, he 
received HIV medication each day that made it difficult to hide his homosexuality. After a week 
in this wing, he was able to talk with an officer about being moved. In his book, he wrote that he 
sincerely believes they agreed to move him because he sounded like it was within his ability to 
file a lawsuit if his situation did not change.  
Among these men’s stories, Betts (2009), Hinton (2019), and Olmsted and Moreano 
(2017) stand out as unique among prison narratives because they were able to survive the dismal 
conditions of prison and secure a successful reentry into society for themselves. If society deigns 
to sympathize with the stories told and written by incarcerated and formerly incarcerated people, 
they will hear echoes of just how challenging it is to reenter society after being incarcerated. 
Contrary to widely held beliefs that people have paid their debts to society after serving their 
time, the correctional system holds its grasp on individuals even after the metal bars have been 
lifted. 
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 Simpson II (2019) has noted that individuals who are released from prison have a better 
chance at successfully reintegrating into society if they have pursued education in prison. Despite 
educational pursuits, however, most formerly incarcerated persons are plunged into a society that 
does not want to receive them.  
It remains difficult [for formerly incarcerated individuals] to find employment in general, 
even after obtaining a college degree. To further complicate matters, with felon 
disenfranchisement and employment discrimination an issue, many employers are 
unwilling to hire formerly incarcerated people for fear of losing their clientele. Faced 
with the many responsibilities that accompany freedom, unable to find employment, 
facing familiar obstacles to self-respect and self-esteem, not finding society welcoming or 
‘respecting the human potential of the offender,’ many begin feeling betrayed by the very 
society they’ve placed their faith in. (p. 33) 
If education barely opens the door for a successful reentry for formerly incarcerated  
individuals, imagine trying to reenter society without having obtained any education. Sadly, this  
is the reality for most people who leave prison. Education in prison is available but not widely  
accessible. Programs are rare, and individuals must be deemed socially acceptable (read,  
savable) if they are to be selected as a participant in educational programming.  
This “creates a form of social stratification reminiscent of what’s present in many of the 
communities from which these individuals come” (Simpson II (2019, p. 36). Price (2015) has 
speculated that publicizing the abuse and neglect that goes on in prisons will not spur public 
outrage. On the contrary, he has argued that the United States public takes a voyeuristic pleasure 
in watching the justice system dole out punishment to those who have transgressed against their 
fellow Americans, as is evident from the abundance of television programs that allow viewers to 
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follow and celebrate real and fictional arrests, trials, rulings, and punishments. Put directly, Price 
has argued that “some part of the dominant culture wants to watch the pain, disgrace, and 
degradation of the criminal (p. 52). The United States prison is truly a place for forgotten and 
hated members of its society, and this holds especially true for prisons in Illinois. 
The Language of the Penal Concept of Corrections and Recidivism 
Castro (2018) has taken it upon herself to unpack the inherent biases that are tied to the 
language of reduced recidivism, which is used to advocate for the necessity of prison education. 
A wealth of literature supports the inclusion of education in prison based upon a positive 
correlation between prison education and reduced recidivism (e.g., Fine et al., 2001; Gaes, 2008; 
Davis et al., 2013; 2014). Since it is widely accepted that access to education in prison reduces 
recidivism, this literature review does not focus on recidivism as a measure of college in prison 
programs. Rather, I turn to scholarship that discusses why and how focusing on recidivism is 
problematic. As Castro (2018) has noted, opportunities for education while incarcerated are 
made available on the basis of desired outcomes from that education. In the case of prison 
education, recidivism has continued to be the dominant intended consequence. Education is 
offered to people in prison in hope that they will learn how to lead a life free of crime once 
released and thus stay out of prison. She did acknowledge that it is necessary and good to make 
the reduction of recidivism one goal of prison education insofar as the goal is to keep people out 
of prison. However, she has stated that there is also an “opportunity to thoughtfully expand the 
reasons for higher education in prison and to counter public discourses focused on recidivism as 
part of a commitment to anti-racist praxis” (p. 3). Because the United States justice system 
disproportionately targets and prosecutes black, African American, and Latinos, the rationale of 
reduced recidivism rates is excessively and unfairly felt by black and brown people. The deeply 
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ingrained, white-supremacist message to everyone is that black and brown people are 
predisposed to criminality and must be transformed and rehabilitated to lead a moral life. Racial 
inequality is widely accepted as normal and deemed as justified. The new concept is that these 
people can and should be rehabilitated. The goal of rehabilitation is directly specified in the 
Correctional Education Association’s [CEA] philosophy, as stated on their website: 
Education is the key to effective rehabilitation. Detained and adjudicated juvenile and 
adult students need to learn to reassess their values, goals, and priorities in life in way 
that differs from their time prior to incarceration. Acquiring personal, social, and 
technical skills are necessary for a successful and permanent reentry into society as 
productive citizens, parents, and coworkers. (para 5) 
On the surface, rehabilitation and recidivism are portrayed as racially neutral metrics as follows: 
Follow the law, do not commit a crime, and you will not end up in jail.  
However, a wealth of material has exposed this logic as fallacy. Black and brown people 
are punished and imprisoned regardless of their capacity to follow the law and at a rate that far 
surpasses that of white people (Alexander, 2010). Thus, recidivism is not wholly dependent upon 
an individual’s behavior; rather, it is largely tied to a “social system that systematically 
disadvantages people of color” (p. 9). The rhetoric of recidivism contributes to the 
dehumanization of black and brown people and enacts state violence against them (Castro 2018). 
The underlying assumption of the CEA’s statement is that education can fix people who are 
incarcerated. Maltz (2001) took a close look at why this idea of fixing people is so ingrained in 
the language around correctional education and recidivism. In short, correctional education is 
based on a medical model of intervention which functions with the broad process of diagnosing, 
treating, and curing. When all education that takes place in a prison is considered correctional 
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with the goal of recidivism, it implicitly forces an assumed pathology on all incarcerated students 
and limits their educational experiences. What does all of this mean for the future of college-in-
prison programs and for the people who are currently involved in teaching, administering, and 
facilitating such programs? It means that now is the time to move past thinking about reduced 
recidivism as the main marker of success in college-in-prison programs and towards creating 
programs that lovingly focus on humanity and dignity.  
In the introduction of Critical Perspectives on Teaching in Prison, Ginsburg (2019) has 
advocated for a more thoughtful implementation of prison-education programs. Current practice 
largely consists of hiring adjunct instructors to facilitate these college courses. After a modicum 
of training in prison security, these instructors are faced with teaching at a fundamentally 
repressive site with little to no training on how to adjust their practices to the peculiarities of 
prison teaching and no formal structure for receiving feedback from students or administrators. If 
college-in-prison programs are to benefit people who are incarcerated rather than comprise 
merely one more oppressive facet of prison life, then “college-in-prison programs must take care 
to manage the particular dynamics and inherent violence of carceral settings” (Ginsburg, 2019, p. 
2). Ginsburg (2019), who has successfully directed the EJP for more than a decade, highlighted 
guiding themes that have resonated both with people who are or have been incarcerated and with 
some who have had extensive experience teaching in and out of prisons.  
First, people involved in prison education should be cautious but thoughtful when 
articulating the impacts of such programs. Offering college-in-prison programs barely scratches 
the surface of remedying the nefariously complex web that traps people in the justice system: 
invisible racial-caste systems, wealth inequality, racial biases, over-policing of whole groups of 
people, zero-tolerance policies in urban schools, unreasonable parole practices, lack of access to 
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mental-health care, low-quality health care, lack of access to sex education and contraceptives, 
general racism and sexism, etc. The list could go on and on. Offering college courses to people 
who are incarcerated does not repair these societal issues. College-in-prison programs attempt to 
address symptoms of much deeper societal problems. On the same note, instructors should be 
wary of treating prisons as bizarre sites for altruistic work. Prison educators should not be the 
focus. The focus should be on incarcerated voices. Second, rehabilitation is not the goal of 
college in prison. A focus on rehabilitation implies that people in prison are innately bad and that 
the United States justice system is innately good, and it overlooks the fact that crime and 
violence have structural roots. Third, Ginsburg has compelled readers to embrace the complexity 
of teaching at a prison. Transferring a college course from a free campus to prison does not mean 
that the intellectual content needs to be deliberately simplified. On the contrary, incarcerated 
scholars yearn for intellectual stimulation and thoughtful engagement from people in a space in 
which everyone is treated as human. However, adjustments may need to be made to course 
material and to teaching practices to adhere to prison procedures and to respond to students’ 
current and future lives. More problematic, college-in-prison programs function in places where 
prison administrators often see the work as threatening, which complexifies the execution of 
logistics.  
Working Toward More Thoughtful College-in-Prison Programs 
 Berry (2018) has examined the ventures that incarcerated students and educators take in 
the hope that literacy and higher education might repair systemic inequalities and improve their 
socio-economic status. By combining ethnographic methods and narrative inquiry, Berry has 
provided a nuanced look at how literacy has functioned in the lives of his incarcerated students 
and has shown the students’ attempts at writing themselves back into a society that erases 
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incarcerated people’s existence. He has recounted his first day teaching, in a program he called 
Project Justice (a pseudonym), when he read Obama’s speech, “A Perfect Union,” with his class. 
He chose that particular speech because Obama had recently been elected president and Berry 
thought that Obama’s remarks on hope for the forgotten members of society would speak to the 
students. He was taken aback when one of his students, Juan, wrote him a note after class asking 
if he would receive a poor grade for not liking Obama. Berry was surprised because he had never 
had a student ask such a question, but he also realized that he had never had the audacity to walk 
into a classroom and assume he knew his students’ political beliefs. This was a good learning 
experience for Berry. In the introduction of his book, he stated that it is time for educators and 
administrators to move past the rhetoric of hope because, while it has been a good tool for 
advancing literacy initiatives, it also glosses over the lives of those who are disenfranchised.  
Literacy educators, Berry (2018) argued, should be careful not to romanticize the idea 
that prison writing programs always lead to feelings of liberation and freedom or that they can 
rectify the deeply rooted systems of inequality that exist in the United States. He said that while 
instances of literacy bringing transformation and freedom do exist (e.g., Malcolm X), they are 
much more rare than one would expect given their over-representation in the world of prison 
education. The more prevalent minor narratives—those that do not align with dominant stories 
and the cultural romance of the power of reading and writing—are underrepresented. Berry has 
considered how writing scholars have challenged issues of literacy and hope. He has also traced 
the evolution and breakdown of college-in-prison programs, including the removal of 
incarcerated people’s access to Pell Grants and how literacy has been wielded as a tool with 
which to judge people’s ability and worth.  
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This idea of being humble about what education in prison can actually do for people who 
are incarcerated is a recurrent theme in recent literature. The caution from Ginsburg (2019) and 
Berry (2018) was reaffirmed by Ginsberg (2019), who is the Associate Director of the 
Correctional Education Program at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Ginsberg 
(2019) has critiqued the wide use of critical pedagogy by prison-education programs. Critical 
pedagogy was popularized by Paulo Freire and Henry Giroux, and its pedagogical goal is to help 
people recognize and analyze their existence within systems of oppression so they may rise 
against them and transform beyond them. Freire (1970) has maintained that, without a process of 
recognition and transformation, people remain in a state of blindness and therefore do not even 
see themselves as oppressed. Giroux (1988) took up the work of Freire (1970) and further 
adapted critical pedagogy to the classroom by insisting that teachers and students must come 
together to unveil and assess power structures that are inherent in classrooms and guided by 
things like language ideology and social status. Just as Berry (2018) has warned about 
romanticizing the power of literacy for incarcerated students, Ginsberg (2019) warns about 
idealizing the worth of critical pedagogy in prison environments. He has contended that critical 
pedagogy cannot liberate a prisoner. Educators in prison environments tend not to use the word 
prisoner, as it denotes an identity of someone who is diminished. Instead, many instructors opt 
for the term incarcerated person. As can be seen in my own writing, I opt for the use of 
incarcerated person in an attempt to honor my students’ humanity.  
However, Ginsberg (2019) has pointed out that attempting to erase the identity of 
prisoner is merely one more way of glossing over the students’ lived experiences. Incarcerated 
students are indeed, prisoners, and their day-to-day lives are built upon a loss of agency. Rigid 
routines, movement restrictions, threats of violence, separation from the outside community, and 
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ultimately little to no choice in how they live—these all add up to an oppressed existence, one 
that cannot be rectified through critical pedagogy no matter how hard educators and students try. 
As Boden (2019) put it, “You must divorce yourself from trying to save us [prisoners]. You 
can’t” (p. 16). Ginsberg (2019) has recognized that, “prisoner,” is an abject category in the 
United States, an identity that can be deconstructed then reconstituted in a liberated form. 
Furthermore, Ginsberg has asserted that narratives of transformation have the nerve to assume to 
know the whole identity of prison students before, during, and ultimately after their 
incarcerations; yet the very nature of teaching in a prison prevents instructors from fraternizing 
with students and precludes students from fully revealing themselves to anyone for fear of 
repercussions on both sides. Transformation narratives also stereotype and generalize identities 
from good to bad back to good. In reality, however, people’s identities cannot be so easily 
characterized. As Berry (2018) affirmed, “Each of us is more than our worst deed” (p. 106). In 
the words of Stevenson (2014), “Even if you kill someone, you’re not just a killer” (p. 290). 
Allen (2017) attempted to reconcile her understandings of her cousin, Michael, when she learned 
after his death that he was known as someone not to be messed with on the streets: “Big Mike.” 
She reflected on knowing her cousin as someone whose magnetism drew people to him the way 
the Sun warms the Earth. She knew he was endearing and loving, but, in the end, she admitted 
that she did not know the whole Michael. She did not know the Michael who was shot and 
whose dead body was wrapped in a blanket and left sitting in a car. Humans are dynamic, 
complicated beings, the whole of which cannot be generalized into basic categories. Ginsberg 
outwardly stated that his essay does not offer a solution to the darkness that pervades the power 
dynamics in prison classrooms. Rather, he said, his essay offers a humble reminder that 
pedagogies of transformation reduce and exploit the incarcerated students it claims to help. 
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Though there may not be a clear way to deal tactfully with the power dynamics in 
college-in-prison programs, one can look to the above scholars for guidance on how to surpass 
the misguided focus on literacy initiatives and transformation narratives within incarcerated 
settings. For starters, prison educators should understand the value of fostering communities 
within classroom settings and the rarity of social spaces that cross racial boundaries in prison. 
Prison protocols focus on thwarting any sense of community because social ties are seen as 
dangerous. The number of inmates in any given prison far outweighs the number of guards, so if 
prisoners ever found it within themselves to attempt to take control of a prison, they could do so 
(Conover, 2001; Bauer, 2018). At the same time, prisons are largely controlled via associations 
with prison gangs, and trying to cross racial boundaries usually ends in violence (Bauer, 2018; 
Betts, 2010; Conover, 2001; Hinton, 2019; Kilgore, 2019; Longworth, 2016; Olmsted & 
Moreano, 2017). Kilgore (2019), an incarcerated man, remembered trying to set up a group 
discussion in one of his classes. The teacher told him, it would not work. She said she had tried 
to put the students into small groups before, and they accused her of trying to get them killed by 
mixing different races together. The teacher never tried again. Kilgore, an insider, was able to 
approach the idea with his classmates, and they did agree to try small group discussion, a small 
win. Likewise, other classrooms have seen this same kind of push-back against prison norms. 
Boden (2019) wrote that,  
Prison has strict social circles based on numerous criteria that most certainly may not be 
violated for any reason. But classrooms constitute a loophole. Don’t ask why, just take 
advantage of the opportunities this provides. And keep in mind that, if we are hesitant to 
partner up or engage in certain group activities, it’s not because we don’t respect your 
curriculum…It’s not about you. (p. 18) 
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Community is rare in prison.  
Walraven (2015) has lamented as follows: “When I am asked about what prison life is 
like, I offer that it is an extremely lonely place, where every moment of every day is dictated for 
you” (para 8). The loneliness is compounded by the fact that most inmates struggle to afford 
phone calls to connect with friends and family back home. Phone calls are price gouged because 
companies know that prisoners have no choice but to pay or to not call. Often phone calls cost 
more than twice an incarcerated person’s daily pay (Metcalf, 2018). Berry (2018) noted that 
establishing a sense of community is one of the most valuable components of a classroom 
experience in which he invited a small group of incarcerated men to write literacy narratives. 
One of the ways Berry has attempted to establish community is through active listening, in which 
he pairs students in partners and asks them to read letters of introduction to each other. When on 
one particular occasion a student responded by immediately talking about possible revisions for 
his partner’s letter, Berry reminded everyone that the task was to listen, not to critique. The idea 
was to build a connection with each other and establish a sense of self. Through this kind of 
contemplative practice, Berry has hoped that each participant can start to build personal 
viewpoints regarding mass incarceration and literacy through listening intently and hearing each 
other’s stories. Berry has suggested juxtaposing teacher-literacy narratives against student-
literacy narratives to understand multiple viewpoints of literacy and to collaborate with students 
in reflecting about the narratives together: “By reading our stories with and against those of 
others, we can begin a conversation about how various perspectives affect both learning and 
teaching” (p. 105).  
 While Berry (2018) has acknowledged that higher education in prison should not be 
touted as an answer in and of itself, his study demonstrates how literate practices in prison can 
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function as a powerful tool that prisoners can use to write themselves into cultural narratives. In 
a society that treats prisons and prisoners as if they exist on the periphery of society, Berry and 
his students have shown that narratives, if employed thoughtfully, can provide an avenue for 
people in prison to exercise their voices and say, we are here, and prison is part of the real world. 
Berry has not only examined his own use of literacy in conjunction with his students’ views of it; 
he also interviewed nine other teachers who taught for Project Justice. A recurring theme 
throughout his own teaching and that of the other instructors is that teachers tend to promote the 
idea that literacy can lead to social and economic gain despite the many known obstacles that 
people face during reentry whereas incarcerated students tend to be more realistic about the 
power literacy has to help them move past their identities as a formerly incarcerated persons and 
secure basic amenities like housing and employment. Still, the students were passionate about 
pursuing literacy anyway. Berry wondered why. What he found was that incarcerated students 
testify to the value of college in prison regardless of future economic gain. College in prison 
helps incarcerated students live through their day-to-day lives with purpose and curiosity. It 
helps them exist in a world that is very much alive, and it can provide an avenue for bringing that 
life into existence beyond prison walls. As an incarcerated student named Phoeun You put it, 
“Yes, I’m physically incarcerated, but one thing I took out of school is, my mind don’t have to 
be incarcerated also. And one thing people can’t take is my knowledge. That’s my power” 
(Westervelt, 2015, para. 38). Phoeun You decided to pursue education while in prison after he 
noticed that other inmates who did so had some pep in their step: “a spark,” he called it. 
Moreover, college-in-prison programs are typically of higher quality than general prison 
programs. A quote from a former Project Justice member shows this: 
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I honestly believe that education in prison is probably…the only thing that… actually 
helps…. The so-called programs that [you have] in prison that are supposed to help you 
to rehabilitate, I mean [they’re] a joke. No one’s going to rehabilitate themselves in two 
weeks. (Berry, 2018, p. 89)  
 This kind of sentiment is shared by other people who are incarcerated. George (2017) has 
presented a survey of 2,000 federal prisoners which reveals large gaps in the educational value in 
prison programs, a number of which offer things like crocheting, how to play bridge, and tips on 
reviewing movies. One survey responder said that no one ever fails a class. If a person signs up 
for a class, they automatically receive a certificate for it, which undermines the worth of the 
certificate. The survey also found that most educational programming in prisons is led by fellow 
prisoners who never receive formal teaching training or feedback on instruction. Working toward 
a more thoughtful development of college-in-prison programs comes with its own challenges. 
Fostering a sense of community in such a volatile environment is not easy, and delving into the 
complex identities of people who are incarcerated is not for the faint of heart. Trauma, both 
before incarceration and during, is often found in the lives of people who are incarcerated, and it 
tends to appear in their writing. Zoukis (2014) said it well: “[W]e are not only releasing people 
with a propensity for breaking the law, but also people who find violence and aggression more 
socially tolerable due to their long-term immersion in the prison culture, a culture which prides 
aggression, violence, and dominance. And, this is something that should scare us all” (para 13). 
The rich history of writing studies and trauma can help prison educators attend to the existence 
of trauma in students’ past and daily lives and aid in facilitating ethical interactions that can heal 
rather than oppress or at the very least will not do more damage.  
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Trauma and Curative Writing 
 James Pennebaker, a social psychologist, has come to be known as the father of the 
writing and healing movement, a multi-disciplinary movement in which psychologists, medical 
doctors, neuroscientists, creative-writing scholars, and composition-studies scholars investigate 
how writing about trauma can improve mental and physical health (Moran, 2013). In an 
interview with Molly Hurley Moran, Pennebaker reviewed why his foundational study of using 
writing to heal the impacts of trauma is so striking. He said that he came across the idea that if a 
person has had an upsetting experience and then keeps that experience a secret, it leads to a 
whole range of health problems. Pennebaker made the obvious speculation that people needed a 
way to get the burden of carrying their secret and their trauma off their chest. He contemplated 
the use of talking but opted for writing because writing does not warrant a response from another 
human being, which could cause additional stress.  
In Pennebaker and Beall’s (1986) seminal study, 46 students were randomly assigned to 
write either about superficial topics or about a personal traumatic experience. If they chose to 
write about a traumatic experience, they were asked to take one of three angles: Vent about 
emotions without explaining the facts of the event, describe the facts of the event without 
emotions, or describe their deepest thoughts and feelings about the trauma. Student-participants 
wrote in a private cubicle for 15 minutes each day over the course of four consecutive days. 
Researchers gained access to records from the university Student Health Care center and 
compared the number of visits prior to and after the experiment. They also noted the type of 
visit: illness, injury, check-up, psychiatric, or other. It was found that, six months after the 
experiment, students who wrote about their deepest thoughts and feelings regarding a traumatic 
experience had significantly fewer illness visits than the other groups did. Moreover, the students 
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also saw a 50% reduction in illness visits compared to their rates before participating in the 
experiment, and a follow-up survey showed that these students showed greater improvement in 
mood, outlook, and sense of physical wellbeing four months after the experiment. While 
Pennebaker admitted that the idea of the study was inspired by the idiomatic expression that it is 
good to get things off of your chest, he contended that the findings in his initial study are more 
complex than the idiom would lead one to believe. The writing technique that he employed in his 
foundational study has since been replicated by other scientific studies and has proven to 
improve people’s physical and mental health for long periods of time—even up to years after 
participation in a study (Pennebaker & Smyth, 2016). Also worth mentioning is that people have 
been so touched by the experience of participating in such experiments that they thank 
Pennebaker in the weeks and months after the completion of the studies, which is a phenomenon 
that he had not experienced before this first expressive writing study. Pennebaker’s simple 
writing technique is as follows:  
The standard writing technique has involved randomly assigning each participant to one 
of two or more groups. All writing groups are asked to write about assigned topics for 3 
to 5 consecutive days, 15 to 30 min each day. Writing is generally done in the laboratory 
with no feedback given. Participants assigned to the control conditions are typically 
asked to write about superficial topics, such as how they use their time. (Pennebaker, 
1997, p. 162)  
For an in-depth analysis of about 20 studies scientific studies that took up this writing technique 
between 1986 and 1996, see Pennebaker (1997). Pennebaker (Pennebaker & Beall, 1986, 
Pennebaker, 2016, 2018) termed this kind of writing, expressive writing, though other 
researchers and scholars have taken up the process and referred to it with a variety of terms— 
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trauma writing, healing writing, disclosure writing, and personal writing (Moran, 2013). As 
professional interest in expressive writing has continued to grow, researcher Joshua M. Smyth 
has decided to conduct a meta-analysis of the literature on the topic. A meta-analysis examines 
several studies in conjunction with one another, seeking to find overall trends.  
Smyth (1998) determined several key findings: People who wrote about their deepest 
thoughts and feelings as they pertained to traumatic experiences saw consistent health 
improvements in the two to three months following the writing. Furthermore, this finding was 
consistent both in participants’ self-reports and in their measured physiological functioning. An 
unexpected finding was that though participants’ health improved after the experiments, 
expressive writing did not have a positive influence on healthy behaviors. Notably, he concluded 
that expressive writing regularly increased short-term feelings of distress. A critical observation 
made by Smyth (1998) is that an overwhelming majority of studies have used middle-class white 
college students who are in decent physical and mental health. This observation has led 
researchers to hypothesize that expressive writing could help people with chronic pain and 
illnesses, which initiated a whole new range of studies. Yet, expressive writing was not found to 
be as valuable for people with persistent pain. There is a sweet-spot for expressive writing. If a 
person’s illness is mild, that person tends not to notice any value in expressive writing. Likewise, 
if a person’s illness is too severe, expressive writing does not have a positive effect. However, 
people with who fall in an intermediate range tend to see positive results (Pennebaker & Smyth, 
2016). These trends were also confirmed by Baikie and Wilhelm (2005), who presented an 
overview of the expressive-writing paradigm, who defined which populations of people have 
found it successful, and who discussed the potential mechanisms that underly the observed health 
benefits. They also suggested how expressive writing could be used as a therapeutic tool for 
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trauma survivors in professional psychiatric settings. Expressive writing tends to produce a 
short-term release of stress followed by self-reported and observable health benefits such as 
fewer visits to the doctor, better blood pressure, better lung function, improved liver function, 
better immune system, and improved grade point average. It also results in positive self-
assessments, which means that participants report improved physical and emotional health after 
the studies.  
It has been proven time and again over the years that translating emotional disturbances 
into words has powerful and positive effects (Baikie & Wilhelm, 2005; Gilzean, 2011; Glass et 
al., 2018; Isaki et al., 2015; Kwon, 2016 Pennebaker & Smyth, 2016). Gilzean (2011) found that 
writing about self-injury and associated trauma can be helpful for controlling internal chaos and 
allowing the individual to communicate their experiences in a way that lets them control their 
experiences. Glass et al. (2018) conducted a six-week trial program that used expressive writing 
in an out-patient program wherein participants improved their resilience, depression, stress, and 
rumination. Thus, Glass et al. called for future studies to explore such programs as an important 
part of trauma-informed care and translational work. Isaki et al. (2015) determined that 
therapeutic writing was beneficial as a healthy coping technique for long-term caregivers of 
spouses with brain injury and neurogenic communication disorders. Therapeutic writing was 
especially helpful because the caregivers felt more comfortable expressing themselves tacitly 
rather than verbally. Joseph (2017) has also supported the benefits of therapeutic writing for 
people who have experienced trauma. This study focused on students who were pursuing higher 
degree research and who turned to writing about disruptive autobiographical events and thereby 
put their advisors in the somewhat precarious position of supervising projects regarding trauma 
with or without formal training on trauma-informed care. The guiding focal question posed to the 
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supervisors was the following: “[W]hat do you consider the potential risk for a student and a 
supervisor involved in HDR projects framed by trauma narrative?”  
Joseph (2017) has cautioned that extra protocols need to be taken to mitigate risk. This 
kind of research necessitates extra sensitivity because there is a high risk of participants feeling 
shame or judgment and/or giving their traumatic experiences too much power (e.g., too much 
credit to allow the participants to write powerfully). It also puts the supervisor in a position in 
which s/he may feel the need to project strength at all times so that s/he can successfully witness 
someone else’s trauma, thereby ignoring any of his/her own past traumas which such a project 
will undoubtedly unearth. This sentiment is reiterated in Liu (2019), who has highlighted the fine 
line between seeking connection in solidarity with writers of trauma narratives and accidentally 
centering one’s self instead of witnessing. Liu (2019) has suggested a framework for consulting a 
writer about a trauma narrative: Ask exploratory questions that focus on the writer’s choices and 
goals for writing. Distinguish between the writer (the author of the text) and the narrator (the 
speaker in the text). Liu has found that even when these two people are the same, it helps to 
distinguish between them so that writers feel less vulnerable in discussing their trauma. Joseph 
called for future research in this area to be mindful of the mental health and wellbeing of people 
who take on such roles. The potential risk for experiencing vicarious trauma and/or compassion 
fatigue was investigated by Nikischer (2018). She has maintained that researchers who work 
with trauma in their studies do not face more intellectually challenging circumstances; however, 
their work is more emotionally challenging. Thus, she has argued that universities should be 
open to reducing service requirements and/or teaching requirements for the duration of the 
project.  
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Kwon (2016) has used performative autoethnography and experimental narrative to 
intertwine multiple accounts, media, and writing genres as way means of witnessing her own 
transformation from a victim of sexual assault to a subject with sexual trauma. She gives a 
formidable account of how she found liberation through narrating her traumatic story: 
While I write, read, re-read, and re-read, my subjectivities as a trauma subject, 
contextualized within artworks, are no longer tantamount to my eyewitness testimony of 
shattered images of repeated trauma. I was not secondarily victimized or traumatized by 
it, but instead convinced to see, understand, and feel my trauma that cannot be seen with 
my own eyes. (p. 16) 
She declared that autoethnography itself is thus a means of witnessing. Kwon’s powerful 
testimony is consistent with Anderson and MacCurdy’s (2000) description of how trauma effects 
the mind. Trauma produces an iconic age: a mental picture that is stored deep within the limbic 
system of the brain that is not easily available to the cerebral cortex. Traumatic memories create 
sensations that the body reacts to even when the conscious mind is not aware of the reaction. The 
limbic system retains images of trauma and bears their heavy emotional weight. People often 
sense painful memories but cannot verbalize them, which is why writing is an ideal tool for 
accessing and processing trauma. Writing helps us connect words to deep emotions that are hard 
to talk about verbally. Writing acts as the perfect, non-judgmental observer of pain and suffering. 
This idea has been echoed by Harris (2003), who applied therapeutic writing to agonizing 
experiences like mental illness, suicide, racism, abuse, and even atrocities as evil as genocide. In 
her book, she traced the journeys of diverse writers who have exhibited writing’s ability to heal 
personal traumas when personal compassion is imbedded in their writing processes.  
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The question is, why does writing help with physical and emotional issues? Early on, 
researchers surmised that people in general keep traumatic events secret and that inhibition 
requires a great deal of negative physiological work. In other words, keeping secrets is stressful 
and tiring, and expressive writing exercises provide a unique environment in which people can 
release their secret without fear of judgement or feedback; however, studies have not supported 
this hypothesis (Pennebaker & Smyth, 2016). When people were asked to explain why the 
writing experience had been powerful, most said because they had arrived at a new 
understanding of their pain. Writing provided a concrete way to look at their problems and 
evaluate them, and once the problems seemed smaller and/or were resolved, there was no need to 
dwell on them any longer (Pennebaker & Smyth, 2016). Other underlying reasons why 
expressive writing may work include the following: It provides a space for emotional catharsis; it 
provides a release of inhibition; it facilitates the development of an understandable and coherent 
narrative; and it provides a means of extinguishing negative emotions through repeated exposure 
to them (Baikie & Wilhelm, 2005).  
On an anonymous blog for individuals with PTSD, Ramanathan (2018) obtained similar 
results when working with people with various body-related conditions and ailments who tested 
the viability of writing about their trauma. She found that, when a person with PTSD narrativizes 
an early traumatic event, there is a sense of relief regarding fear, anxiety, and shame that s/he has 
associated with the trauma. The goal is not to take ownership of the event, as if the anonymity 
was pivotal to the experience, but to release the event from the mind and body. Ramanathan, like 
Pennebaker (Pennebaker & Beall 1986; Pennebaker & Smyth, 2016), has theorized that carrying 
experiences of untold trauma requires considerable energy, and in a sense, weighs on the brain. 
She has conjectured that, if PTSD plays traumatic memories repeatedly in one’s working 
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memory, then it is possible that mindful writing can help disrupt the automaticity of the memory 
so that a person is able to let it go and move forward, thereby regaining some control over the 
mind, which in turn can lead to regaining the capacity to be a more thoughtful and rational 
human being.  
It is important to note that environment matters when talking or writing about trauma. 
Read (1998) noted that writing about trauma in classrooms is complicated because the writing is 
not anonymous, and the environment is structured around the grading process. Even if the 
teacher is the only audience and the particular piece of writing is not graded, there is a power 
structure that hinders students’ freedom with their writing. Read (1998) has reported that the 
kind of trauma that has surfaced in her students’ papers fall into categories which are already 
legitimized in the public and academic sphere: sexual abuse and discrimination for sexual 
orientation. On the one hand, she recognized that trauma has the ability to cut across race, class, 
gender, religion, etc. On the other hand, she acknowledged that white students have more of an 
ability to hide their trauma if they choose. For students who fell into aboriginal categories and 
other visible minorities that lack mainstream power, their struggles against things like racism, 
colonialism, and white-washing are automatically coded into their narratives for them. This 
makes it more complicated for these students to publicly engage in conversations around such 
topics with other students and even the teacher. If the teacher is visibly a white, middle-class 
person, visible minority students may question whether the teacher is a competent, unbiased 
reader of their trauma. It can be postulated that conflicts will undoubtedly arise in researcher-
participant dynamics. This is one reason why it is crucial to pay careful attention to the 
guidelines that surround research projects that deal with traumas.  
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Though Pennebaker still sees value in his original study, in that it helped birth the field of 
expressive writing, he cautions current and future researchers from relying too heavily on early 
assumptions. The original assumptions about expressive writing were that people had to write 
about major life traumas; that people had to write about negative experiences; that people should 
ideally write about a secret; that people must write a minimum of 15 minutes a day for three or 
four days; that writing probably works because it alleviates the act of inhibition; that the more 
people engross themselves in negative emotions concerning an event, the better the outcome; and 
that this writing method is powerful and will work for most stress-related physical and/or mental 
health issues (Pennebaker & Smyth, 2016).  
In the most recent edition of their book, Pennebaker and Smyth (2016) have contended 
that what works for a group of people in an experiment may not work for an individual at home 
and that people should in essence be their own scientists by making keen observations of 
themselves and keeping notes. They suggest that expressive writing can help people stop 
dwelling on things from the distant past. It can also help them resolve relatively minor current 
problems. Expressive writing can help with making life decisions by helping authors keep an 
inventory of goals, and it can be a meditative process that stills the mind. Pennebaker and Smyth 
have also come to believe that it is not necessary to write only about negative emotions for 
expressive writing to work. Writing about positive emotions can be quite powerful. The strict 
time limits of the original writing paradigm are not necessary. Studies on expressive writing have 
shown that a variable number of writing sessions of various durations can yield positive results 
(Pennebaker & Smyth, 2016).   
One researcher who has taken up and extended the work of Pennebaker (Pennebaker & 
Beall, 1986) is Kate Vieira, Associate Professor and the Susan J. Cellmer Distinguished Chair in 
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Literacy at the School of Education at the University of Wisconsin, Madison. She has 
commended the work that has been done to prove that expressive writing can improve physical 
health (Pennebaker & Beall, 1986) and that MRI technology can document the impressive 
relationship between the mind and the body (Pennebaker & Smyth, 2016), but she has 
maintained that such scholarship has yet to investigate what such experiences reveal about 
writing as a “complex embodied and social practice” (p. 20) and exactly what kinds of conditions 
foster a healing-from-writing experience. To investigate the gaps in the literature, Vieira (2019) 
has conducted a small-scale, design-based qualitative study on the basis of a writing workshop 
that took place at a week-long retreat. She taught the workshop for two consecutive years. She 
sought to ground her study within the findings of previous research, yet she wanted to investigate 
the curative properties of writing without attributing an “autonomous power to writing in and of 
itself” (p. 32). Instead, she wanted to investigate writing as a medium in which to analyze the 
complex communicative practices of people whose lives are embodied, social, and political. In 
other words, previous studies on expressive writing have attributed the curative power to the 
process of writing itself whereas Vieira has attributed the curative power to people who use 
writing under complex yet specific conditions. As her study was conducted under idyllic 
conditions (e.g., with middle- to upper-middle class, white and cis-gendered participants; in other 
words, with people who were economically, racially, and sexually privileged who came to the 
retreat with the specific intention of using bodywork and writing for healing purposes), Vieira 
(2019) contended that her study’s value was not in its generalizability but rather its particularity. 
She argued particularly that the relationship between the embodied and political aspects of 
writing is particularly salient for people who identify as women, as their bodies are typically 
viewed as private and shameful and because publicly testifying about anything to do with 
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women’s bodies is often met with confrontation, threats of violence, or actual violence. Think 
about women objecting to misguided and demeaning dress codes or women speaking about the 
#metoo movement.  
To develop a theory about what conditions foster people’s use of writing to heal, Vieira 
(2019) used a research methodology that integrated both embodied and social aspects of curative 
writing. She started with conclusions drawn from previous research in neuroscience, psychology, 
and education which suggest that creating a coherent narrative is central to healing emotional and 
physical trauma (Baikie & Wilhelm, 2005), that taking agency over one’s narrative is crucial to 
healing emotional and physical trauma (Kwon, 2016), and that deciphering heavy emotions 
through the use of concrete language is essential to healing emotional and physical trauma 
(MacCurdy, 2000; Gilzean, 2011). In hope of facilitating a curative writing experience for 
participants, Vieira (2019) designed a series of writing prompts that would hopefully help them 
create an empowering narrative for themselves. Unsurprisingly, the women in Vieira’s (2019) 
study did experience the curative power of writing. The ways in which writing became curative 
are noteworthy. Through their writing, women profoundly expressed personal and intimate 
details of their bodies, but they also envisioned their bodies in relation to the other bodies that 
made up the communities from which they came. 
Vieira (2019) has called for future studies to acknowledge and cater to the fact that 
curative writing is situated, which means that it will look different to people based on social 
contexts and access to power. She has argued that there exists a need to push research farther to 
draw from works of critical-writing pedagogy and extend from people’s own bodies and traumas 
to that of their communities and to write from a place of empowerment and love toward a critical 
awareness of personal and social standing that would call others to action. Vieira (2019) is 
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saying that one’s healing work is not done when one experiences release and freedom from 
trauma. This is a starting point, but not the ending. Humans exist in a social community of 
collective trauma, and, to echo Meiners and Sanabria (2004), it is not a question of whether a 
traumatized individual can speak but whether the collective can listen. This brings my review of 
prison education and trauma in writing studies back to Berry (2018), who has endorsed active 
listening: the process of listening attentively when someone is speaking while refraining from 
passing judgement or giving advice. People in the United States have a collective responsibility 
to actively listen to the voices that are speaking out about the injustice and inhumanity that lurk 
in over-policed communities, courtrooms, jails, prisons, parole policies, tough-on-crime-policies, 
and the racial disparities that remain in these places. Because incarcerated voices are largely 
suppressed, they rely, in part, on finding venues that will amplify their voices. One way to 
amplify their voices is through narrative inquiry. It is delicate work that requires the researcher to 
actively resist taking on feelings of a savior complex or capitalizing on narratives for one’s own 
gain. “It means coexisting with the subject of one’s concern, sustaining an engagement over 
time, in his or her place, on his or her terms…It is a form of sustained communion” (Murphey, 
2015). The trauma of mass incarceration is collective and will not be healed individually.   
In Chapter 2, I have listened considerately to the voices of incarcerated and formerly-
incarcerated people in the United States and offered this study as an avenue with which to share 
their voices and first-hand accounts of what it is like to be imprisoned in the land of the free. I 
also briefly addressed accounts of what it is like to work for the department of corrections. 
Respectively, I have analyzed the language that is used to tout the penal concept of corrections 
and how education has been dismally integrated into the prison systems. I then turned to a review 
of how current researchers and educators are working toward more thoughtful implementations 
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of college-in-prison programs and ended with an examination of scholarship on trauma and 
curative writing. Chapter 3 will describe the setting of my study and describe my research 
questions. I will then explain how participatory action research, narrative inquiry, and thematic 
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODOLOGY 
Purpose and Focus of My Study 
My purpose in this study is to understand why people seek literacy for personal growth 
while incarcerated and the impacts of doing so for themselves and our communities. My research 
questions are as follows:  
• What do the stories of EJP students reveal about practicing literacy while 
incarcerated? 
• How do the life experiences of EJP students impact their relationships with 
literacy? 
• What kinds of life experiences have led EJP students to seek educational help 
with literacy while incarcerated? 
• How can contemplative pedagogy support the literate practices of students 
who are incarcerated? 
Setting 
This participatory, narrative inquiry was conducted at the DCC, a medium-security, 
adult-male institution. It was conducted with students of the EJP, a free service that offers upper-
level college-credit courses to adult men who are incarcerated at the institution. The mission of 
the EJP is to “build a model college-in-prison program that demonstrates the positive impacts of 
higher education upon incarcerated people, their families, the communities from which they 
come, the host institution, and society as a whole” (Education Justice Project, n.d..) The EJP 
functions as part of a unit of the Department of Education Policy, Organization, and Leadership 
within the College of Education at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. The program 
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has only a few staff members and relies on grant funding, donations, and the dedication of 
members.  
Members are mostly made up of graduate students, faculty, undergraduate students, staff, 
and community members of the University of Illinois and the Urbana-Champaign area who are 
committed to social-justice initiatives. The EJP operates out of three rooms at the DCC—the 
computer lab, the non-fiction resource room, and the fiction resource room—all of which are on 
the second floor of the same building. These three rooms are referred to collectively as EJP’s 
community library. The computer lab has an intranet, which allows the computers to 
communicate with one another, but it does not connect the students to the outside world (i.e., to 
the Internet). Here students can word process and save their work, watch videos of EJP events, 
listen to EJP radio, work on Python (a high-level computer-programming language), and help 
keep the EJP library records up-to-date. The computer lab also has a scanner and printer.  
For-credit courses are upper-division (300-400) classes that are taught by University of 
Illinois instructors. All EJP instructors are required to have reached all-but-dissertation status 
before teaching for the EJP. For-credit courses range widely in content. Past courses have 
included topics such as environmental sustainability, funds of knowledge, ethical theories, 
African visual culture, journalistic storytelling, and the Russian revolutions. Writing workshops 
are non-credit-bearing workshops that are offered each semester and are built on different themes 
such as academic writing, thesis development, and revision. Facilitators of writing workshops are 
not required to have met all-but-dissertation status but must be credible experts on the theme of 
their workshop either via a degree and/or extensive experiences. Writing and Math Partners 
(WAMP), the program I previously coordinated, is a non-credit-bearing program that offers 
academic support to EJP students across all disciplines. During WAMP sessions, students can 
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receive one-on-one writing consultations from a writing or math partner. Writing partners are 
University of Illinois staff, faculty, and graduate students and community members who have 
strong interests in social justice. All WAMP volunteers must hold a bachelor’s degree. For-credit 
courses form the heart of EJP programs, and while writing workshops and WAMP are separate 
programs, they are meant to support students in completing their work for credit-bearing EJP 
courses. 
The Writing Workshop 
The writing-workshop sessions were three-hours long and were held over the course of 
three academic semesters—fall of 2017 for 12 days, spring of 2018 for seven days, and summer 
of 2019 for 15 days—for a total of 34 days and 102 hours. I consulted with the participants to 
create agendas for each session, as I wanted to ensure that they had some control over the shape 
of the study and how they would spend their time. Each day started with casual conversation. 
Then I re-capped the previous session when necessary. Some days, I presented reading materials 
for discussion and/or materials that were relevant to the students’ chosen writing topics. I also 
presented students with optional writing prompts: 10 prompts during the fall of 2017, seven 
prompts during the spring of 2018 semester, and six prompts during the summer of 2019 
semester, for a total of 23 prompts. (See appendix A for a list of the prompts). The atmosphere 
was as lax as it could be in a prison environment, in that the students had some choice over how 
to spend their time. Some days involved a lot of individual writing. Some days involved one-on-
one consultations. Some days involved group conversations.  
Participants 
The participants for this study included a total of 11 students of the EJP (four focal 
participants and seven peripheral participants). Since the EJP is held at an all-male adult prison, 
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this means that the participants were, by default, adult males. The participants’ ages ranged from 
29 to 50. For this study, the participants were recruited via the spring convocation ceremony of 
2017. I gave a brief verbal address of what the study would entail, and students registered for the 
study by signing their names to a physical sign-up sheet. Consent letters containing a description 
of the study were presented to the participants in person on the first day of the study. The 
participants were given the opportunity to indicate via signature if they agreed to participate or 
not. The consent letter clearly stated that the student’s decision to participate or not had no 
impact on his EJP or parole status. It was also made clear that student could partake in the 
writing portion of the sessions without being an active participant in the research portion of the 
study. Participants gave or denied consent for choosing to use their real names or pseudonyms, 
for being interviewed, for participating in activities, for being observed, and for having their 
writing analyzed. Both prior to and after receiving the signed consent letters, I spoke with each 
respondent individually and spoke to all respondents as a group to answer any questions anyone 
had about the study and/or his consent. I will now introduce the four focal participants, all of 
whom have chosen to use their real names: 
Mr. Barrett 
When reflecting on himself as a writer, Mr. Barrett wrote as follows: “I am a  STEM 
[science, technology, engineering, and math] person who loves to write or hates to write! I am 
not sure” (prompted writing, summer of 2019). Mr. Barrett asked to have himself identified in 
this study as an African American Male who has been a student of the EJP since the fall of 2013. 
He did not specify his age.  
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Mr. de Jesus Sr.  
When reflecting on himself a writer, Mr. de Jesus Sr. wrote this: “Prior to this 
incarceration and throughout the first five years, I did not know how to read or write in my 
migrated English language…. Now I cannot get enough reading and writing in English!” 
(prompted writing, summer of 2019). Mr. de Jesus Sr. asked to have himself identified in this 
study as a Puerto Rican male who is incarcerated under the alias of James Soto with the IDOC 
registration number of #K-88033. He is 38 years old.  
Mr. Rubio 
When reflecting on himself as a writer, Mr. Rubio wrote that, “I consider myself a 
‘sometime’ writer because I don’t write every day like I know I should” (prompted writing, 
summer of 2019). Mr. Rubio asked to have himself identified in this study as a Mexican male 
who is 29 years old.  
Mr. Vallianatos 
When reflecting on himself a writer, Mr. Vallianatos wrote as follows: “Life-long 
student. I use writing to tell stories about my past and to show what I have learned in class. I also 
write letters to friends and family to socialize with them” (prompted writing, summer of 2019). 
Mr. Vallianatos asked to have himself identified in this study as a white male who is 50 years 
old.  
Ms. Catt 
When reflecting on myself as a writer, I wrote that “I am finally, after all these years in 
academia, comfortable calling myself a writer” (reflective writing, summer of 2019). I identify as 
a white female. I am a life-long student and teacher, and I am 35 years old.  
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Methodological Theory: Intersecting Approaches 
 In this section, I discuss how and why I have combined participatory-action research 
(PAR) and narrative inquiry and how they intersect throughout my study. 
Participatory-Action Research and EJP Students 
 The EJP identifies itself as a participatory-action-based research organization. People 
who do research involving the EJP do not do research on incarcerated individuals but rather with 
people who are incarcerated. Being incarcerated is one aspect of these individual’s existence; it 
does not define these scholars’ lives. The EJP serves as a means to amplify their voices. I (a PhD 
student and EJP member) conducted participatory action research, which means that I played an 
active role in the setting rather than maintaining a detached, outside perspective.  
The observation of a particular community (EJP students, in this case), is not attained 
from a distant and safe point but by being in the middle of things, that is, by participating 
in as many social events as possible. It is this often complicated but necessary 
combination of modalities of being with others and observing them that is referred to as 
participant observation. (Duranti, 1997, p. 89) 
I was not an authoritative observer but rather an astute listener and facilitator. I consulted the 
participants at all stages of the planning process and checked in with them periodically to ensure 
that they were able to spend our time together working on writing of their choice. Exploratory 
writing activities helped me accomplish this in two ways. Sometimes I would offer prompts to 
help stimulate inspiration; other times I merely provided time and space for the participant to 
write and have access to computers and library materials. Some of the participants of this study 
had a vested interest in helping non-incarcerated people understand what it is like to be 
incarcerated and the realities of mass incarceration  . Others wished to be known as more than 
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just prisoners and to be recognized as talented scholars and writers. As a group, we hoped to 
create a space where participants could be free to write about topics of their choosing and, in 
doing so, work towards creating pieces that are representative of the voices they want to project 
beyond the walls of the DCC.   
Just as participants negotiated different identities (male, inmate, student, peer, scholar, 
human) during this endeavor, I too navigated multiple roles (female, non-incarcerated person, 
PhD candidate, peer, scholar, human). In engaging in activities with one another, we learned 
from and guided each other. In addition, both EJP instructors and students routinely discuss the 
routes to carceral literacy education. This study is a more systematic and rigorous extension of 
those discussions.  
Focus on Nuance and Depth Through Narrative Inquiry  
Narrative inquiry was also incorporated into the research design to gain a more 
comprehensive understanding of the participants’ reflections on their lives. Each participant was 
given the opportunity to write narratively throughout the course of this study. Opportunities 
came in the form of prompts, free-written reflections, and creative non-fiction essays. The 
narrative writing was informal, which is to say that it had a conversational and personal tone and 
was not always checked for adherence to standard English. However, per the participants’ 
requests, I have slightly edited some of the excerpts to adhere to standard grammatical and 
punctuation rules so as to fit the academic context in which this work will be distributed. I have 
been granted permission to include multiple versions of pieces of writing, with the intention of 
discussing the evolution. The narrative writing also included detail, which is to say that it called 
for imagery, descriptive language, and dialogue. Lastly, the narrative writing was reflective, by 
which I mean that it included insights on personal growth and experience. The goal of the 
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narrative writing was to gain an understanding of public and private phases of dispersed activity 
by answering questions like the following: How do EJP students engage in messy, complex 
reading and writing that aids the production of the work they do for EJP courses? How do EJP 
students engage in reading, writing, speaking, listening, thinking, visualizing, and feeling to 
explore ideas and push their conceptual understandings of literacy?  
This narrative inquiry is supported by three theoretical-methodological frameworks: First, 
the educational researcher Clandinin (2013) has claimed that narrative inquiry is 
multidimensional and situated in relational, participatory ways. Second, Goodson and Gill (2011) 
have urged that participants and researchers should analyze and interpret data together to gain an 
understanding of the narrative. Third, Lawrence-Lightfoot and Hoffman (1997) have contended 
that looking at data narratively involves looking at data from a scientific and artistic viewpoint. 
The researcher should also avoid indirectly asserting power over participants by intentionally or 
unintentionally making them feel uncomfortable with altering the researcher’s interpretation. The 
purpose of this narrative inquiry is not to generate knowledge that can be generalized to all 
academic writing or to all writing that is done within an incarcerated setting; rather, the purpose 
is to explore the particularities of the participants’ stories and offer a critical narrative of 
experiences with their literate practices in the context of a larger critical narrative that seeks to 
understand how they and why they pursued literacy while incarcerated.  
As a portraitist of narrative inquiry, I take up Lawrence-Lightfoot’s and Hoffman (1997) 
theoretical approach toward portraiture. I have blended art and science by systematically 
capturing the complexity of the participants’ experiences with practicing literacy within their 
institutionalized environment, and I have stitched together their narratives and mine in a way that 
amplifies their voices and shows the nuances of acquiring and honing literacy skills while 
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incarcerated. Experiential knowledge is valid, especially when political forces exert control over 
a person’s ability to read, write, speak, and listen and when the rhetoric on prison education relies 
so heavily on recidivism statistics. Literacy is a contextual phenomenon, and individual 
experiences should not be ignored. Individual stories are particularly pertinent when they involve 
people from vulnerable and marginalized populations. Forming strong, negative, and uninformed 
opinions regarding controversial topics such as prison education is easy, but truly listening to the 
stories of people who are incarcerated and respecting their viewpoints can be challenging. It 
requires a sense of patience, disinterest in their crimes, and a willingness to want to see someone 
rehabilitated rather than punished.  
Contemplative Pedagogy 
Contemplative pedagogy is a method of teaching that uses breathwork, visualization, 
meditation, deep listening, and writing with the following goals: honing attention, stimulating 
deep understanding, developing social connection and compassion, and exploring personal 
meaning (Barbezat & Bush, 2014). I contend that students who are incarcerated are distinctively 
positioned to benefit from the tools of contemplative pedagogy for a variety of reasons. In 
particular, prison is a high-stress environment that discourages critical thinking and social 
connection. 
Data Collection 
Consistent with participatory-action research, the participants in the study were given the 
choice to use their names in the study or choose a pseudonym. All participants were made aware 
of the possible negative consequences of using their names in the study, and the four focal 
participants have chosen to use their real names.  
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 The terms participant observation and non-participant observation refer to data-
collection methods. In participant observation, the researcher plays an active role in the setting. 
The observation of a particular community (in this case EJP students) is not attained from a 
distant and safe point but by being in the middle of things, that is, by participating in as many 
social events as possible. “It is this often difficult but necessary combination of modalities of 
being with others and observing them that is referred to as participant-observation” (Duranti, 
1997, p. 89). In non-participant observation, the researcher is not active in the research setting. In 
this type of observation, the researcher attempts to be more detached and to view the setting from 
an outside perspective. I played a participant observation role while collecting an extensive 
amount of prompted and unprompted writing. Writing was done in various formats: typed, 
handwritten, and handwritten with drawings. The following figure 3 shows the sum of the data as 
broken down by participant, semester, and format, with a page count.  
Figure 3: Sum of data as broken down by participant, semester, format, with a page count 
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Prompted Writing Exercises 
At the onset of the study, so that we would have a mutual foundation to build upon, I 
invited participants to read “Informal, Exploratory-writing Activities,” which is a book chapter 
written by John C. Bean (1995). I provided a printed version of the article during the fall 
semester of 2017. After this, the participants and I had conversations about their writing goals 
and worked together to shape the direction of this project and the individual workshop sessions, 
and I offered writing prompts at each session (see Appendix A). I also collected un-prompted 
writings. These were pieces that participants chose to write and share with me that did not 
respond to a particular prompt. 
Prompted Narrative Writing  
I asked the focal participants to reflect on their experiences of contributing to the study 
and their experiences with writing for EJP programs and participating in the exploratory-writing 
activities. I also asked them to reflect on the contemplative pedagogy activities. Each week, the 
students were invited to respond to a prompt and partake in a group conversation. Through much 
of narrative inquiry’s history, researchers have focused on big stories: i.e., autobiographical 
identity research that is derived from transcribed interviews, which are quite long. However, 
there has been a shift towards incorporating small stories that are told verbally outside of 
interview research and are not always recorded. Researchers such as Bamberg and 
Georgakopoulou (2008) have used these smaller, atypical narratives as a way of investigating 
how people use stories in everyday situations to create and perpetuate a sense of who they are. I 
employ the use of small stories in this study, as they are quite pertinent to the work of using 
narrative inquiry in prison research, where most outside investigators are not permitted to record 
their interactions at the prison because of security concerns from administration. Moreover, 
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people who are incarcerated are forced to compartmentalize their identities as a survival 
mechanism, but teachers and researchers who invite prisoners to engage with and tell their small 
stories open up a space of neutral ground where incarcerated people can work through their 
complex and sensitive identities, and where they can help their audience understand the delicate 
nature of identity formation in prison life and also how life in prison is at once both volatile and 
mundane. I also brought in prompts from outside sources where students could submit their 
narrative, creative, non-fiction writing (see Appendix A). 
Prompted Written Responses to Interview Protocol 
I invited each focal participant to participate in one three-hour, semi-structured, 
qualitative group interview. During this interview, EJP students were asked to reflect by writing 
about their experiences with writing for EJP programs and participating in the writing workshop. 
The group interview was conducted in EJP’s computer lab at the DCC. After students responded 
to the prompts, we had a group discussion about the questions. The students and I took turns 
writing field notes on the group-discussion. I recognize that my prompts surely influenced the 
participants’ writing. As stated by Magnifico et al., “In general, when teachers speak and 
instruct, they expect students to provide textual evidence that they have heard and understood” 
(p. 125). Though my writing prompts were open-ended and meant to encourage exploration, 
students did spend time summarizing and contemplating things that we had discussed during our 
time together.  
Unprompted Writing 
Participants chose to write about an array of topics that were not directly prompted by 
me, and we consulted back and forth on the progress of their drafts. However, I recognize that 
my sheer presence and interests undoubtedly influence the kinds of writings that students chose 
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to share with me, whether or not I directly prompted a specific piece of writing. As confirmed by 
Magnifico et al. (2019), I recognize that “teachers—as assignment creators and evaluators—are 
particularly influential in determining acceptable genres of response to classroom assignments” 
(p. 126). The students knew that my interests included literacy, multimodality, and narrative 
writing, so they chose to share pieces that fell into these topics with me, even if I did not create a 
direct prompt for their writing. They did not share topics that fall outside my scope of expertise 
such as math science. This is not a coincidence.  
Observation /Field Notes  
I kept detailed field notes during my visits to the DCC and made reflective memos after 
my visits. I also kept notes on how EJP courses and programs facilitate writing practices. I 
conducted weekly writing activities with the participants during the fall of 2017, spring of 2018, 
and summer of 2019 semesters; conducted weekly contemplative pedagogy activities with them 
during the summer of 2019 semester; and wrote memos directly after these experiences so as to 
make a record of our interactions.  
Link to Research Questions 
What do the stories of EJP students reveal about practicing literacy while incarcerated? 
To try to answer this question, it was crucial to gain a comprehensive understanding of what kind 
of writing the participants did for the EJP programs. I interviewed participants and asked them 
about their overall experiences with writing for EJP programs and any specific encounters they 
have had with literacy that was inspired by EJP programs. I also asked the participants to reflect 
on their experiences through writing.  
Although EJP does not have an official statement regarding its philosophy of writing, 
Rebecca Ginsburg, EJP’s current director, supports a sociocultural view of writing, which is to 
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say that she acknowledges the inherent politics and racial biases of language and writing 
standards and supports the inclusion of diverse dialects. One of EJP’s strategic objectives for 
2015-2018 was to create awareness and actively participate in intense conversations regarding 
incarceration, criminal justice, and sentencing reforms. The EJP supports fundamental, humane 
change of our current system of incarceration. Accordingly, I engaged in discussions and debates 
around imprisonment and criminal justice—especially those which were related to higher 
education in prison. I prioritized cultivating and broadcasting the voices of EJP students and 
alumni. Writing instruction in general plays a vital role in helping EJP students cultivate and 
broadcast their own voices; exploratory writing in particular helps students work through 
understanding the complexities of conversations regarding social-justice initiatives and 
developing and articulating their own educated opinions on such conversations. This is because 
exploratory writing’s primary purpose is to help the participants generate, extend, and deepen 
critical thinking. 
 Unfortunately, as Bean (1996) has acknowledged, teachers and students do not always 
realize the value of exploratory writing and, “consequently, they do not get enough practice at 
the kind of thinking and learning that such writing can stimulate” (p. 98). Common reasons for 
objecting to the inclusion of exploratory writing in coursework include time constraints (either it 
takes too much class time or too much time to grade) and the belief that exploratory writing 
promotes bad writing habits, as it is not formally graded and checked for its adherence to 
standard English. However, there are strategies for including exploratory writing in classroom 
curricula that circumvents the time constraints. In addition, proponents of exploratory writing 
have encouraged people to think of the process as a practice for learning new complex skills. Just 
as a musician’s practice sessions might be messy and unrefined early on, the practice sessions 
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will lead to greater skills. In the case of exploratory writing, the practice sessions led to more 
opportunities to think critically and deeply. I interviewed participants to gain an understanding of 
their preconceived notions about exploratory writing prior to participating in the activities for 
this study. I also interviewed them to better understand their notions about exploratory writing 
after they had completed the activities for this study. To gain a holistic understanding of their 
writing practices, I asked them about their general experiences and goals with writing for EJP 
programs and how those experiences have influenced their perceptions and use of writing.  
How do the life experiences of EJP students impact their relationships with literacy? To 
answer this question, I observed how students structure their environments when participating in 
exploratory-writing activities for this project. I also asked students about their literate practices 
during participant interviews. The EJP students have few options to manipulate their external 
environments and reported that many external factors were present that disrupted their 
concentration and distracted them from productivity. Furthermore, EJP students had a 
regimented schedule each day and were generally in specific spaces during allotted times, so 
they were forced to adapt their composition processes to this schedule. This is not to say that EJP 
students could not exercise any agency in selecting and structuring their environments. I gained a 
deeper understanding of their means of doing so in such a particular context. I also asked 
students to reflect on these practices via prompted writing.  
In addition, EJP students faced numerous external constraints regarding the tools they 
had access to: limited printing and computer access, an environment that forbids confidentiality, 
limited artifacts, etc. I asked them about the affordances and constraints of their mediational 
means during participant interviews, and I had them reflect on these aspects in their narrative 
journals. I also drew upon data that I gathered on EJP and the DCC for contextual and 
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background purposes to answer this question, and I considered information that came from my 
observations. 
What kinds of life experiences have led EJP students to seek educational support with 
literacy while incarcerated? Semi-structured prompts were used as one method of exploratory 
writing to gain insight into this question. To gain an understanding of whether or not students 
perceived value in the exploratory-writing activities in which I asked them to engage and to what 
extent they found value, I conducted a semi-structured qualitative interview and asked them to 
reflect on their participation in group conversations. I also conducted participant observations 
during the activities and kept field notes on our interactions. Students’ reflections on their 
instructors’ pedagogical practices should inform future practices because participants’ insights 
into the worth of the activities we complete together comprise an invaluable tool for 
understanding the importance of our work together.  
How can contemplative pedagogy support the literate practices of students who are 
incarcerated? Incarcerated settings are generally high-stress environments, and incarcerated 
individuals face more constraints than non-incarcerated students. This aspect of their literate 
practices should not be ignored. Thus, I incorporated contemplative pedagogy activities into the 
summer of 2019 semester and invited students to reflect on contemplative pedagogy via writing 
and group conversations.  
Data Analysis  
In this study, I used participatory-action research, narrative inquiry, and thematic analysis 
to represent the unities between participant interviews, student writing, and field notes of 
observations. I have also used these analytic procedures in a previous exploratory study and 
resulting paper (Catt, 2015). Line-by-line analysis and deductive coding were used to illuminate 
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themes. “A code in qualitative inquiry is most often a word or short phrase that symbolically 
assigns a summative, salient, essence-capturing, and/or evocative attribute for a portion of 
language-based or visual data” (Saldana, 2015). During my first cycle of coding, I used one-
word descriptions to summarize the primary topic of excerpts. During my second cycle of 
coding, I tried to determine whether any of the one-word descriptions overlapped with one 
another, and during my third cycle of coding, the one-word descriptions grew into short phrases. 
I used Merriam’s (2009) notion of content analysis to code and interpret these textual materials 
in an effort to make reasonable, valid inferences regarding my research questions. My goal was 
to construct “reality (themes) in interaction with the social worlds (participants and date)” (p. 
22).  
Following Goodson and Gill (2011), I chose to use narrative inquiry both as an 
undergirding theory and as an analytical tool for this study because it is conducive to deeply 
understanding the individual and social factors that have shaped participants’ experiences with 
literacy and how they have perceived those experiences. By deeply considering the complex 
situational affordances and constraints of writing while incarcerated, I hope to better understand 
the types of decisions students face while writing in an incarcerated setting. As a university 
teaching assistant who has taught a range of writing courses on non-incarcerated campuses, has 
facilitated a writing workshop within a higher-education-in-prison program, and has coordinated 
a writing-and-math-partners program in the same prison-education program, I am often exposed 
to students’ writing but less often have the opportunity to deeply understand how students 
perceive the writing experiences they have had.  
Goodson and Gill (2011) have urged participants and researchers to analyze and interpret 
data together to gain a more accurate understanding of the narrative. Following Reissman (2001), 
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my approach to narrative comes from a social-constructivist perspective, which is to say that 
“facts (Truth with a capital T) of lives [are] less salient than understanding the changing meaning 
of events for the individuals involved—and how these individuals’ lived-truths, in turn, are 
located in history and culture” (pp. 19-20). My goal was not objectivity but instead assumed 
inevitable positionality and subjectivity. My perspective and participants’ perspectives have both 
played an integral role in analysis and at times have differed. In the event that I have a different 
interpretation of the narrative data than the student, both perspectives have been illustrated. 
Differing viewpoints did not cause tension; instead, they deepened conversations about the 
content. Though I have sought to honor the multiplicity of voices present in my study, the 
participants have not analyzed data or identified themes for my study. I have also attempted to 
avoid indirectly asserting power over the participants by intentionally or unintentionally making 
them feel uncomfortable about altering my interpretations.  
Thus, I have worked to build rapport with all of the participants by treating them as 
colleagues in the study rather than as mere research participants. I have attempted to help the 
participants feel that we have all come together to tell a critical narrative about the personal 
experiences of writing for the EJP, writing while incarcerated, and facilitating exploratory 
writing and contemplative pedagogy in an incarcerated setting. I have had extended, individual 
conversations with each participant about his writing, and we have analyzed and interpreted the 
content together. Each participant brought his expert knowledge of writing while incarcerated, 
and I have brought my expert knowledge of teaching writing.  
While talking to participants and reading their writing, I have paid particular attention to 
utterances which signal that a story is about to be told. As Reissman (2001) argues, not all 
talk/text constitutes narrative data. “There are questions and answers about demographics facts, 
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listings, chronicles, and other non-narrative forms of discourse” (p. 8); thus, I have looked for 
storied examples that surround such other talk and text. According to Reissman (2001), deciding 
where a narrative begins and ends is an intricate, interpretive task and is “shaped in major ways 
by theoretical interests” (p. 8).  
Potential Challenges 
There are a number of challenges that I could have encountered while conducting this 
research project. I had previously served as EJP’s Writing and Math Partner Coordinator and had 
previously facilitated a writing workshop with EJP. The Writing and Math Partners Program was 
a non-credit-bearing program within EJP that offers academic support to EJP students across all 
disciplines, but the members of this program had expertise in the areas of writing and math. Each 
Monday and Tuesday evening during the academic calendar year, volunteers carpooled together 
to EJP to staff the resource rooms, thereby allowing students to access computers, have one-on-
one consultations, use EJP’s library, and study. As the coordinator, I hired and interviewed new 
members, helped members coordinate their schedules to staff WAMP evenings, facilitated 
meetings for volunteers, attended coordinator meetings, maintained electronic files, created and 
administered the website, trained volunteers in the writing center and in writing across the 
curriculum [WAC] pedagogy, and, less frequently, attended writing and math-partner sessions. 
Because I attended writing and math-partner sessions, I knew many of the EJP students. I 
expected this to be a positive aspect of the study, though it could have caused some students to 
feel uncomfortable about being honest with me about their writing practices or to feel that I am 
involved with the EJP only because I would be benefiting from the program.  
However, I did not grade any EJP students in any capacity because I was not a for-credit 
course instructor and the EJP participants had ample opportunities to be involved in the design of 
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the sessions and have their writing showcased in sections of this study. These sections detail their 
particular experiences with writing while incarcerated and the affordances and constraints that 
come with writing in such an environment. My own voice comes through as I analyze and 
interpret the results of this study and synthesize the findings to build upon academic scholarship. 
The study does not offer a space for me to give them a voice; rather, it serves as a space for 
broadcasting their voices. Not only will individuals benefit from completing this study but part 
of EJP’s mission will be served, as I expect that this study demonstrates the positive impacts of 
higher education upon incarcerated people.  
The participants and I encountered logistical issues. The DCC granted us access to 
limited technology while we were on site, and we were strictly not allowed to use audio 
recorders. This means that I did not have access to the Internet while on site and was not allowed 
to record the interviews. Because of this, I invited each focal participant to respond to the 
interview protocol questions in writing and then to participate in a group conversation about their 
responses. During this process, I wrote field notes, and the focal participants took turns writing 
field notes.  
Working with incarcerated people has required an acute awareness of ethics and 
professionalism, with special consideration for power dynamics. I strove to create an atmosphere 
of rapport in which each participant felt in control of his contribution to the project and felt that 
he had space enough to offer suggestions regarding how the project was conducted. This was 
partially achieved by having EJP participants give feedback about how they wanted the sessions 
to be structured. Member checking was also facilitated by inviting participants to respond to my 
interpretation and analysis, but a reciprocal relationship also had to be nurtured and intentionally 
maintained. The fact remains that I am not an incarcerated person, and all of my focal 
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participants were incarcerated at the time of this study. I cannot avoid thinking about or talking 
about this fact. In addition, I am benefiting from the study in that it will be a conduit for me to 
complete my PhD program. Though I do stand to gain personal benefits from the study as an 
individual, I am invested as an EJP member in the EJP’s long-term success and the success of its 
students. I have been forthright with conveying my multiple motivations for conducting this 
study.  
Unfortunately, while even non-incarcerated research participants who are not living in 
incarcerated settings often feel evaluated, the sense of evaluation is heightened in an incarcerated 
setting where students are apt to feel judged and compared to students who are physically free to 
live their lives outside of prison and jail. Since I am also a doctoral student and teaching assistant 
at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, I have had to continuously conduct myself in 
a way that has intentionally helped EJP student participants see themselves as my peers in 
exploratory writing. This non-authoritarian relationship has been complicated by the fact that I 
am required to address EJP students as “Mr. Last Name” while students must call me Ms. Catt. 
The room atmosphere cannot appear to be too relaxed (as judged by the correctional officer on 
duty). However, students were aware of the DCC’s enforced conduct rules, and the students’ 
awareness of the situation and interests in academic scholarship surpassed the DCC’s 
authoritarian approach toward education. 
Lastly, I am a white female in my 30s who was working with men who were incarcerated 
and typically older than me, and mostly of African American, Latino, or Mexican descent. I have 
never been a target of racism, I have never felt the extensive pains of individual oppression, and I 
have never been incarcerated; nor have I experienced systematic oppression. While I could not 
wholly empathize with these experiences, I could draw from some aspects of my life to connect 
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with the participants. I do know what it is like to experience trauma, sexism, and to be 
patronized. In addition, I have a personal history of being around crime, violence, and drugs.  
Many of my friends from junior high and high school were in and out of juvenile-
detention centers and have served time in jails and prisons. My nephew’s father (never married 
to my sister) served 10 years in prison for drug trafficking and possession of a firearm, and 
several people who were close to me struggled with serious addictions: alcohol, 
methamphetamines, and heroin. I also must acknowledge that I had to deal with the emotions of 
discussing sensitive topics throughout this study. While the writing I invited students to partake 
in did not ask directly about sensitive subjects, it was natural for sensitive subjects to arise in 
their writing. Likewise, I had to consider how the study and my clearance to enter the DCC could 
have been impacted if I were to be locked out because the DCC or the Illinois Department of 
Corrections were to be unhappy with things that have been recorded over the course of the study. 
I continued to reflect on these challenges throughout the course of this study. Such issues, and 
my choices regarding them have become part of the overall analysis of my study.  
Chapter 3 has described the setting of my study and my research questions and explained 
how participatory action research, narrative inquiry, and thematic analysis feed into my research 
design. Chapter 4 will present narrative portraits of the focal participants and myself and depict 
us as both participants and teacher and as humans and researchers. It will also delve into the 
multidimensional space of narrative inquiry—place, sociality, and temporality—and concludes 
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CHAPTER 4 
FINDINGS: THE NARRATIVES OF OUR LITERATE PRACTICES  
In this chapter, I first introduce the physical environments in which the EJP takes place. I 
then write portraits of the focal participants and myself and construct the narrative journey of the 
project. The focal participants have stories to tell about pursuing literacy while incarcerated, 
about the experiences that have impacted their pasts and presents (and will impact their futures) 
literate practices, about why they have sought literacy education, and about how they have 
responded to the exploratory-writing and contemplative-pedagogy activities facilitated 
throughout this project. These stories and their voices should be central to affecting systemic 
change in the prison-industrial complex in the United States. My goal in this chapter is to paint 
pictures of the focal participants and myself for the readers and to position our narratives in the 
broad contexts within which they transpired. To do this, I situate our narratives in Clandinin’s 
(2013) three-dimensional space. Clandinin (2013), referred to the conception of three-
dimensional narrative inquiry space. “Studies have temporal dimensions and address temporal 
matters; they focus on the personal and the social in a balance appropriate to the inquiry; and, 
they occur in a specific place or sequences of places” (p. 58). I take up this idea that narrative 
inquiries should be situated multi-dimensionally in the place where they’re conducted; across 
past, present, and future senses of self and social interactions; and temporally, in a kairotic 
moment.  
The Physical Environments (Place) 
 This section details the physical environments in which the EJP functions.  
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A College-in-Prison Program  
When one walks into an EJP meeting on the University of Illinois campus, the 
environment is a mix of warm, welcoming, and patient people and high anxiety—anxiety not 
only from the complex emotions involved in the work that we do but also from the stresses of 
graduate school. The ebbs and flows of life are compounded by the structure of the semester. 
People face insurmountable reading assignments, demanding research projects, challenging field 
exams, and constant anxiety about sounding less intelligent than the person next to them. Add 
voluntarily going into a prison—an environment the U.S. media says is vile and dangerous—and 
the director of the EJP knows that she has to be very intentional with the type of environment she 
creates for the people who work within this program. Located within Midwestern University, the 
EJP has switched buildings four times within the six years that I have worked with the 
organization. Nonetheless, the atmosphere has remained continuous despite the different physical 
spaces. 
People walk into a room to find a large, round table with a smattering of small bags of 
chips, bite-sized chocolate bars, bottles of water, and cans of soda and La Croix water for 
meetings. Bulletin boards exhibit EJP brochures and work completed by people in the re-entry 
program. When pizza is ordered, the director makes sure to have vegan and gluten-free options 
because she wants each person there to know that she sees them as individuals and strives to 
accommodate each and every person’s individual needs. This is in stark contrast to the prison 
environment, where seeking individuality can be a punishable offense and most aspects of 
individuality are stripped from the people who are incarcerated. All of the men wear what they 
refer to as “prison blues” (field notes, fall of 2019): an outfit comprised of blue pants and a blue 
shirt—short sleeved in the summer, long sleeved in the winter. The people who are incarcerated 
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all have access to the same food, the same healthcare, and the same services. In addition, they are 
all assigned a registration number. Upon incarceration, Mr. de Jesus Sr. was no longer identified 
by his given name. He became inmate #K-88033.  
After a non-incarcerated EJP-member gains access behind the prison’s front gate, s/he 
must pass through a metal detector and a series of locking doors. S/he must then step through the 
large, heavy, blue-steel door to the armory building and wait for it to close and lock before a 
correctional officer behind a glass wall will click a button to open the next door, which opens 
into the area where keys are signed for and distributed. If you are the first EJP person to arrive at 
the prison that day, you must sign your name to have the key ring (which unlocks cabinets that 
contain things like headphones, staplers, and extra paper) handed over to you. Once in your 
possession, the key ring must either be in use or remain securely in your pocket at all times, and 
you must be the person to bring it back. Any deviation from the rules could be grounds for 
having the program challenged and/or shut down as a security risk.  
After exiting the armory, there is a fairly long stretch of sidewalk that leads to the 
educational building. The first floor contains the chapel, and the second floor is where one finds 
all of the classrooms. It is the long stretch of sidewalk where I have felt most uncomfortable 
during my time with the EJP. During my walks from the armory to the education building, I have 
walked calmly but briskly with my books and pens in tow. Running, and even jogging, is strictly 
forbidden, as these actions alert tower guards that something is wrong. Not that I would break 
into a run, but I would be lying if I said that I didn’t increase the pace of my steps during this 
time. The sidewalk is in the center of all of the buildings that house all of the men who are 
incarcerated at the DCC, and I always felt like a meek yet glaring white spotlight amidst 
skeptical black and brown eyeballs. With my head held intentionally high, I have moved around 
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the crowds as they were herded between buildings, stopping periodically to allow lines of men to 
pass in front of me. Interrupting the lines is forbidden. I was told during orientation that it was a 
security risk to implant myself too closely into the crowd. I could feel a physical relief when I 
entered the education building. It was not that I actually thought that I was in danger while 
walking among the general population at the DCC, but I looked like an outsider. I felt like an 
outsider. I was an outsider.  
I was always greeted with “morning, Ms. Catt” after I ascended the stairs and opened the 
door to the second floor. Three rooms—Resource Room 1, Resource Room 2, and the computer 
lab—comprised the EJP’s library space. Both resource rooms have tables with chairs that were 
always arranged in different positions each time I entered them, and the perimeter walls were 
lined with books: fiction in one room, non-fiction in the other. Most of the programs I have been 
a part of have been held in the computer lab. The computer lab houses 16 student computers, an 
administrative computer, and a printer—all of which communicate with each other but do not 
have access to the Internet. Figure 4 shows a map of the computer lab.  
Figure 4: A plan of EJP’s computer lab  
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While no mini chips or La Croix bottles are present during EJP sessions at the DCC, 
students generally welcome each other and outside guests with warm sincerity and an eagerness 
that truly expresses gratitude for the program. As a composition instructor, I have always opened 
the first day of class by talking about how reading and writing have historically been used to 
control “the masses.” I have told them that people who were in power had the luxury and 
privilege of learning how to read and write, had the privilege of having their voices matter 
enough to be heard. The message never quite struck my non-incarcerated students the way I had 
hoped, however. Here, working with the EJP students, I do not give that speech. My students are 
imprisoned. Their voices are imprisoned. They know first-hand what it is like to have their 
freedom to communicate restricted, their right to vote stripped away. Their understanding of the 
importance of literacy is palpable.  
Past, Present, and Future Senses of Self and Social Interactions (Sociality) 
In this section, I present portraits of the four focal participants and of myself and 
highlight how past, present, and future senses of self and social interactions are intricately tied to 
our literate practices. The following is Mr. Barrett’s bio-poem, as constructed with Bean’s (1996) 
formula. 
Mr. Barrett  
Larry 
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That is a fan of 
Ta-Nehisi Coates 
Alex Haley 
And bell hooks 
Who feels that my writing 
Could be better 
Is something that will outlive me 
And will help me throughout my life 
Who needs my writing 
To stay lucid  
To help others 
And to promote activism/social justice 
Who fears that my writing 
Will be forgotten  
Is not important 
Will never be as good as I would like for it to be.  
Barrett. (prompted writing, fall of 2017, see Appendix A) 
The biographical poem that starts this portrait, one of the many examples of Mr. Barrett’s 
writing I collected during our work together, illuminates many things about him as a student, 
writer, scholar, and activist. It therefore offers a representative introduction for my portrait of 
him. He wrote the poem in response to a prompt from me which asked the men to complete a 
template that asked them to write about themselves as writers, writers they admire, how they feel 
about their writing, and what they fear. Such a prompt was not an unusual request on my part, as 
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I have often asked the participants to spend part of our time together reflecting in a focused 
manner on their experiences with language and literacy and how they have expressed themselves 
as literate beings. Mr. Barrett authored this poem during the fall semester of 2017. The poem 
format asked writers to consider both their needs and their fears. For Mr. Barrett, it was his 
feeling of self-doubt that bubbled to the surface: “Who fears that my writing/Will be forgotten/Is 
not important.” In part, it seemed that these feelings arose as a response to the challenge of 
achieving such intense goals. The problems Mr. Barrett wanted to address were vast: He felt 
disconnected from the world outside of the DCC, and he worried that his voice would not 
resonate as far as he hoped.  
 Mr. Barrett knew that language and literacy were more than skills to be evaluated in 
school. He knew the power of rhetoric and admired strong writers and speakers who dared to 
discuss difficult and challenging themes of social justice and voice. This academic reading and 
knowledge did not protect him, however, from worrying that his writing “Will never be as good 
as I would like for it to be.” Knowing what it was like to live and exist with limited means of 
communication, he did not take the ability to be seen and heard for granted. Instead, in the DCC, 
an environment in which he felt isolated and disregarded, he used his literate practices to connect 
with his feelings and with the world outside, from which he had been removed forcibly by the 
justice system. Through the connection that literacy practices offered him, he both maintained 
his clarity of purpose and found inspiration outside of himself to exercise his academic voice as 
an advocate for people who have been impacted by mass incarceration. Aspiring to such large 
ambitions sometimes felt overwhelming for him.  
This sense of the largeness of the task he was setting for himself was revealed through 
Mr. Barrett’s response to a later writing prompt—adapted from scholar, art critic, and cartoonist 
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Nick Sousanis—which asked participants to consider what their thoughts looked like. In this 
piece, when contemplating how his own mind worked, Mr. Barrett equated his thoughts to giant 
blueprints and compared himself to an ant.  
What do my thoughts look like? When I think about what my thoughts look like I am 
reminded of an interview with Kanye West. He spoke of seeing colors when he creates 
music. I tend to lean towards colors and images, but my thoughts are more realistic and 
less abstract. My thoughts seem to be very detailed. I would liken my thoughts to 
blueprints. However, these thoughts always seem bigger, as if they were giants, and I am 
as small as an ant. (prompted writing, fall of 2017, see Appendix A)  
Mr. Barrett did, indeed, have giant ambitions: 
If the vision of UIUC is to enhance the diversity and inclusiveness of the university 
community, it needs to engineer a prison to school pipeline that will help to lift up our 
communities, our university, our state, and society as a whole. If we are to fulfill 
President Abraham Lincoln’s vision of “the happy period,” where education would 
become wide-spread and regarded as a public good, it is essential that the university no 
longer overlooks us [incarcerated people] and includes us in the conversation on research 
and development on a comprehensive admission overhaul. (unprompted writing, summer 
of 2019) 
Mr. Barrett believed that helping formerly incarcerated people gain access to education through a 
prison-to-school pipeline was the first step in providing formerly incarcerated people with the 
necessary means to support themselves.  
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One such need [for the formerly incarcerated] is to be able to support themselves and 
their family. However, to be able to do this, one would most likely have to journey down 
the halls of some educational forum. (unprompted writing, summer of 2019) 
In advocating for fair reentry policies, there was more at stake than one’s personal pursuit of 
education. Mr. Barrett saw the humanity in his topics. He saw humans trying to survive and 
support their loved ones. He frequently referred to incarcerated people as “the forgotten” and as 
having been “cut from society” (unprompted writing, fall of 2017; spring of 2018; and summer 
of 2019) in his writing, and it was evident that he felt that incarcerated and formerly incarcerated 
people carry the burden of being stigmatized by non-incarcerated people.  
It is reasonable to assume that school administrators, lawmakers, and those in charge of 
prisons hold the same bias that society holds about incarcerated people and those that 
have returned to society. (unprompted writing, summer of 2019) 
It was also clear that Mr. Barrett had felt bias from society since childhood. “I felt that, as a 
young African-American male, I was just doomed to dribble, run, rap, or do illicit activities to 
get to a better life” (unprompted writing, summer of 2019). Although many of Mr. Barrett’s 
feelings of insecurities came from his status as a convicted felon, he had deep-seated beliefs 
about himself as an African American and what that meant for his identity even well before his 
incarceration. Mr. Barrett’s words revealed that he sensed early in his life that he would be out of 
place in an academic environment. In his young eyes, black men like himself did not seek 
education to change their socioeconomic status; rather, they sought success in sports and through 
illegal activities.  
This was a powerful revelation that came from Mr. Barrett during the summer of 2019, 
and he shared with me in a conversation that revealing things like this about himself were hard: 
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“I don’t usually talk about this. It’s not easy for me to share stuff like this” (field notes, summer 
of 2019). Though there is only one data entry regarding the ideas Mr. Barrett had as a child about 
what it meant to be a black man in the United States, and though that data entry repeats from 
Chapter 4, it is an important and powerful point that is crucial for understanding Mr. Barrett’s 
assumed identity. This is especially noteworthy considering that U.S. society reaffirms this 
cultural narrative (with the prevalence of images of black men’s faces on the news as sport stars 
and in mug shots) and that Mr. Barrett grew up in a family that encouraged him to pursue 
education yet still did not see education as being important for himself.  
Growing up as the great grandson of sharecroppers, my family valued education as the 
way out of our social-economic situation. However, as I grew into an adolescent, I 
developed an over rebellious view of the world, believing that I ‘knew’ everything, and to 
me this old formula for success was erroneous. (unprompted writing, summer of 2019) 
Despite his family’s trust in the benefits of education, Mr. Barrett regarded education as 
worthless for a good portion of his life. “Over the first three years of doing time, countless 
individuals challenged me to reexamine the way in which I viewed my life by encouraging me to 
continue my education.” (unprompted writing, summer of 2019) 
During his time with the EJP starting in 2013, he had written about violence, trauma, 
writing, attention, history, reentry and education, and prison pedagogy, and he became a twice-
published academic author; yet he still was not comfortable with calling himself a writer. 
According to him, he was first and foremost a science, technology, engineering, and math 
person. In his written response to one of the interview protocol questions, he wrote as follows: “I 
am a STEM [science, technology, engineering, and math] person that hates to write or loves to 
write! Sometimes, I am not sure” (Barrett, written response to interview protocol, summer of 
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2019, see Appendix B). However, he recognized that his use of writing did make him a writer in 
some capacity. 
I do not fit my definition of what I view as a writer. However, I do not think in absolutes, 
and I know that because I can pick up and wear the writer hat when needed, that would 
mean on some level, I am a writer. (Barrett, written response to interview protocol, 2019, 
see Appendix B) 
Though Mr. Barrett did not see himself as a writer, he assumed a partial writing identity, and he 
has unwaveringly and successfully pursued life as a scholar behind prison walls; yet he has faced 
challenges in transitioning his academic pursuits to his life after reentry. For example, when he 
discussed his post-prison future, he lamented the lack of immediate transitional opportunities:  
I was told by an academic advisor that I had to wait an entire year before being 
considered for admission into the University of Illinois Springfield’s online computer 
science program because of my status as an individual that is incarcerated. (Barrett, 
unprompted writing, summer of 2019) 
Though Mr. Barrett later found out that this was not a true policy, the interaction demonstrates 
the difficulty he faces in trying to navigate the educational system upon release. As stated earlier, 
Mr. Barrett has used his literate practices to form a connection between himself and an outside 
world that he feels has, on purpose, forgotten and ostracized him. The above excerpt shows an 
instance when was given inaccurate information from an institution because of his time in prison. 
He had adhered to societal norms by earning the credentials needed to qualify for acceptance into 
the University of Illinois Springfield, yet he was told he would be denied admittance. He did not 
feel that he and other people who had been incarcerated actually had the full support of the 
University of Illinois: “UIUC does support both incarcerated and formerly incarcerated people. 
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However, this support is at a distance and in a very selective manner” (unprompted writing, 
summer of 2019). As a result of this ostracizing, he was motivated to learn and write about other 
people who have experienced this same discrimination and to feel a connection with them and 
their stories. This feeling of connection with other people and other places and the idea of 
solving problems is what most inspired him to write: 
What inspires me to write? Encountering people, places, and things cause me to think 
about new thoughts and new problems that need to be solved. (prompted writing, spring 
of 2018, see Appendix A) 
The writings of Ta-Nehisi Coates has stimulated him to think about incarceration on a mass scale 
and to consider how other people’s experiences with incarceration connect with his own and with 
those of his friends and family. To learn more about the world in and beyond the DCC, Mr. 
Barrett involved himself in a wide variety of EJP programming.  
The programs that I am involved in this semester are as follows: CAVE 
[Chicago/Community Anti Violence Education], Programming in Python, IVP [Impact-
on-victims workshop], Calculus class, History of the Book, Library worker, Pit crew 
member [tech support], developing a group for peer academic advising, and a group for 
class selection and/or recruitment of teachers for class/programs that the student body 
would want to take. I would like to develop my academic writing skills to get a paper 
published at an academic conference, specifically any conference that deals with literacy 
and/or prison writing. I have been a part of EJP since the fall 2012. I have taken the 
discovery series twice, Writing Across Media, No more books, Numeracy, history of 
migration, Introduction to Islam, and Russian Revolution. I have also attended workshops 
that were on countless topics. The workshops that dealt with writing were Fallacies, Peer 
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Center Training, Creative Non-fiction, Ethnographic Writing, and others I can’t recall. 
(prompted writing, spring of 2018, see Appendix A) 
The breadth of Mr. Barrett’s literate practices during the time of this study were intrinsically tied 
to the social conditions in which he has existed over the course of his lifetime—his upbringing, 
family history and dynamics, his experience with being incarcerated, educational programs 
within prison, and his perceptions of what his life will be like upon reentry. It is these factors that 
have shaped and influenced the stories he chooses to tell and how he tells those stories, and it is 
within the walls of the DCC that his literate practices have expanded for the past 12 years.  
To deepen the participants’ understandings of their literate practices, I invited them to 
draw and write about their writing processes. Mr. Barrett wrote about his time in a piece entitled 
“Seven Days of Hell.” This piece shows how perplexed he felt when he wrote, and it also shows 
that his writing was not a linear but rather a circular process.  
Seven Days of Hell—My writing process starts with me thinking about what it is I am 
trying to say. Next, I would doubtfully type or write, depending on where I am at, all my 
ideas out. Then I feel as if my writing is messed up. I then start to think again that I’m 
saying this or that. This happens for about five days. The night of day six, I speak to my 
cell mate about what I’m trying to say. This academic Jujitsu helps me to develop my 
argument. Then on the seventh day I either write or type it in one day. (prompted writing, 
fall of 2017, see Appendix A) 
It stands out to me that Mr. Barrett has associated his writing process with Jujitsu because he also 
referenced joining EJP to win disputes about why education is not the end-all-be-all answer to 
solving problems: “I became interested in who this group of men was [the EJP] and how I could 
be a part of whatever they were—if for nothing more than to be able to know how to defeat them 
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[to defeat their claim that collective education was a tool to change the world.]” (unprompted 
writing, summer of 2019). While Mr. Barrett was using his academic pursuits to affect political 
change, he knew that education was not the answer in and of itself. People must work together to 
create policy changes and to actively work against systemic racism to create a more just society. 
I also got a glimpse into how Mr. Barrett was responding to participating in and writing during 
the participatory, narrative research project: 
As I sat in the classroom in front of the computer, my mind starts to fracture allowing all 
the contents of all the information that Ms. Catt just gave. Like a cracked egg in a frying 
pan, my thoughts sizzle as I try to figure out how to develop a paragraph for this creative 
non-fiction piece. I can feel the heat in my chest as I begin to type out what I believe to be 
creative. I start to fade in and out of relative consciousness as my mind tries to focus on 
the task. Unfortunately, I am interrupted by the sound of what can only be described as 
the distinct sound of our friend the doe-doe bird. As I try to concentrate, the sound gets 
louder and louder grabbing my attention as I peck away at the keyboard. I try to keep my 
head down and continue to work, but it is a struggle. This is a day in my shoes as I 
attempt to follow the rules of writing a response to the prompt in Ms. Catt’s exploratory 
writing workshop. (prompted writing, fall of 2017, see Appendix A) 
This complaint of finding it challenging to focus surfaced again during the summer of 2019:  
As I sit here in this frigid place with my mind wide open, I try to focus my attention on 
this moment. However, to no avail because of the sound of papers rustling has taken my 
focus as if a starving animal steals an unattended meal in which you have to spend hours 
preparing. At last, as I focus on my breath my mind begins the epic journey of 
concentration. This excursion, that I take alone, past mountains of ancient thoughts and 
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across oceans of forthcoming things to be done all culminating with the illustrious arrival 
to a land of peace and serenity. This land is as elusive as the land of Adam and Eve. Yet, 
this is a place that I wish I can remain for the rest of my days. (prompted writing, summer 
of 2019, see Appendix A) 
Mr. Barrett struggled to keep his focus in an environment that had many factors which 
interrupted his concentration, but he was able to employ breathing techniques and visualize a 
more welcoming environment that helped him refocus.  
Mr. Barrett and the other participants do not have the luxury that students who are not 
incarcerated have to control the environment around them to a large extent, or even at all. For 
Mr. Barrett, there was no waiting to complete his writing until he found a quiet corner at home or 
while listening to the music of his choice or after a cup of coffee. Even when the participants, 
returned to their cells, they never had total control of their environment. To help me better 
understand what went on in their daily lives—in the spaces in which they exist in prison outside 
the EJP—space as humans, as students, as peer educators, and as inmates—I asked the 
participants to write about their day-to-day existence. Mr. Barrett responded by writing about the 
most uninteresting man in Danville.  
“A Day in the Life of the Most Uninteresting Man in Danville” 
I am jolted awake by a booming voice echoing over the P.A. system, “West bound traffic 
get ready”—a voice so loud that it shakes the Earth. As I try to gain my composure and 
focus on the fact that this is a new day in a living, breathing concrete hell, my body fights 
back wanting to return to its shallow grave called a bunk—where I lie. To my dismay, my 
cellie is already up and getting prepared for the day.  
“What’s up with you, Larry?” He says over the foam of the cheap toothpaste. 
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“Did you catch TMZ last night?” 
“Cardi B was on there tworkin.” 
My mind instantly wanders, thinking about the paper which is due in about fourteen 
hours. (prompted writing, spring of 2018, see Appendix A) 
Mr. Barrett’s writing about his day evokes a feeling of monotony. It feels like it does when a 
character in a movie looks like he is listening to another character, but the camera zooms out, 
and the incessant noise of someone talking slowly fades away until you can only hear a distant 
hum. His focus once again took him out of his actual environment to thoughts of something he 
truly cared about: his school work. Mr. Barrett described his writing process as a metaphorical 
hell and the DCC as a concrete hell, but instead of resigning himself to suffer in his hell 
completely isolated, Mr. Barrett drew on his rebellious nature and persistently sought ways to 
communicate with and learn from people beyond the hell in which he resided. It was finding 
these connections through his literate practices that kept him motivated to engage with writing 
despite the fact that he did not always consider himself a writer.  
Mr. de Jesus Sr.  
My achievements meant the world to my family and I. The last time I felt this proud of 
myself was when I was about 10 yrs. old. I remember hearing our father tell us that we 
were meant to be influential, educated people. (I assume he referred to our purpose in 
life.) Our father died five years ago of pancreatic cancer, so, God willing, I will always 
treasure these words in my quest to become a better man, an educated man, and a critical 
thinker. (unprompted writing, summer of 2019) 
Mr. de Jesus Sr. wrote poignantly and often about his life experiences and his pursuit of 
higher education behind prison walls. It was evident in his writing that his father was a driving 
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force in Mr. de Jesus Sr.’s pursuit of education. The above excerpt was taken from a piece of Mr. 
de Jesus Sr.’s autobiography that he authored in hopes of shedding light on the value of 
education within carceral settings. His quest for education helped him live up to his father’s 
words regarding the man that he, Mr. de Jesus Sr., could be. It is important to note that Mr. de 
Jesus Sr. believed in his ability to change and evolve at least in part because he witnessed his 
father transform from mistreating his wife (Mr. de Jesus Sr.’s mother) to honoring her: 
As the provider of the household, my father believed it was his right to run up and down 
the streets screwing and partying like a rock star, while my mother stayed at home 
pregnant, bare footed, and attending the house chores. He had the misconstrued 
impression that as long as he provided a roof for my mother, my siblings, and I and paid 
the bills and put food on the table, etc…, that he was entitled to do as he saw fit. Twenty 
plus years later, my father got it right. He began seeing my mother for the strong 
beautiful Latina woman she was (and still is) and encouraged her to become all she 
wanted to be. She went back to school and became a nurse at age 58. She worked hard for 
the both of them. Meanwhile, he cooked for her and embraced the household chores. 
(unprompted writing, spring of 2018) 
Mr. de Jesus Sr. knew that, like his father, he too could change who he was and how other people 
saw him. When asked to contemplate what his thoughts looked like, he recognized that he often 
struggled with how to transform himself without completely losing his identity: “I trouble myself 
daily in the task that I face in becoming a different me without losing the elements that make me 
and my thoughts and actions thereof unique” (prompted writing, fall of 2017). As a personal 
policy, I have never asked the participants (or any other EJP students) about their crimes. If a 
student chooses to tell me about his crimes, I listen without passing judgment. Mr. de Jesus Sr. 
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was the only focal participant who talked openly about the nature of his offenses. His willingness 
to share information regarding his crimes came from his intention to work to understand how he, 
himself, ended up living a life of crime at such a young age, and he felt that the details of his 
story were crucial to helping other people understand how personal circumstances (forced 
immigration, an alcoholic father, separated parents, being bullied, being unable to speak English 
in an unfamiliar English-speaking community) and social circumstances (living in a place where 
gang violence was prevalent) contributed to his choosing a life of crime at a young age. He also 
felt that such details were important to helping others understand how someone like him could 
reenter society in a healthy and beneficial manner: 
I will give you an autobiography of myself so that you may understand why and how I 
ended up where I am currently at and why and how I am doing everything in my power to 
get out and stay out, while being effective and productive, not just for myself but for my 
family, friends and associates, and society as a whole. (unprompted writing, fall of 2017)  
Mr. de Jesus Sr. recognized that his journey in pursuit of literacy was entwined with those 
around him, and he understood that everyone in the room had experienced early struggles in life. 
Mr. de Jesus Sr.’s fight to become literate in a new language started at a young age in a 
Humboldt park—a place filled with violence. A quick Google search of Chicago’s Humboldt 
Park produced headlines that read: “Man Stabbed Four Times During Argument,” Man Shot 
Seven Times While Entering Vehicle,” and “West Humboldt Park Shooting Leaves One Dead.”  
 Like Mr. Barrett, Mr. de Jesus Sr.’s literate practices were also socially conditioned by all 
the programs he had chosen to explore during his time with the EJP: for-credit courses, Writing 
and Math Partners, Mindfulness Discussion Group, Community Anti-Violence Education 
[CAVE], the Impact On Victims Workshop, the Evaluation Committee, and reading groups. It 
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was because of a culmination of experiences with these endeavors that Mr. de Jesus Sr. has 
decided to take trauma-informed care back to his community when he reenters society in the 
hope of reaching out and helping today’s youth who are growing up in the midst of violence in 
Chicago: “What I really want to do is help the kids, you know, in Chicago who are going through 
the same stuff that I went through” (field notes, group conversation, spring of 2018). 
When I first started working with Mr. de Jesus Sr., I noticed that he tended to write as if 
he was talking. One of the first pieces of writing that he wanted to work on for the exploratory 
writing project was a letter in which he described his background. He started the letter off with a 
conversational tone: 
 Dear humans and freed society, 
 Hello! 
 How are you all doing on this lovely day? 
God willing, you are well and blessed, including those for whom you hold close and dear. 
(unprompted, fall of 2017) 
Mr. de Jesus Sr.’s demeanor was generally personable and caring in his writing and in speaking. 
In each of the drafts of this letter requesting access to correspondence courses through the 
University of Illinois, he maintained a level tone that described logically why correspondence 
courses would benefit not only incarcerated people upon their reentry into society but also 
society as a whole by helping formerly incarcerated people gain access to education which in 
turn would help them gain employment. This level and personable manner coincides with the 
interactions that I had with Mr. de Jesus Sr. during the time of this project. It was common for 
him to ask me about how my family was doing and to wish them well at the beginning of our 
sessions, and he always said the same thing at the end: “Ms. Catt, thank you for coming, and 
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drive safe. Take care of them little ones” (field notes, fall of 2017, spring of 2018, summer of 
2019).  
I noticed changes in his tone when the other participants provoked Mr. de Jesus Sr., 
especially during the fall of 2017, spring of 2018, and summer of 2019 semesters. Part of this 
provocation from other participants came because of his lack of brevity when speaking. Other 
participants became impatient with Mr. de Jesus Sr. and would ask him to “Hurry up. Get to the 
point” or “Are you done yet” (field notes, fall of 2017, spring of 2018, and summer of 2019). Mr. 
de Jesus Sr., in turn, would respond by saying, “Stop playin’,” “Not today,” or “Why you 
messing with me?” (field notes, fall of 2017, spring of 2018, summer of 2019), and such 
statements were punctuated with a sternness. He also directly wrote about such instances in a 
reflective piece of writing during the summer of 2019 semester 
Usually I respond to greetings in a bold, gross, and sometimes even disrespectful way. 
Nonetheless, lately I have been greeting individuals with respect and even with 
consideration towards how they may or may not be feeling, or at least I feel this way 
when I am not being antagonized. Crazy to me is the fact that this new behavior unfolds 
almost naturally. Ever since Ms. Catt implemented meditation style breathing exercises 
during sessions and I, in turn, have been practicing them while lying in bed right before I 
sleep, I have been waking up in a good mood in mind, body, and spirit. It is sad, however, 
that I have not yet mastered my ability to internally implement this type of breathing 
strategies/methods when going about my day, especially when people intentionally or 
unintentionally antagonize me. (prompted writing, summer of 2019, see Appendix A)  
It was not uncommon for Mr. de Jesus Sr. to be the loudest and most prolonged voice in the 
room. However, I witnessed a change in the dynamic during the fall of 2019 when I went to 
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check in with the participants so they could review a draft of chapter four. As noted in the 
previous chapter, Mr. Gilford, a peripheral participant, was intentionally but unsuccessfully 
trying to antagonize Mr. de Jesus Sr. In response, Mr. de Jesus Sr. told Mr. Gildford, “Hey, you 
ain’t getting to me no more” (field notes, fall of 2019).  
 As evident in the previous excerpts, Mr. de Jesus Sr. frequently referenced God in his 
writings. In fact, when I asked Mr. de Jesus Sr. to write about what his typical day at the DCC 
entailed, he wrote about his experiences as someone who practices Islam in an incarcerated 
setting. 
Well, since it is the fasting month of Ramadan, and I am a Muslim, I will answer this in 
relation to my day-to-day activities during this month. Since Ramadan began two days 
ago, I have been waking up around 3:30a.m., take care of my hygiene, and get ready to 
head to chow. Once at the chow-hall (dietary), I eat my pre-fasting meal of the day and 
get ready for almost 18 hours of no intake of anything that is nutritious, including but not 
limited to food, water, and/or medication. (Individuals who are ill cannot fast due to their 
illnesses.) Any intake of nutrients after the white tread of dawn (day break), will nullify 
my fasting. Therefore, I remain conscious of my fasting obligations. As I return from 
chow (breakfast/dining), I begin my purification and preparation for salaah 
(worship/prayer). Once done with my purification ritual, I perform two rakahs (units) of 
my 4:15a.m. fardul-fajr prayer (dawn prayer). I then lie back down and try to rest until 7-
8a.m. Once up and ready, I begin my daily academic rituals. I break my academic study 
sessions into fragments, beginning with the most immediate to farthest one, depending on 
the order of my classes for the day. Nonetheless, I include CAVE studies and other non-
credit program studies that I may be involved in. These study sessions usually take me 
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about seven to ten hours daily, and sometimes up to twelve hours depending on the level 
of intensity and drive. In between I perform daily prayers and incorporate some Islamic 
readings, shower, converse with other fellow men and sometimes family members by 
phone, and partake in other miscellaneous activities. At around 8:05p.m., I get ready to 
head to the chapel, break my fast with my Muslim brothers then perform Fardul-maghrib 
salaah (evening-dusk-sunset prayer). I return to the cellhouse, attempt to take another 
shower (if the officer allows me), take care of my hygiene, perform my Fardul-Isha 
salaah (night prayer). Lastly, I lie back on my bed and go night-night. (prompted writing, 
spring of 2018, see Appendix A) 
He was constantly in a state of self-examination, using his literate practices to closely and 
carefully examine his past, present, and future and partaking in religious and academic endeavors 
that pushed him outside of his comfort zone. Mr. de Jesus Sr. arrived in this country as a young 
kid, with turbulent feelings toward his mother for leaving his father. Mr. de Jesus Sr. could not 
speak or write in English either when he first came to the United States or at the beginning of his 
incarceration. 
For the first five years of my incarceration, I could only read and write at a fifth grade 
level in Spanish. I couldn’t advocate for myself like I needed to. (field notes, summer of 
2019) 
In an autobiographical piece of writing that he authored during the spring of 2018, he reflected 
on how he felt at the beginning of this sentence with regard to his offenses, his role as a father, 
and himself as a literate person.  
In 2002, I found myself in a dark, lonely, and cold 10’x9’ penitentiary cell at Stateville 
Correctional Center’s F-house; however, this time with a quarter of a century to serve for 
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the convictions of several attempted first-degree murder charges. Then, an illiterate, cold, 
lonely, and clueless 21-year-old, deadbeat dad, I realized my life could not simply end up 
this way. I began deep soul searching, which led me to conclude that the way out of this 
madness was to become educated. (unprompted writing, spring of 2018) 
He had a long road ahead of him, however. He enrolled in a GED program, but he “let old habits 
get in [his] way and ended up being expelled for fighting.” He wrote, “I lost a year of good 
conduct credit…and I spent four months in solitary confinement” (unprompted writing, spring of 
2018). As a result of this altercation, “About 10 years would go by before [he] was given another 
shot at enrolling in a GED program” (unprompted writing, spring of 2018).  
I am always aware of the genuine tone of appreciation present in participants’ voices 
when they thank me for facilitating programs, but stories such as these put their gratefulness into 
perspective. Their access to education is not guaranteed, and they reference months in solitary 
confinement and years of missed opportunity the way I would reference missing an important 
meeting. An incarcerated path to literacy education is vastly different from a non-incarcerated 
one. 
When I asked him and the other participants what he got out of the exploratory writing 
and contemplative activities, Mr. de Jesus Sr. said,  
Yes, I got tools to help me write academic papers, but I also found much more than that. I 
never thought I was creative, but the first semester of this workshop [which took place his 
first semester as an EJP student] was the first link in a lot of links in a chain that allowed 
me to want to be a part of more. Prior to those workshops, I wasn’t able to explain things 
in a piece of paper. Your [Ms. Catt’s] workshop and other EJP writing workshops are 
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where I get to explore my own self and be me. (written response to interview protocol, 
summer of 2019, see Appendix B) 
Within the EJP, Mr. de Jesus Sr. has found a welcoming space where he could practice and 
acquire literacy without judgement:  
Despite how highly intelligent and well-mannered these WAMP [writing and math 
partners] are, at no given time, have they made me feel less educated than them. They are 
kind to me, but academically they are brutal when I need constructive criticism. My 
writing skills have dramatically improved due to their academic aid. My academics have 
improved, and my critical thinking has improved even more. (written response to 
interview protocol, summer of 2019, see Appendix B) 
Mr. de Jesus was persistently curious and dedicated in his quest for higher education and was 
constantly surprising himself with his accomplishments. He turned to education as a way to 
break the cycle of crime that he helped propel early in his life. During his incarceration, he 
practiced a relationship with God, he learned to read and write in a second language, and he 
exercised his literate practices to prove to the world that he can and will dig himself out of the 
hole that he nearly buried himself in.  
Mr. Rubio  
The wind’s touch felt like icy slaps as he made his way towards the workshop. Why the 
hell did it have to get so cold today? By the time he made it to the second floor he was 
relieved for once that they had set the heat to inferno. The relief was instantly dissolved 
upon arriving at a scene that reminded him too much of his life under the roof of his 
father. Arguing was not something that he particularly enjoyed, needless to say. I’ll see 
that I stay out of this one. What was once lost was now found, for the relief came back 
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when seeing his fellow classmates faces and the teacher’s warm smile. “Afternoon,” he 
said with a smile. “Good afternoon,” she responded with just as much if not more, 
enthusiasm. Such are the beginnings of Ms. Catt’s Exploratory Writing Workshop. The 
scenes are often pleasant with smiles and an eagerness to learn whatever is dished out by 
both parties. The agenda for today; Creative nonfiction, something he was familiar with. 
Writing a paragraph of today’s happenings, so far. (prompted writing, fall of 2017, see 
Appendix A) 
Mr. Rubio was quiet and reserved, and, as his writing indicates, he made it a point to avoid 
getting into altercations. Even during group discussions, he chose to let the other participants 
argue while he worked quietly at his computer. In a piece of prompted writing that he penned 
during the summer of 2019, he reflected on the nature of arguing inside of prison.  
Most of the arguments play out the same way: One guy argues that a certain store is on a 
certain block, for example. While the other either states the negative or says it is on 
another block entirely. They cannot convince one another of their position so they start 
yelling…This continues until one concedes, or they call each other out through insults. 
Unfortunately, this type of arguing carries over into the academic school debates where, 
again, the one who is the loudest wins. People do not understand the difference between 
opinion and fact. (prompted writing, summer of 2019, see Appendix A) 
Mr. Rubio was thoughtful about his education, and his seriousness of purpose led him to hold 
himself and those around him to a high standard.  
Mr. Rubio always chose to sit at a computer right next to the instructor’s administrative 
computer—which I would consider the front row for the set-up of the computer lab—and he was 
typically the second person to arrive to the workshop, and he had consistent attendance. Other 
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participants would sometimes miss the workshop because of job duties or overlaps between 
programs or personal needs (like haircuts and commissary), but Mr. Rubio’s attendance was 
regular, and he continuously expressed a desire for more writing workshops in the future: “I had 
a great time in your workshop, and I hope you will hold more writing workshops in the future” 
(field notes, spring of 2018). He had a more specific request at the end of the summer of 2019 
semester: 
Perhaps you could teach a class on being succinct when talking or writing. I know I 
suggested this as a joke at first, but I notice a lot of people do not know or realize when 
they are straying from the point of their argument or conversation. (written response to 
interview protocol, summer of 2019, see Appendix B) 
His request for a course on concision connects to his work with The Amplifier, the EJP student-
run newspaper that features writing done by the EJP students.  
We strive to produce material that reflects some of the best writing that our fellow EJP 
students have to offer…. As Copy Editor of The Amplifier, it’s my job to ensure that the 
writing we send out is in pristine condition…. As I read first draft that are submitted by 
EJP students, all I can think is, What the hell is going on here? These articles are riddled 
with run-on sentences, and most go off on tangents that aren’t even related to the starting 
topics. (unprompted writing, summer of 2019) 
He took pride in being well read and in the fact that his extensive knowledge of standard 
academic English led him to be able to act as the copy editor at the paper: “The only reason that I 
have the knowledge to edit another person’s work is through years of reading and by becoming 
familiar with the different rules that govern the written language” (unprompted writing, summer 
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of 2019). He expressed that he would like more teachers to teach from a prescriptivist point of 
view: 
I really enjoyed (at the time hated) the philosophy and art class I was in. They forced me 
to enter a place I was unfamiliar with. I was really unprepared to write academically with 
proper citations and argument structure. It was difficult, and I had to concentrate on my 
writing to maintain my A average in the class. These classes really emphasized the point 
of maintaining proper sentence structure and correct language usage. Honestly, I really 
wish more teachers would stress a prescriptivist language and not have to worry about 
being un-p.c. [un-politically correct] or causing any microaggressions. (written response 
to interview protocol, summer of 2019, see Appendix B) 
Mr. Rubio regularly referred to himself as “a jerk” in his writing. Regarding his response to how 
EJP teachers teach, he said, “I feel like a jerk for saying this, but most of the time I just want to 
work” (prompted writing, spring of 2018, see Appendix A). When discussing his comment 
during our research project, he told me that “EJP people always want to talk about their feelings 
too much. I just want time to work and access to the computers so I can write” (field notes, 
spring of 2018). He reiterated this notion in an unprompted piece of writing when he wrote, 
First off, I want to thank you for showing up and giving us your time and energy. You do 
not know how grateful I am for the opportunity to be able to sit in front of a computer 
and just work. (unprompted writing, fall of 2019) 
When embarking on this project, I knew that computer time was precious, but I did not and still 
cannot fully appreciate what it must be like to never be solely in control of my own existence. 
When considering the use of exploratory writing in EJP programs, Mr. Rubio said, “What made 
me laugh was my initial thought of it being a waste of time. It’s not what I actually think. My 
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mind just wanders into the realm of the jerks, and it brings back ridiculous thoughts” (prompted 
writing, summer of 2019). The problem is not that Mr. Rubio thought exploratory writing was 
not useful but that he had already employed exploratory writing prior to participating in this 
study.  
So, at the risk of sounding like a know-it-all-jerk, I know most things before I am told 
about them by another individual. I have practiced what could be deemed exploratory 
writing and contemplative pedagogy practices before coming to your workshop. I am an 
avid reader, and I come across a lot of information that I either use, or I keep somewhere 
in my head for later discussions. That is why I usually look so bored or frustrated when 
people look at me. (written response to interview protocol, summer of 2019, see 
Appendix B)  
Mr. Rubio felt stuck in a cage that was too small for him, and he was reminded of the lack of 
opportunities he had to flourish every day in living his static, monotonous existence: 
I often wake with the sun’s reflection bouncing off the wall in my cell around the time of 
6:30ish. I lay for a couple of moments mentally preparing myself for the day ahead by 
organizing my schedule/to-do list for the day. I turn to check the clock (which is a wrist 
watch that I keep in sight, just below my TV screen) and take the ear-buds out of my ear 
while turning my TV on to the weather channel. After checking the weather for the day, I 
get out of bed and prepare my morning cup o’-joe. I avoid the man in the mirror’s gaze as 
I walk past him and focus on my morning routine. I never really understand what his 
problem is, he always looks so angry…. Rinse, wash, repeat. My days do not really differ 
on the weekends since I work in dietary; my off days are Tuesdays and Wednesdays for 
now. Such is my life; I keep myself busy and try not to look back. I could be more 
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detailed, but my life, such as it is, is pretty boring. (prompted writing, spring of 2018, see 
Appendix A) 
Mr. Rubio is looking for opportunities that will challenge his literate practices. He partially 
fulfills this through his copyediting position with The Amplifier. His largest challenge in that role 
is not, however, the editing of other EJP students’ writing. It is instead working with novice 
writers who are sensitive to having their work changed and unfamiliar with the grueling realities 
of the writing process. He often hears writers complain that, “You’re taking away my voice” 
(unprompted writing, summer of 2019). In response, he told them, “I am not blocking/stealing 
your voice—I am simply refining it” (unprompted writing, summer of 2019).  
In a conversation during the summer of 2019, the participants stated again that they 
wanted a writing workshop on the grammar, spelling, and punctuation of academic English. Mr. 
Rubio said he thought such a workshop would be “really important and much needed” (field 
notes, summer of 2019). This request was something that Mr. de Jesus Sr. asked for as well. In a 
short piece of writing in which he considered some of his challenges in EJP, Mr. de Jesus Sr. 
wrote, “[One of my challenges is having] no more rhetoric/writing developing skills courses 
offered by EJP that may help me improve my grammatical/sentencing structure skills” (prompted 
writing, spring of 2018). Though Mr. Rubio had been practicing exploratory writing and 
contemplative pedagogy prior to this project, he wrote that he found the integration of the 
practices to be beneficial.  
A thought comes to mind. Although we are not being graded, most of us are writing with 
the intention of submitting to an outside publication. This does put some pressure, at least 
for me, to produce something that is presentable and polished. I do not mind the pressure. 
I try to use it to force my subconscious mind to come up with new stories to play with. 
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The practice [exploratory writing and contemplative pedagogy] allows me to relax and 
access thoughts that would otherwise be blocked by my own fears of not being accepted. 
(written response to interview protocol questions, summer of 2019, see Appendix B)  
When using the word accepted, Mr. Rubio was referring to his writing being accepted by 
a publisher, but Mr. Rubio also worries about being accepted by society. One of the goals of 
contemplative pedagogy is to foster connections between students. Though Mr. Rubio often 
spoke and wrote about himself as being different from his peers, he was able to find common 
ground with the people in the room with him during a compassion exercise, prompted by me, 
which was meant to help the participants feel a sense of social connection with each other.  
Like me, the people in this room want to experience freedom. Freedom of a promised 
land that is always in sight but seems forever unattainable. Why can’t we reach this place 
of promised happiness and promised ease? We are held in contempt for the things we 
have done and the people we were. (prompted writing, summer of 2019, see Appendix A) 
Mr. Rubio was on a quest to prove to himself that he belongs in academia, that he will belong in 
society, and that he belongs on this Earth, and he searched for confirmation through his literate 
practices. He used his imagination and words to paint stories with magical realism that explored 
character’s ways of thinking, feeling, and acting when they found themselves in situations where 
right and wrong were not always immediately discernable and in which readers had to 
contemplate their stances on crime and punishment.  
It was an accident. I was playing with the other kids—There were so many running 
around—I couldn’t keep track of them all. I took a step back to see them better, and then 
I heard—squish. The others were screaming and running. I tried to follow but slipped. 
When I lifted my foot—it was all red with bits of bone and—and innards,” he stammered. 
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“I didn’t mean to—they’re just so small. (Prompted writing, summer of 2019, see 
Appendix A) 
The above excerpt is from a flash fiction piece that Mr. Rubio wrote during third semester of this 
project. The story is about a child-giant who wants to play with human children and ends up 
accidentally stepping on a boy, killing him. Mr. Rubio who has deep-seated concerns that he 
makes other people feel uncomfortable—“[I’m], tired of listening to people talk about the lowest 
forms of humanity and pretend they aren’t speaking about me” (unprompted writing, summer of 
2019)—wrote fictional stories that intentionally made readers feel uncomfortable. 
Mr. Vallianatos 
A loud eruption sprang from the gun, like thunder after the flash of lightening. Then the 
kickback came, which felt like a mule had kicked my shoulder. The smell of gunpowder 
was heavy in the air. Blinded by a blue cloud of smoke, my eyes were burning. In the 
longest fraction of a second of my life, my shoulder was slammed into the car, creating a 
massive dent. Shooting a big gun requires strength that a five-year old just doesn’t 
possess. Dad growled, “That’s what pain feels like. “I thought my shoulder was going to 
come off my body. Stars were dancing in my field of vision. I had never felt pain like that 
before or since. What kind of man gives a five-year-old a 10 gauge shotgun to shoot as a 
punishment? My father was an alcoholic, and doing things like this was normal for him. 
(Prompted writing, summer of 2019, see Appendix A) 
A section from Mr. Vallianatos’ creative non-fiction piece titled, “My Dad was an Asshole,” 
begins his portrait and demonstrates his writing skills and how he used writing to reflect on his 
past. Even as a 50-year-old-man, Mr. Vallianatos was still trying to make sense of how the pain 
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that he experienced as a child, at the hand of his father, had influenced Mr. Vallianatos’ growth 
into adulthood. 
As a child, I was tormented by an alcoholic who did things that were questionable, even 
for the seventies. Growing up in that environment taught me that it was okay to be an 
alcoholic like those I watched. Once I was old enough to care for myself, all that I had 
witnessed became my reality. Drinking was just a way of living that I was accustomed to. 
It was no surprise to anybody that I turned out to be like my father before me. 
(unprompted writing, summer of 2019) 
Mr. Vallianatos was particularly drawn to narrative writing due to the genre’s allowance of his 
exploration of his own history. Over the course of his incarceration, he has come to take pride in 
himself as a writer. An excerpt from his biographical poem shows that he was proud of his 
writing and had an affinity for the narrative form: 
I am one who writes 
Learned to write long ago 
Take pride in the writing I do 
Love to write narratives. (prompted writing, fall of 2017, see Appendix A) 
He elaborated on himself as one who writes in his written answers to the research protocol 
questions, which asked him about his writing identity. 
When I was younger, I didn’t care about school or writing at all. It was not until I came to 
prison that I became interested in learning anything at all. It was hard to express myself 
in the written form. I knew how to write but struggled putting together sentences. Today, 
I still struggle getting the story down on paper. Once I do get the story down, then I go 
through all the steps necessary to produce a finished piece of writing…. I use writing to 
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tell stories about my past and to show what I have learned in a class. (written response to 
research protocol, see Appendix B) 
One such instance of Mr. Vallianatos writing about what he had learned in a previous EJP class, 
involved him writing about speech acts.  
If someone says, “it is cold in this room,” they are reporting on the proposition of the 
temperature of the room. The next part is the illocutionary act. If you disagree by 
speaking indirectly, then you intend for your words to be recognized as illocutionary. 
When the listener, takes the statement to mean something entirely different, such as a 
statement about someone, and you try to change the subject entirely, this is called the 
perlocutionary effect. The three levels of speech acts, are what is literally stated, the 
intended act, and the actual effect. (unprompted writing, fall of 2017) 
After working with Mr. Vallianatos for three semesters during this study, it comes as no surprise 
to me that he homed in on this aspect of the speech acts, genres, and activity systems workshop. 
Mr. Vallianatos was a participant in the EJP’s mindfulness and discussion group and showed 
careful attention to how his actions and words impacted other people.  
I need to be aware of the words that I use around other people. Words that I use can cause 
other people to relive traumas that they have incurred in their past life. These same 
people can say whatever that comes to their thoughts. There are things that are not my 
responsibility, and how others react is one of them. With this in mind, knowing I can 
directly affect other people with a simple word give me tremendous power. This begs the 
question, “just because I can set someone off, should I”?…Why is it that someone can 
read something and stay calm, but if they hear the same thing spoken, it has an adverse 
effect? This is somewhat baffling to me. Could it be the direct interaction that sparked the 
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reaction? Are there people who wait and listen for key words in the conversation that can 
be debated? I am not looking to place blame on any one person. What I am suggesting is 
that other people are waiting to control you. I think that this is why it is important to 
choose your words wisely. Be careful of what you say if you want to avoid conflict. 
(unprompted writing, summer of 2019) 
He wrote the above reflection after getting into an argument with a fellow participant about the 
nature of censorship in prison. Mr. Vallianatos stated that the Illinois Department of Corrections 
had the right to remove books from the EJP’s library, which the Illinois Department of 
Corrections had done previously. This statement conjured a strong response from a classmate. 
During the argument, Mr. Vallianatos’ voice became steady, not louder. He patiently waited for 
the other person to hear and actually listen to his viewpoints rather than try to compete to be the 
loudest person in the exchange. Mr. Vallianatos understands that being loudest does not equate to 
resolving differences. In a prompted piece of writing where I invited participants to reflect on the 
way in which people around them argue, Mr. Vallianatos wrote as follows: 
Yesterday I heard two guys arguing about the domino game they were playing. The 
whole thing centered on one play that happened early in the hand. As the argument 
progressed, the first guy was making his point, and the second guy cut him off. It wasn’t 
long until they were yelling at each other. Both of them were trying to over-talk the other. 
This was how they were trying to win the argument…. The trivial nature of the exchange 
was important to both guys because both of them wanted to be right, but one of them was 
wrong. The first guy started to show the other guy each play that was made and actually 
convinced him he was wrong. I realized if they would have started out with the 
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explanation of each play that was made they could have reached the same conclusion 
faster. (prompted writing, summer of 2019, see Appendix A) 
Mr. Vallianatos knew that shouting over his intellectual opponent would not be productive, so 
instead, Mr. Vallianatos listened calmly while the other debater forcefully expressed his thoughts 
and emotions. Mr. Vallianatos did not take this exchange personally. He recognized that the 
other person had been triggered by the way Mr. Vallianatos had framed his argument. He 
understood that the prison environment can create a state of high anxiety for everyone in it and 
that care should be taken when communicating in this environment. During the first semester of 
the project, he wrote that “I have learned several things as a participant in the improvement of 
the mindfulness discussion group. The first and foremost thing that comes to mind is that I am 
not alone. Many others find prison life as stressful as I do” (unprompted writing, fall of 2017). 
He ruminated on this connection between himself and others during a prompted compassion 
exercise in which I invited participants to think about how they are connected. 
Like me, the people in this room want to be free from this place. Trying to be as far away 
from here as possible, with no restrictions on them at all. Like me, the people in this room 
look like they are deep in thought trying their best to be witty with what they say. The sad 
thing is that they have to be careful of what they say to avoid backlash from people 
against EJP. (prompted writing, summer of 2019, see Appendix A) 
Mr. Vallianatos chose his words carefully during the discussion of the Illinois Department of 
Correction’s removal of books from the EJP’s library. When his opponent had settled, Mr. 
Vallianatos clarified that he did not think it was right for the Illinois Department of Corrections 
to have removed the books, but that he recognized his status as being under control of the Illinois 
Department of Corrections and not having recourse to their decisions. He said, “This is their 
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[Illinois Department of Corrections’] institution [the DCC], and I gave up my rights when I did 
the things that landed me here” (filed notes, summer of 2019).  
 Mr. Vallianatos had a keen awareness of the fact that programs in prison are not 
guaranteed: “As I have grown up in the prison environment, things have changed from when I 
was a teenager. All the programs that used to be here are all but gone” (unprompted writing, fall 
of 2017). He understood the ephemeral nature of access to such programs inside a prison: “I do 
not know when the programs that are here now will disappear, or how long they will continue. 
What I do know is that they are here now, and I plan to take full advantage of these resources” 
(unprompted writing, fall of 2017). Mr. Vallianatos wrote about his anticipation of losing access 
to resources well before his intense conversation regarding the Illinois Department of 
Correction’s removal of over 200 books from the EJP’s library. He had dealt with the sporadic 
nature of prison programs for so long that he has come to accept it as an inevitable part of his 
experience of incarceration, and he used his literate practices both to explore the real possibilities 
of loss of access in the future and to reify his dedication to current programs.  
Ms. Catt 
“You aren’t like other girls,” he says. My petite, white body always hidden behind an 
extra-large band t-shirt. We play Resident Evil late into the night and walk around town 
jumping off piles of gravel after we’ve eaten sugar cubes. The dullness of the small town 
vibrates with bright colors. I’m convinced that my father is disappointed in my existence. 
He should still have a son, not a daughter. My breasts start to grow, and my hips start to 
widen. Cover them up with heaps of dark fabric. Cover them with a resting bitch face. 
Cover them with clouds of smoke that take you out of your body momentarily, where you 
float up and forget that everything is wrong. Just cover them. “Do not get pregnant,” she 
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says. “Whatever you do, just do not get pregnant.” She pretends that she didn’t find my 
paraphernalia. She pretends not to see Mary Jane picking up the pieces of me that she 
ignores. She’s too busy helping my sister raise my niece and nephews. She’s too busy 
drinking with my sister late into the night, seething with anger while my Dad runs around 
town “searching for my brother’s killer.” In reality, he’s running around town with some 
mistress, using her and methamphetamines to numb his pain while I sit at home and play 
Resident Evil. One family under one roof. One roof that holds all the loss. One roof that 
holds all the crying, all the shouting. One roof that holds all the hurt. One roof that is 
beginning to buckle. “Whatever you do…” she says to me, seriously. And tiredly. “Do 
not trust a man, not ever. Not to take care of you, not to help out with money, not to be a 
good father. Never. He will disappoint you,” she jabs her finger at me. She grabs her 
white and gold aluminum can with purpose. The weightlessness of it dents slightly under 
the pressure of her thumb and fingers. She lifts it to her lips and tilts her head back as far 
as it will go, her empty eyes turned up toward the ceiling. Her eyeliner is smeared. It’s 
late, and I have school in the morning, but it is also loud, and it’s more painful to lay in 
bed and pretend that I can’t hear the buzz that radiates from the kitchen. “She’s too young 
to play with boys,” my grandmother says the next morning. She is worried. “It’s not good 
for her.” He is my only friend. He is unfazed by the noise from the kitchen. He is unfazed 
by the piles of dog shit that go uncleaned on the carpet. “Do they always fight like this?” 
He asks as he tilts his head and gestures toward the kitchen. “Pretty much,” I say. My 
eyes drop down, and I look away. I’m waiting. Waiting for him to leave the way my dad 
left. “Shit sucks,” he says with a mischievous grin, handing me the PlayStation controller. 
“Wanna play Resident Evil?” (written by Ms. Catt, summer of 2019) 
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This flash-creative-nonfiction piece that I wrote during the summer of 2019 semester and 
shared with the participants that same semester opens the portrait I have written for myself. My 
goal in sharing the above piece of writing with the participants was twofold. It was a way for me 
to participate in the creation and workshopping of writing creative nonfiction, a genre that most 
of the participants wrote, and it shared some personal information regarding my childhood and 
experiences with individual and small-group trauma: my brother’s murder, my father’s absence 
in the following years after little Danny’s death, the turbulence in my family’s dynamic in the 
years following little Danny’s death, and my having grown up in a smaller rural town where drug 
use in general and methamphetamines in particular were prevalent. I was always reluctant to 
share the details of my past with my students, but I deemed this sharing of experiences regarding 
trauma as a good step to building rapport with the participants. It must have worked because that 
was the day that Mr. Gilford, a peripheral participant, started giving me a fist-bump upon exiting 
and entering the classroom. Every time high-school Chelsea and professional Chelsea have 
crossed paths, it was an opportunity for me to use my own literate practices to reflect on my own 
access to literacy education and acquisition of literacy.  
In the undergraduate English methods course that I taught on the UIUC campus as part of 
my graduate assistantship, a tall, slender young woman raised her hand. Her skin was delicately 
tanned, and her long hair was tied back in a messy ponytail that framed her symmetrical face, a 
face that no matter how unthought out the pajamas and ponytail may have been could never look 
anything but put together.  
“You never tell us the whole story,” she said.  
“You always say things like, ‘I was not exactly a good high school student,’ but you 
never elaborate.” 
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“What do you want to know?” I replied uncertainly.  
“Everything,” she said.  
I was a deer in headlights. I owed my students the truth. I was the one who gave them a 
glimpse of my overlapping identities during classroom discussions. I had worked so hard to 
make sure that high-school Chelsea never held down college Chelsea. High-school Chelsea 
skipped school and dropped acid. She wore oversized Tool shirts and played Resident Evil. She 
listened to her music too loud in hopes of drowning out the angry, drunken noises coming from 
the kitchen. She ignored the fact that her Mom had called her a slut the night before because she 
knew that if it had happened after midnight it hadn’t really happened at all. A person has to 
remember her indiscretions to want to reconcile them.  
“I did a lot of drugs and barely graduated,” I stammered, but I was mostly on the 
periphery of danger. It was my friends who really struggled. Their home lives were not great, 
and they got addicted to serious drugs.” 
“What kind of drugs?” She asked.  
“Uh… mostly meth.” I was in uncharted territories. “I do not know what you know about 
meth, but it’s a nasty drug.” 
“We’ve seen Breaking Bad,” she exclaimed! I saw a wave of head nods.  
Is Breaking Bad an accurate portrayal of meth addicts? I wondered to myself. It is 
dramatized but not entirely inaccurate. I smiled and gave a nervous laugh. “Then you 
know it is bad.”  
The last time the two Chelsea’s had converged was in my creative-nonfiction writing 
class. It felt liberating, therapeutic even, to write about high-school Chelsea, but where did she fit 
in my PhD program? It is not uncommon for PhD students to feel like frauds, just waiting for 
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someone more important than them to realize that they do not belong. It took me a long time to 
realize that I was not unique. My history was not exceptional. People have been indoctrinated 
into the idea that good and smart people come from good and smart backgrounds and do things 
like get into PhD programs, and bad and dumb people come from bad and dumb backgrounds 
and do things like end up in prison; but life, in my experience, is more complicated than that. 
As I walked through the main yard of the DCC where I began teaching during 2013, my 
second year at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign [UIUC], I wondered how I looked 
to the men who were being shuffled between the different buildings: the naïve white girl walking 
with her notebook tucked under her arm, thinking she could wave her mighty pen and save the 
bad guys by making them smart. In all actuality, I thought none of this. I expected the EJP 
students to be smart. I had been around people who had ended up in prison. Sometimes they did 
dumb (or horrific) things, but they were not unintelligent. A number of my friends have served 
time in prison due to a culmination of various situations: addiction, theft, fighting, and 
manslaughter, and my nephew’s father (never married to my sister) spent the first ten years of 
my nephew’s life in prison for dealing drugs and possession of a firearm. When the judge asked 
him why he had been carrying a gun, he chuckled and said because he was a skinny white dude 
carrying a lot of drugs. We had visited him regularly, so going to the DCC was not my first 
experience of being in a prison. I thought the EJP students would see through me, would 
challenge me and wonder why I had any business thinking that I could ever connect with them. 
Walking into the correctional center, I am immediately aware of the fact I am no longer 
in a safe, comfortable environment. Visitors must walk through a metal detector then through 
buildings in and out of locked doors in single file fashion. Then there is a long open path 
between the armory building and the education building. Each time I walked this path, I felt on 
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display like I was the object of contrast in a search and find picture—a white girl in a sea of 
black and brown men. I willed myself to avoid staring at the ground as I walked and gazed 
straight ahead while holding my shoulders back and down on my way to my destination. Never 
feel like you need to look down while you walk through a crowd, I heard my Mother say in my 
head. Once in the education building, I took the stairs to the second floor and unlocked the 
computer lab. During the first writing workshop that I ever facilitated at the correctional center, 
we listened to a student read his paper about the wow-factor of prison education. 
The wow factor is essentially when an educator in a prison environment pauses class to 
say, “Wow, you all are [surprisingly] smart.” After listening to the paper, students agreed that the 
phenomenon of the wow factor is annoyingly alive and present in EJP. They told me how they 
were tired of a repeating loop of new educators coming into the correctional center to facilitate 
classes, give talks, and run workshops and always inevitably taking a moment to stop and 
express how impressed and surprised they were at the students’ dedication to the programs and 
their skill for ingesting and dissecting the material. The EJP students feel as though they are 
constantly meeting new people who expect them to be simpleminded and having to prove 
themselves to be otherwise. I listened to the student read his paper about the wow-factor, and I 
listened to other students respond approvingly to the notion that it was irritating at best and 
hurtful at worst. I started, as any good writing consultant would, by praising his paper and 
finding things I agreed with.  
One line in this student’s paper that caught my eye was when he referred to all EJP 
volunteers as disconnected and mostly well-off white people who came from families with 
money who had always done well at school. I hesitated, as I always do, wondering how much of 
myself is appropriate to reveal to students, incarcerated or otherwise. I told the writer that I 
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thought he was pigeonholing volunteers and that not all of us were from these types of 
backgrounds and that I thought this would be an area of critique by audience members at the 
upcoming conference on prison education, where his paper was to be read. I did not, nor do I 
ever, divulge all of the details of my personal history but rather gave him, as I always do, a brief 
glimpse of who I refer to as high-school Chelsea. I revealed that my parents were not rich and 
that I nearly failed out of high school.  
We were not poor by any means, I specified, but my parents did struggle living 
paycheck-to-paycheck, and things had been particularly rough after my brother had been shot 
and killed. I told him that I had been around a lot of drugs when I was a teenager and that several 
of my friends had ended up in prison for drug use, dealing, and other violence. This conversation 
about my past came up periodically in different spaces over the course of my higher education. 
At a work lunch with the new director of programs for the EJP, I once again considered how 
much of my identity to reveal when she said, “Tell me why you joined EJP.” I internally debated 
over how much of my history was appropriate to divulge.  
I delicately wrapped high-school Chelsea in a cloak of buzz words: first-generation 
college student, rural population, at-risk youth. “You just fell into the wrong crowd for a while.” 
That’s what a lot of people have said to me. Obviously, the quintessential fair-skinned, blonde-
haired and blue-eyed girl is not at fault for her decisions. How do I get people to understand that 
I did not fall into the wrong crowd? I was the wrong crowd. Perhaps part of the issue is that I am 
so easily able to cloak my past. I have the freedom to hide high-school Chelsea’s existence from 
the present moment. Students who are incarcerated have no such privilege. The EJP students 
have no choice but to address their complex identities directly: They are men who are 
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incarcerated. They are students and scholars. They are criminals. They are often perceived as 
unintelligent and undeserving of basic humanity. Nevertheless, they are human.  
Humanizing the Prison System: The Kairotic Moment for This Project (Temporality) 
 When I see news stories involving horrific crimes—especially ones involving women and 
children—I cringe, and my knee jerk reaction is to hope for a cruel punishment for the 
perpetrator. Once I have had a moment for the emotional storm to pass, I am sad—sad that we 
live in a world where such things happen, and then I remember the fact that I work with students 
who are serving long prison sentences for crimes that I am sure I would find horrific if I knew 
what they were. Why do I teach in a prison? This is a big question that does not have an easy or 
short answer.  
If I were to give a short answer, I would say I teach in a prison because I have personally 
known people who have gone to prison, and I think the system of incarceration needs to be 
humanized, and I believe that, despite a few exceptions from history, people in general are not 
wholly or innately bad. How do we humanize the prison system? This is also a big question 
without a short answer and one that will produce varying and contrasting opinions. For me, in the 
miniscule space I occupy in one college-in-prison program in the United States, a country that 
incarcerates its citizens at a higher rate than any other country, humanizing the prison system in 
the United States requires working with people who are incarcerated and listening to their 
stories. So, I ask myself, how can I listen to and learn from these participants’ stories, their lived 
experience, and how can these stories contribute to realizing a more humane and just prison 
system? This is the question of the kairotic moment for this research project. 
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The Timeline of the Contemplative, Exploratory Project (Temporality) 
Data collection began during the fall of 2017. Five students signed up for what had been 
termed an exploratory writing workshop and research project. My desire was to lead students 
through exploratory writing activities to help them unearth personal value for seeing writing as 
something to do and learn from rather than as a way to create a polished product. Process and 
expressionist values were clearly influential in the way I thought about writing. It was a 
politically charged time, and everyone had heavy thoughts weighing on them—Donald Trump 
had been elected president in 2016. With that election came an onslaught of aggression from far-
right activists. They deemed the country too politically correct, too racially sensitive, and too 
liberal.  
Headlines showed repeated acts of violence from white nationalists—like when James 
Fields Jr. drove his car through a crowd of anti-racist protesters in Charlottesville, Virginia, 
killing one person and injuring 35 more people. The fall of 2017 was also when numerous 
women came forward about their experiences with sexual assault during the #MeToo social-
media movement, shining a bright-yet-grim light on just how many women have experienced 
sexual harm and violence. It was a time when tension and anxiety were brought to the forefront 
of existence for most people rather than being left to fester in the black-and-brown communities 
of U.S. society.  
During the first semester (fall of 2017), the participants and I read scheduled readings 
that pertained to exploratory writing and the writing process, and the participants had ample time 
to simply write about any topic of their choosing. They asked about continuing the project into 
the spring of 2018, and they requested that I work with them to find publishing opportunities that 
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fit their goals as writers. I also had several EJP students who had not enrolled for the fall of 2017 
ask if they could enroll for spring of 2018.  
Thus, the original participants and I opened enrollment for the spring of 2018; as a result, 
six more students enrolled, for a total of 11 students that semester. Because people had requested 
the goal of working toward publication, I brought in a variety of opportunities. Some students 
were working on creative nonfiction. Some students were working on scholarly essays. Mr. 
Rubio was working on short-form fiction. Publication opportunities included Creative Nonfiction 
Magazine’s “True Story,” LRA’s call for proposals, and The First Line. There were no scheduled 
readings during the spring of 2018. Instead, the participants used the time to write, and, toward 
the middle to end of that semester, they workshopped each other’s writing as a group, using 
writing workshop pedagogical practices, as facilitated by myself. During and after the spring of 
2018, I struggled to meet the demands of academia and motherhood and chose to take a leave of 
absence from my program to focus on my two young children. 
When I was ready to continue my work, I realized that I had not entirely accomplished 
what I had set out to do during the exploratory writing research project, and I devised plans to 
return to DCC to ask if the remaining participants were interested in continuing the work. Six of 
the 11 participants were still at DCC, and all six wanted to partake in the third and final phase of 
the project. I was still interested in understanding how and why the participants had chosen to 
pursue literacy education while incarcerated, but I was also wondering how they would respond 
to contemplative pedagogy. While planning my dissertation, I had ideas of combining writing 
with meditation and breathwork and visualization, but I could not articulate why the combination 
of these practices felt beneficial to me, or how they could all work together. I did not know, at 
the time, what contemplative pedagogy was or that it employs all of these practices.  
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Contemplative pedagogy is a method of teaching that uses breathwork, visualization, 
meditation, deep listening, and freewriting with the goals of honing attention, stimulating deep 
understanding, developing social connection and compassion, and exploring personal meaning 
(CITE). From my experience working with the EJP and the project’s participants, I have come to 
know that education in carceral settings is subject to particularly frustrating and limiting 
circumstances that challenge instructors and students in many ways, and I theorized that 
contemplative pedagogy could prove to be useful for managing negative reactions to those 
frustrations and limitations. Being a part of the EJP can at times feel as like walking through 
quicksand: I struggle to move forward while being held back. However, working with a college-
in-prison program requires instructors and students to be able to focus on long-term goals while 
not getting frustrated with the present. College-in-prison programs necessitate working toward a 
wholesome future for all humans while removing judgement and condemnation for the past and 
staying patient in the present.  
Chapter 4 has presented narrative portraits of the focal participants and myself and 
depicts us as both participants and teacher and as humans and researchers. Chapter 4 has also 
delved into the multidimensional space of narrative inquiry—place, sociality, and temporality—
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CHAPTER 5 
FINDINGS: LIFE EXPERIENCES, INCARCERATION, AND LITERACY  
This chapter showcases the participants’ literate practices as they participated in the 
writing workshop. While reviewing the participants’ prompted and unprompted writing, their 
written responses to the interview protocol questions, and my field notes on one-on-one and 
group conversations, I constructed four main themes: living with trauma, disappearing through 
censorship, asserting a modicum of control, and seeking validation through literate practices. 
These themes offer insight into why the focal participants chose to pursue literacy education 
while incarcerated and their benefits from doing so. In this chapter, I first introduce the four 
themes individually to clarify how each one has appeared throughout the focal participants’ 
literate practices. I then present each theme in detail in its own section with a discussion 
following each section. I do this to show an in-depth view of how each theme was noteworthy in 
the focal participants’ literate practices during their time participating in the study.  
Introducing the Four Themes  
In this section, I briefly introduce each theme: living with trauma, disappearing through 
censorship, asserting a modicum of control, and seeking validation through literate practices. I 
then discuss how it was significant to the focal participants’ literate practices during this project. 
The prevalence of these themes is not unexpected in the lives of four men who were, at the time 
of this study, incarcerated. It is not the existence of these themes that is significant. Rather, they 
serve to humanize the experience of these four men and their pursuit of literacy and a future life 
beyond the walls of the DCC.  
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Living with Trauma 
Notions of trauma appeared much more frequently in the participants’ writing than it did 
in my field notes on our conversations. That is not to say that we did not discuss trauma verbally. 
We did. However, I took fewer field notes when engaged in verbal conversations about traumatic 
experiences because, as an ethical choice, I chose to be present in the moment by listening 
intently and maintaining eye contact. To help me understand data involving trauma, I employed 
a priori categories from the National Institute of Health (NIH) as subthemes: individual trauma, 
small-group trauma, and historical trauma.  
Individual trauma is when a traumatic event happens to one person either at one time or 
over a prolonged series of events, such as a physical attack (NIH, 2014). The participants’ 
reflections on individual trauma included experiences of abuse from parents and/or other adult 
individuals during childhood. Small-group trauma is a traumatic event that impacts a small group 
of particular people in particular ways, such as first responders (NIH, 2014). The participants’ 
reflections on small-group trauma included the experience of being incarcerated and gang 
violence. Historical trauma happens on a large scale to a large group of people over an extended 
period of time, such as enslavement (NIH, 2014). The participants’ reflections on historical 
trauma included mass incarceration and systemic racism.  
Disappearing Through Censorship 
This theme is unique because students discussed it verbally more than they wrote about 
it. This is largely due the focal participants’ reluctance to solidify their opinions of censorship via 
writing for fear that someone could read it later and think it reflects badly on IDOC and/or DCC. 
Each participant’s literate practices included reflections on three types of censorship: self-
censorship; censorship from materials, tools, and school programs; and censorship from society. 
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Experiencing censorship is a fundamental aspect of incarceration, but the focal participants’ 
experiences with censorship show that they sometimes felt as if they were disappearing through 
censorship, and that they were not merely being punished for past crimes but were being 
prevented from connecting with people and programs that would help them build a productive 
and peaceful future.  
Asserting a Modicum of Control  
Each participant’s literate practices included reflections on three types of control: Control 
over their environment, control over themselves, and control over their present and future 
success. I asked the participants to express what they wanted to achieve with their literate 
practices and how they planned to meet their goals. Though they were incarcerated and not in 
full control of expressing their thoughts or performing their actions, they were able to assert 
themselves in various ways that helped them function as literate beings within the walls of the 
DCC.  
Seeking validation through Literate Practices  
Each focal participant’s literate practices included reflections on three types of validation: 
validation of self, validation from others, and validation from publication. During the time of this 
study, Mr. Rubio and Mr. Vallianatos submitted their writing to online magazine publications, 
Mr. Barrett submitted a proposal to the Literacy Research Association, Mr. Gilford received the 
third place award from PEN America for his memoir, and Mr. Harrell was working on an essay 
to publish in an academic journal. 
Trauma, Censorship, Agency, and Validation 
Considering the focal participants’ engagement with literate practices through the lens of 
the four themes offers insights into each individual’s lived experience as a human being rather 
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than as a statistic. In the following sections, I analyze how the occurrences of living with trauma, 
disappearing through censorship, asserting a modicum of control, and seeking validation through 
literate practices are significant to the participants’ understandings of their lived experiences and 
mass incarceration. I have chosen to present the themes in this order because the four participants 
noted that trauma had been a presence in their lives since childhood and was linked to violent 
behavior; therefore, it makes sense first to discuss the fact that they had lived through trauma. 
After this, I address censorship because the nature of the censorship they have lived through 
while incarcerated has led them to assert control in their lives and seek validation in particular 
ways. The focal participants engaged in literate practices during this study as a way of asserting 
this control and seeking validation.  
Living through Trauma 
 In the following sections, I detail how I have used three a priori categories (individual 
trauma, small-group trauma, and historical trauma) as subthemes with which to understand the 
participants’ lived experiences that have involved trauma and how those experiences were 
significant to each participant’s literate practices during this research project. 
Living Through Individual Trauma  
It was not until the third semester of data collection that Mr. Barrett forthrightly 
mentioned that he had been directly affected by individual trauma. He wrote, “As a young adult 
that grew not to trust adults because of past trauma, I knew ‘everything’” (unprompted writing, 
summer of 2019). During a group conversation that same day, Mr. Barrett spoke about never 
having received or felt love or compassion from another human being and, as a result, not 
understanding what it is like to feel love and compassion toward other individuals (field notes of 
group conversation, summer of 2019).  
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Notions of individual trauma surfaced in Mr. De Jesus Sr.’s writing for the first time 
during the first semester of the project. In an autobiographical essay, he alluded to the idea that 
migrating from Puerto Rico to Chicago was a traumatic experience for him:  
Tired of the deteriorating conditions in our home, due to my father’s alcoholism, my 
mother gathered my siblings and I (7 of us in total) and moved us to [what she had hoped 
would be] a safer and productive living environment. Too young to understand why we 
were being moved away from our home and our father, I immediately began blaming our 
mother for leaving our father behind and our father for not fighting for us. (unprompted 
writing, fall of 2017) 
In other written versions of his autobiography, Mr. De Jesus Sr. frequently mentioned that he was 
picked on by other kids for not speaking or understanding the English language and that those 
experiences led to psychological disturbances that caused him to feel like he was being made fun 
of any time people were speaking English around him:  
Due to my physical size (skinny, bony, and wimpy) and unable to speak, read, and write 
the new language (English), I was bullied a lot. This caused some psychological 
disturbances in my youthful life, which led me to become self-conscious, believing 
everyone who spoke English around me spoke bad and/or in a disregarding manner about 
me. (unprompted writing, spring of 2018)  
These experiences of individual trauma (volatile family relationships and being bullied) 
eventually led to Mr. de Jesus’s experiences with small-group trauma (gang violence), as detailed 
in the next section. 
Via a writing activity during the fall of 2017 semester, Mr. Rubio indicated that he may 
have experienced past childhood trauma: “The relief [of coming into a warm room] was instantly 
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dissolved upon arriving at a scene that reminded him too much of his life under the roof of his 
father. Arguing was not something that he particularly enjoyed” (Writing Prompt, Creative Non-
Fiction and a Day in Your Life 1, fall of 2017). He had been writing about his experience of the 
day so far in coming up to the second floor of the education building and witnessing an 
argument. As a style choice, Mr. Rubio chose to use the third person to refer to himself in the 
above excerpt. Use of the third person is a coping mechanism sometimes used during the re-
telling of traumatic events (Pennebaker & Evans, 2014). The presence of past childhood trauma 
was confirmed during the spring of 2018 semester when he wrote a piece about going fishing 
with his father. In it, his dad, an adult, accused a young Mr. Rubio, a child, of being the reason 
he is going to lose his job:  
“I’m going to lose my job because of you. And you’re just going to sit there like a,” he 
stops abruptly and forcibly grabs my face with his right hand to ensure he’s got my full 
attention. The radio’s off, and the only source of light is coming from the dashboard of 
the car. (Just like my future, the surroundings outside of the car are dark.) For all intents 
and purposes, he’s the entertainment, and he’s playing all the hits. He continues with his 
statement as if he never stopped. “Sit there like an idiot with that dumbass look on your 
face.” He stops again, and I’m hoping we can drive the rest of the way home in silence. 
No such luck. “You’ve got nothing to say? You’re not even going to apologize? Huh!” 
He punctuates the question with a smack that sends my face against the passenger side 
window. I turn my head back quickly to follow his earlier directive but not before I notice 
how fast the lines on the road are going by. I take a chance and tentatively say, “Dad, I-
I’m sorry.” “Hmph.” Shaking his head slowly, he adds, “Fucking pussy.” I want to escape 
this situation, so I let my awareness submerge like a submarine to avoid taking heavy 
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damage from any incoming missiles. Anything to avoid the onslaught of words, but I still 
hear the percussive blasts against my eardrums, each one a painful blast: “pathetic, waste, 
stupid.” (unprompted writing, spring of 2018)  
After reading the first draft of this chapter, Mr. Rubio wrote a response that stated he was 
not sure if the experiences with his dad were harmful enough to be labeled as trauma. In this 
response, he also apologized for not having shared more of his personal history with me during 
the project:  
I want to apologize for not sharing more of my personal story with you. If it weren’t for 
the fact that I was so scared of what other people would think of me, I would share more 
of my background and, more to the point, the trauma I had to endure growing up. If you 
couldn’t tell, talking about my past is difficult, for multiple reasons. A part of me doesn’t 
believe I have faced enough in my past for it to be considered “trauma.” While another 
part of me thinks I deserved every beating, name-calling session, or any general abuse 
that I received. I give you permission to use this in your paper if you want. (unprompted 
writing, summer of 2019) 
I assured him in a written reply that he did not need to apologize for not having shared 
details about his past, as one of the points of the project was for them to write and discuss topics 
of their choosing. I told him I would not move forward with any analysis that made him 
uncomfortable. He reassured me that he wanted me to include his story as I have it here, and he 
gave me permission to discuss his written response to it (field notes, summer of 2019). 
Though Mr. Rubio did not link his individual trauma to inspiration for his writing, 
instances of trauma were prevalent in his fiction. One story involved a man who killed his wife 
out of mercy because she was facing terminal cancer. The story contained magical realism, in 
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which the main protagonist was convinced that he had been possessed by a shadow creature, who 
had actually murdered his wife. It was not immediately clear to the reader if the man was, in fact, 
possessed or if he had fabricated the shadow creature as a way to deal with his guilt. The story 
took place with the man in prison talking to a therapist, who is trying to convince him that the 
shadow creature was not real:  
You see, I wanted you to tell your story until you finally understood the gravity of your 
situation. There was no entity called “Shadow” controlling your body—it was you the 
whole time. (Writing prompt, The First Line, spring of 2018, see Appendix A)  
Mr. Rubio continued to write morally complicated characters during the summer of 2019 
semester. One story, “Expensive Moments,” was about a father who struggled with alcoholism 
and gambling and owed debts to dangerous people. The man endured a physical beating as a 
result of being unable to pay his gambling debts, and the debt collectors told him that he must 
bring his daughter to a place where her sexual services would be auctioned off to pay her father’s 
debts:  
He couldn’t help but think of what brought them here. I never should have doubled-down, 
but you’re supposed to on a hot streak, right? He ran when they tried to collect, which 
earned him a beating from two gorilla sized men. After what felt like a lifetime, their boss 
stopped them and said, “Look, Jerry, if you’re short on cash, there’s a dance that will not 
only clears your debts, but it would also help out your daughter.” He refused; what sane 
father would agree to having his daughter used and passed around? He didn’t have a 
choice though. They told him to either bring her willingly, or they could beat him bloody 
and force her to go anyway. (Writing prompt, American Short Fiction Online, summer of 
2019) 
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The man, though ultimately responsible for the prostitution and rape of his daughter, did not want 
to put her in that situation. He was forced to do so by people he feared would hurt her despite any 
of his efforts to prevent them from it. This information about the father’s motives, however, did 
not make it into the final draft of this story that Mr. Rubio submitted to an online publication. It 
remains clear in the final draft that the dad is an alcoholic and not confident in his decision to 
send his daughter to the dance, but that is all the reader knows.  
The reader does not learn of the man’s gambling addiction or his being forced to send his 
daughter there. In the end, it does not matter what the father’s motives are. He does send his 
daughter to the dance. Perhaps Mr. Rubio thought that attempting to evoke empathy for the 
father’s character watered down the story. Mr. Rubio exists in a carceral setting where things are 
black and white, particularly when harming a child is involved. Maybe he did not want to be seen 
as aligning himself with creating a scene that tried to feel sympathy for someone who harmed his 
own child, or conceivably he could have been integrating repressed feelings about his own 
abusive father in that he did not want to create space for forgiveness for an abusive parent, even 
if that space was fictional.  
The opening of “Expensive Moments” started like Mr. Rubio’s creative nonfiction piece 
about his father. Like the young Mr. Rubio, the daughter, Samantha, was riding in a car with her 
dad, and the radio is off:  
The drive was quiet except for the occasional cough the car made. At this point, he’d be 
lucky to get money for the scrap metal (Writing prompt, American Short Fiction Online, 
summer of 2019).  
This brief description leads the reader to conclude that the father has money troubles. Toward the 
end of the summer of 2019 semester, Mr. Rubio and I were discussing the evolution of this story. 
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He had included a new line at the end, where the daughter, Samantha, had been led into a room 
by a man at the dance who had paid to rape her that night. In the final scene, Mr. Rubio added a 
line where Samantha was thinking to herself: 
“Come here,” he said. “Take off my shoes, please.” Her shaking hands fumbled with the 
shoelaces. He reached down and placed one hand over her hand and one on her chin. She 
looked into his jewel like eyes. How expensive it is for these little moments of beauty to 
occur. “You’ve been good, Samantha. If you continue to behave, I will be your only 
suitor tonight,” he said. 
Samantha’s thought, how expensive it is for these little moments of beauty to occur, felt odd to 
me as a reader. I imagined myself in her place and could not fathom having a thought about 
something being beautiful in that moment. When I discussed this writing choice with Mr. Rubio, 
he said he had intended the line to give the character some sort of escape from the present, 
somewhere she could retreat and think about something that was not quite so awful in that 
moment (the beauty of her rapist’s eyes). I told him I understood wanting to provide escape for 
the character since that is a well-known psychological coping mechanism for trauma, but I could 
not fathom that the escape would be a positive observation of one’s rapist. During his experience 
of individual trauma while riding in the car with his dad, Mr. Rubio wanted to escape:  
I turn my head back to the familiar refuge of the road and feel the start of small streams 
falling across my cheeks. I want to run and hide my weakness from him, but there’s 
nowhere to run—nowhere to hide. (unprompted writing, spring of 2018) 
And, as noted earlier, he also longed for a mental escape, “I want to escape this situation, so I let 
my awareness submerge like a submarine to avoid taking heavy damage from any incoming 
missiles” (unprompted writing, spring of 2018). Like Mr. Rubio himself, Samantha, too, had 
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nowhere to run from the situation she is in. Though Mr. Rubio could not give his character a 
physical reprieve from being raped, he attempted to provide her with a mental retreat.  
Mr. Vallianatos first hinted at the presence of trauma when he wrote about meditation 
allowing “you to manage the problems causing suffering” (unprompted writing, fall of 2017). He 
had begun a daily mediation practice in 2015 and was also part of EJP’s Mindfulness Discussion 
Group (MGD), whose members (usually 10 to 15 incarcerated participants each semester plus a 
variety of non-incarcerated people) strive to develop a personal meditation practice to learn the 
benefits of doing so in their lives. They also explore science and humanities literature on the 
benefits of mindful living and the history of the field. 
Stories of childhood trauma surfaced in his creative nonfiction writing. Since I began 
working with the EJP in 2013, Mr. Vallianatos has shared multiple versions of an essay with me 
about losing his favorite dog. In the essay, he wrote about how his childhood dog killed his 
family’s farm-chickens. As a consequence, his dad forced him to find the dog and to ride with 
him to dump the animal in the countryside. This first attempt at discarding the dog did not work, 
and the pet found his way back home overnight. Mr. Vallianatos recounted how happy he was 
when Casey returned home. He spent the whole day relishing in his return. However, Casey 
disappeared the next night, and this time he would not return home. The young Mr. Vallianatos 
spent a week anxiously waiting for him to return, to no avail.  
I never saw Casey again, and I still do not know what happened to him. All I know is that 
my dad took him for another car ride, and this time he [Casey] never came back. I looked 
every morning for a week, but he never returned home again. (unprompted writing, fall of 
2017) 
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Mr. Vallianatos’ creative nonfiction stories often centered on the traumatic relationship he had 
with his father.  
During the summer of 2019 semester, Mr. Vallianatos worked on a different creative 
nonfiction piece in which he wrote about the time his father took him to the dentist. At a 
vulnerable age of five years old, Mr. Vallianatos refused to open his mouth so the doctor could 
give him a shot to numb his gums. He was scared and told his dad he was afraid of the pain.  
After about a half an hour, my father thanked the doctor and apologized, and we left the 
office. Once in the car, Dad asked, “Why didn’t you let the doctor give you the shot?” I 
said, “The shot would hurt and I don’t want it.” (Writing prompt, Brevity, summer of 
2019, see Appendix A). 
After the visit to the dentist, Mr. Vallianatos’ dad suggested to his son that they go shooting, 
something they did regularly. That day was different because he thrust a 10-gauge shotgun into 
his five-year-old son’s hands and ordered him to shoot. When Mr. Vallianatos fired the weapon, 
the powerful kickback slammed the shotgun into his body and thrust him backward, slamming 
him up against the car. All his dad said was, “That’s what pain feels like” (unprompted writing, 
summer of 2019). When reflecting on these experiences, Mr. Vallianatos asked himself what 
kind of man does these things to a small child. He remembered “always being skittish around 
[his] father for fear of agitating him” (unprompted writing, summer of 2019) and recalled that 
alcohol was part of the problem with his father’s temperament:  
Alcohol played a huge role in which man would show up in our daily lives. Those times 
when a sober father was there, life was great. But those times were far and few between. 
Most of the time the drunken version is what we kids got… This man, my father, on one 
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hand was kind and gentle but on the other was brutal and evil. (unprompted writing, 
summer of 2019)  
At the time of this study, Mr. Vallianatos had mixed feelings about his father. He loved him, 
despite the abuse that he endured during his childhood, but he also recognized that his father was 
a source of trauma. “I loved my father, but he was abusive in many ways” (field notes on group 
conversation, summer of 2019).  
Living through Small-Group Trauma 
During the fall of 2017 semester, Mr. Barrett acknowledged that he was involved in a 
trauma-informed care group called Chicago/Community Anti-Violence Education (CAVE). It is 
an EJP program with the following mission statement “C.A.V.E. is a peer-driven anti-violence 
program that empowers incarcerated men through mentoring, education, and character-building 
to return to their communities as peacemakers” (Education Justice Project, n.d.). Members of the 
program commit to working, through literature, on urban violence, human development, and 
various intervention models with hopes of decreasing violence in Chicago, especially with regard 
to Chicago youth. Mr. Barrett wrote as follows: 
In this group we believe that if we inform people about trauma and its effects we can get 
people to be cognizant of their core beliefs and challenge their thinking and help them to 
improve how they deal with stress and stop their violent response. (Writing prompt, 
Public; fall of 2017; see Appendix A)  
The recognition of trauma as being both a past and a present occurrence in the lives of people 
who are incarcerated is something that was unanimously agreed upon by the four focal and seven 
peripheral participants. Below, an excerpt of my field notes paraphrases a statement from Mr. 
Vallianatos regarding trauma in the lives of people who are incarcerated. 
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Most, if not all of us [incarcerated people] have experienced some form of abuse or 
trauma, being in prison is traumatic in and of itself, and these experiences, they have 
played a role in who we are. That is not to say, it is an excuse, but it is part of our stories” 
Solemn head nods from Mr. Vallianatos, Mr. Rubio, Mr. Barrett, and Mr. Gilford confirm 
that they agree with this statement. (field notes on group conversation, summer of 2019).  
During the spring of 2018 semester, Mr. Barrett responded to a writing prompt in which I asked 
participants to write about what their average day is like. In his writing, he referenced the DCC 
as a “concrete hell” and referred to his bed as a “shallow grave called a bunk,” and he also 
thought about trauma as an experience that connected him with his peers in the project: 
Like me, the people in this room are human and ought to be treated with dignity and 
respect. This sometimes eludes most people, me included. Like me, the people in this 
room have been traumatized in some manner. (Writing prompt, Like me; summer of 2019; 
see Appendix A)  
The above quotation comes from a compassion exercise that the participants completed during a 
session. I asked participants to write about what connects them with the people in the room by 
using the phrase “like me.” Mr. Barrett also reflected on ideas of racism and how they have 
impacted his own identity: “I felt that as a young African American male, I was just doomed to 
dribble, run, rap, or do illicit activities to get to a better life” (unprompted writing, summer of 
2019). The participants had lived both through individual trauma (abusive situations in 
childhood) and through past and current small-group trauma (racism and being incarcerated), and 
these experiences linked them. Mr. de Jesus Sr. also experienced the small-group trauma of gang-
life. 
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 Mr. de Jesus Sr. wrote that his pursuit of being initiated into a street gang was a result of 
two specific experiences in his life. The first was the animosity he felt toward his mother for 
leaving his father: 
This blame game went back and forth until I used it to rebel against our parents and 
justify my initiation and membership with a street gang—the Maniac Latin Disciple 
(MLDz). Sadly, I was not yet a teenager. (unprompted writing, spring of 2018 and 
summer of 2019)  
The second experience that led him to gang activity was that older gang members were the first 
people who welcomed him and made him feel like part of a family again when his own family 
had been torn apart and when he was being bullied. In the following excerpt, Mr. de Jesus Sr. 
reflects on how all the experiences of his early life influenced his decision to become involved in 
a gang:  
I was born in Patillas, Puerto Rico (P.R.), U.S.A., to a loving beautiful Puerto Rican 
wedded couple by the names of Angel Luis de Jesus-Lopez and Norma Iris Velazquez-
Echebaria. I am one of eight children, five gorgeous ladies and three handsome 
gentlemen. Due to personal difficulties and family struggles, my mother gathered my 
siblings and I and migrated to mainland U.S.A., Chicago, from P.R. I was 10 yrs old 
when we relocated. Immediately, I began to hang around the neighborhood thugs—
gangbangers—and began getting into trouble, some serious and others not…. 
Subsequently, the neighborhood thugs showed interest in me and in a weird way showed 
love towards me and in turn defended me against school bullies. (unprompted writing, 
spring of 2018)  
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His early and intense involvement in gang activity resulted in an experience that almost ended 
his life. He was shot in what he called a “gang way” and was left to die: 
In an awkwardly quiet Chicago night, shots rang out. A young Puerto Rican kid lies on a 
concrete slab in a cold and dark gangway. Gasping for air he tightly holds his stomach to 
prevent his body from gushing blood. In a state of panic and traumatization, he scrabbles 
for ways on how to escape. (unprompted writing, spring of 2018)  
Again, a piece in reference to trauma is written in the third person. He titled the piece “Survivor” 
and wrote that he compelled himself to crawl out into the street, where he collapsed in front of a 
lady who was taking out her trash. He awoke in a hospital bed three weeks later and found her 
sitting next to him, patiently waiting for him to awaken. Reflecting on this experience as an adult, 
he noted irony in the situation: first, because the lady who ultimately saved his life had called the 
cops on him many times before due to his involvement with gang activity in the neighborhood 
and, second, because he was shocked that he had been shot by a 13-year-old, though Mr. De 
Jesus Sr. was involved in gang activity by the age of 10 (field notes on group conversation, 
spring of 2018). 
Through his involvement with CAVE as a facilitator, Mr. de Jesus Sr. came to understand 
how individual and small-group trauma have had such a profound impact on his life (field notes, 
spring of 2018 and summer of 2019). He hopes to return to his community after his release and 
employ trauma-informed care practices with at-risk youth to help prevent them from following in 
his path: Although I am interested in many academic topics, my interest truly lies in learning 
how to articulate writings dealing with trauma experience in troubled youth and the effects it 
may have in the future of said youngsters (Writing prompt, Checking-In; spring of 2018; see 
Appendix A).  
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In addition to his involvement with CAVE, he also participated in EJP’s Impact On 
Victims program to help him comprehend how his past actions have affected people within his 
community. Like Mr. Barrett, Mr. de Jesus Sr. was adamant that being incarnated is a traumatic 
experience itself. During a discussion with Mr. Vallianatos, Mr. de Jesus Sr. boisterously 
proclaimed, “Being in prison is a traumatic experience” (field notes on group conversation, 
summer of 2019). 
 After reading multiple drafts of this chapter, Mr. de Jesus Sr. wanted to add the following 
excerpt: 
In the past 26-28 years, I’ve experienced many traumatic events. These experienced 
traumatic events have clouded my natural sense of judgement and decision making skills 
and, to a degree, continue to do so, esp. when certain actions, sayings, and/or behaviors 
may trigger certain negative responses. As a result, I may relive and reenact these 
experienced traumatic events—social scientists may diagnose this as post-traumatic stress 
disorder (PTSD) (unprompted writing, fall of 2019). 
Mr. de Jesus Sr. used his literate practices to understand his experiences with trauma and to 
process his emotions about such events and to manage his behaviors, as linked to trauma.  
Mr. Rubio’s only reference to small-group trauma stemming from the prison environment 
appeared in his response to the question of why we should challenge people to consider prisoners 
as part of the public and how public universities could reconnect or even reconstitute this public 
space (which I also reference at the beginning of this chapter). In it, he wrote as follows: 
Not only would [improvement to the reentry process] help in reducing the recidivism rate, 
but it would also bring to light some of the injustices that occur to prisoners on a daily 
basis. (prompted writing, fall of 2017)  
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Above, Mr. Rubio implies that experiencing injustice is a regular part of prison life and is normal 
in his environment.  
During the fall of 2017 semester, Mr. Vallianatos reflected on his own upbringing 
compared to that of many of his incarcerated peers, many of whom have been involved in small-
group trauma:  
The stories that were presented were also helpful in the learning process. I say this 
because the story “Bullets Don’t Got No Name: Consequences of Fear in the Ghetto” 
showed me a different way that people live in different places. I saw that the way I grew 
up, being able to play outside on a daily basis, versus those children who live in fear 
because of gang violence. Also, I didn’t have to contend with syringes and broken glass 
where I played while outside. My mother didn’t worry if I was okay. These things weren’t 
a part of my life as a child, and I feel for those children who live this way. (unprompted 
writing, fall of 2017)  
Mr. Vallianatos has come to understand the effect that small-group trauma has had on many of 
his peers, and, like the other focal participants, he has maintained that the experience of being 
incarcerated is also a traumatic one: 
As I write this story, I am reminded of how I am not taken seriously. We are told to wait 
for everything. The inconvenience that I experience on a daily basis is aggravating. I have 
to act as if it isn’t happening to me at all. Not being able to express the feelings of 
unworthiness or that my feelings don’t matter at all. Wanting to let go of the pent up 
frustration that has accumulated over 18 years of incarceration. Where can I find a place 
to voice my opinions, thoughts, feelings, and general mood? At every turn, all of these are 
shot down. The authoritarian paradigm that is the prison industrial complex with its rules 
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that don’t allow an individual to speak up and be heard is a traumatic experience. 
(unprompted writing, spring of 2018)  
In addition, in a poem titled, “Many Miles,” he refers to his existence as a nightmare: 
 Minutes become hours days turn to years, 
 Trying to hide from torture and fears 
Every day is the same as before,  
Living in a nightmare of lore. 
Needing to get out and be free, 
Day after day these chains hold me. 
Amazed at how the scene stays the same,  
Knowing that I am solely to blame.  
Mr. Vallianatos often reflected on how his own actions have led him to his current circumstances 
and used his writing to express his emotions and to make sense of his past and current 
experiences. He wrote and spoke often of taking full responsibility for actions and their 
consequences and about returning to society as a better man and productive individual:  
I demand more of myself now than I did when I was younger. Then my attitude was 
trying to get things by any means necessary, but that perspective has changed. I am 
becoming the man I intended to be… And I am ready to be a productive member of 
society. (unprompted writing, summer of 2019)  
This idea of prison as impacting him in traumatic ways surfaced again throughout several pieces 
of his writing during the exploratory-writing project:  
When I started this prison sentence, I was thirty-one years old. For a long time, I felt sorry 
for myself. All this self-loathing was getting me nowhere. Strange feelings of despair 
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came over me, and I didn’t know how to make these feelings stop. I was constantly telling 
myself that the past was the past, and that the past can’t change. The whole experience is 
like being on a rollercoaster ride. Once the ride starts, I can scream all I want, but it won’t 
matter. Those feelings of despair have me in their grip, and I am stuck in this moment for 
as long as this ride lasts. (unprompted writing, spring of 2018) 
Mr. Vallianatos was also open about using mindfulness practices to help him cope with the 
feelings of misery that stem from his incarceration: 
What meditation can and will do is allow you to manage the problems causing 
suffering… My greatest need is dealing with depression and trying to identity the triggers 
that cause my depression. (unprompted writing, fall of 2018) 
Mr. Vallianatos was open and reflective about being proactive with his mental health, and he 
used his writing as a way to engage in processing his feelings and contemplating his mindfulness 
practices.  
Living through Historical Trauma  
Mr. Barrett was adamant about using his literacy skills to reflect on and address issues of 
mass incarceration:  
The thing that inspires me to write is when I am provoked to think of a thing beyond the 
thing’s very substance… An example of this was my introduction to the writings of Ta-
Nehisi Coates, in particular his article “The Black Family in the Age of Mass 
Incarceration.” I was motivated to think about not only mass incarceration, and how this 
system has affected countless families, but also who was the person that was writing 
about this topic and how this topic affected me and my friends and family. (Writing 
prompt, Inspiration; spring of 2018; see Appendix A)  
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Mr. Barrett frequently wrote and talked about issues with the prison industrial complex 
and reentry—I presume because he was thinking about and planning his own release, which 
happened during the fall of 2019 semester. That semester, he also indirectly referenced the 
trauma that comes from being incarcerated: 
I have to admit that I feel anxious and apprehensive as I prepare to transition into a new 
chapter of my life. I can feel all types of pressure, either real or imagined, but 
nevertheless real to me. Most of this pressure comes from the fact that my parole site is 
yet to be approved and without that I will have to stay here until it is approved or I find a 
new place to go. It is as if they want me to stay to get more money for me being here… 
(Writing prompt, How are you today and other greetings; summer of 2019; see Appendix 
A) 
Mr. Barrett and the other focal participants were constantly in a state of questioning and doubting 
whether or not prison officials were at all concerned with their wellbeing. He also noted that 
society creates many challenges for the formerly incarcerated who would successfully 
reintegrate:  
The lack of support that the public allots to our fellow sisters and brothers that are 
reentering into society even extends into educational access—more specifically higher 
education. This paper will discuss formerly incarcerated people and the difficulty of 
admissions into universities, the evidence of ineffectiveness of admission policies created 
in order to vet potential threats to campus “safety,” and to highlight the fact that 
universities’ guiding principles and practical application do not agree. (unprompted 
writing, summer of 2019)  
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He also wrote about how these obstacles impact individuals in U.S. society on a mass scale and 
people who are non-white in disproportionate numbers. Mr. Barrett wrote about the presence of 
systemic racism in the justice system:   
As of 2010, there were 1.6 million incarcerated individuals within state and federal penal 
systems, with more than 700,000 released each year (Guerino et al., 2012). This 
population’s demographic is mostly young African American and Latino males that are 
undereducated and unemployed. (unprompted writing, summer of 2019)   
Mr. Barrett wrote adamantly about issues of mass incarceration and reentry. In a piece of 
unprompted writing from the summer of 2019 semester, he said he was told by an academic 
advisor that he would have to wait one year before being considered for admission into the 
University of Illinois Springfield:   
My personal experience, as a student of EJP that is preparing for reentry, has been that 
there is little support for formerly incarcerated people at the UIUC campus. About a year 
ago, I inquired into my options for continuing my education upon release. I met an 
impediment when informed by an academic advisor that I had to wait one year before 
UIUC would consider me for admission or enrollment into an online computer science 
course at UIS. In addition, there was uncertainty about the actual admission process 
considering my conviction of a violent crime. Upon further investigation, it was 
determined that UIUC had no formal process for consideration of admissions for anyone 
convicted of a felonious crime. This was disheartening; for someone to put in years of 
long nights studying and grinding to get the sixty required credits to be part of EJP, along 
with maintaining a 3.54 GPA in the upper level U of I courses, and not have the 
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opportunity to showcase their academic aptness is unjust. (unprompted writing, summer 
of 2019)  
The above excerpt is from an essay he had been working on about reentry, which he hoped 
eventually to publish on a platform like the Chronicles of Higher Education, of which education 
policymakers are frequent readers. In his essay, he wrote about a case study of a woman named 
Susan. She had obtained her GED and had 70 credits from a community college but could not 
gain admission to a university because of a felony charge that she had received over a decade 
prior to attending the school. Mr. Barrett quoted Susan as writing: 
I live a Christian life, am a responsive parent, and live for helping all those that I can. I 
STRIVE to better myself so that I can continue being a productive individual in the 
society we live in today. It has not only disheartened me, but has made me understand 
that it will always be individuals, institutions, jobs, and in this case the university that will 
make it harder for the disadvantaged to live productive and meaningful lives. (Custer, 
2018; Barrett, unprompted writing, summer of 2019)   
Mr. Barrett felt called to use his literate practices to address these injustices to the currently and 
formerly incarcerated populations in the United States.   
Such ideas of historical trauma have also surfaced in Mr. de Jesus Sr.’s writings. When I 
was consulting with him on his work for the evaluation committee (an EJP committee that 
involves improving the post-incarceration wellbeing of its alumni), he told me that he was 
adamant about bringing real issues of reentry to the forefront of the evaluation team’s agenda. He 
insisted that “housing” and “healthcare” be moved to the front of a list that appeared on a 
questionnaire that he helped edit for the evaluation team:  
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We, the evaluation team, need your aid in order to best determine how the program can be 
involved in improving the post-incarceration well-being of its alumni (you, and the future 
us) in regards to housing, health care and social welfare, employment, education, etc. 
Prior to Mr. De Jesus Sr.’s input, the statement listed education first on the list. He insisted on 
changing it because he said he had been in multiple situations where he had been released from 
prison and wanted to pursue education but did not have adequate housing or shelter, and without 
these things, education was nearly impossible to attain. He added that finding shelter after being 
incarcerated is always challenging for the newly released and especially for him because the 
majority of his family has moved back to Puerto Rico.  
 Given that much of his identity is attached to Puerto Rico, he wrote a paper concerning 
the 2017 hurricane and President Trump’s response to the situation: 
On Sept. 20, 2017, Hurricane Maria hit Puerto Rico (P.R.) leaving behind numerous 
casualties, total electrical outage, and 90+ billion dollars’ worth of damages. In need of 
financial aid for recovery, P.R. turned to the United States government (U.S. gov.). 
President Donald J. Trump boldly dismissed P.R. and denied P.R.’s financial aid request. 
(unprompted writing, spring of 2018)  
It was clear from Mr. de Jesus Sr.’s extensive writing throughout the workshop that his 
experience of historical trauma spanned much farther than the walls of the DCC and that he has 
experienced many layers to feeling un-loved throughout his life.  
Like Mr. Barrett and Mr. de Jesus Sr., Mr. Rubio was concerned about the quality of his 
life after his reentry into society:  
Much like Mr. Barrett, I am afraid of my parole conditions. I go home next year, but I 
know that it is not a sure thing. I might not have a place to live when the time comes. 
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Also, I am afraid that all the work I put into my computer skills will be wasted. I think I 
told you that I am one of the head tutors on my wing. That is because I have spent so 
much time in improving myself and my knowledge of the world. My biggest fear is that 
no one will realize my potential, and I will be lost in the world. A jack of all trades, a 
master of some—but unable to use any of them. (unprompted writing, summer of 2019) 
It was a shared concern among the four focal participants that they might enter a society that did 
not believe in or support their rehabilitation and that their stigma from incarceration would 
continue to follow them after reentry and cause undue harm in their future lives.  
Mr. Vallianatos’s discussions of historical trauma were less direct than those of the other 
participants. Though he never named the following things as trauma, my inferences have 
connected the threads between his various papers and verbal thoughts. He was committed to 
talking about the impacts of incarceration on a large scale as a problem that transcends his 
personal experience:  
What the public thinks is happening is not the true reality of the situation. Look at the 
mission statement of the DOC [Department of Corrections] and then compare it to the 
recidivism rates that are common knowledge. This shows that current policies are flawed. 
I am in no way trying to find fault in any one person. All I’m saying is that change is 
needed. (Writing prompt, Public; fall of 2017; see Appendix A)  
Mr. Vallianatos has acknowledged that issues stemming from incarceration are large-scale and 
cannot be attributed to any individual’s actions, and he has frequently mentioned that the general 
public is typically uninformed about how incarceration functions as a system: 
We as incarcerated people can’t voice our opinions on any political issue or societal 
problems. I believe that to truly integrate those who are incarcerated as part of the public, 
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it is paramount to educate the public about how the prison industrial complex actually 
works. (Writing prompt, Public; fall of 2017; see Appendix A)  
He recognized that, counter to what the public tends to think, the DOC generally fails to prepare 
people who have been incarcerated to successfully reenter society:  
The current housing unit I live in is where all the Adult Basic Education (ABE) students 
also live. Sometimes I wonder what they will do when they are released from prison. 
With only a basic education and often times not even that in the way of education, how 
are they going to survive in the world that is geared toward those who have an education? 
It almost seems as if they system is trying to keep some of, if not all, the prison 
population at a disadvantage. (unprompted writing, fall of 2017)   
He also acknowledged this vicious cycle again when he wrote,  
What I am writing about is how the prison system currently operates and the lack of 
programming that is afforded to those who are currently incarcerated and those who have 
been released from prison. I believe that it is paramount that programs help those who are 
reentering society get the help they need. The current trend is to send people back to 
society the same way as when they came into the system. (unprompted writing, fall of 
2017)  
Mr. Vallianatos was passionate when writing about the harm that is happening on a large 
scale in the U.S. prison industrial complex and how these experiences surpass the walls of the 
prison environment.   
Discussion 
The four focal participants talked and wrote about trauma in different ways. Mr. Barrett 
and Mr. Rubio spoke about it in a distanced, matter-of-fact manner without expressing much 
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emotion toward it. In contrast, Mr. de Jesus Sr. and Mr. Vallianatos referenced experiences of 
trauma more openly and offered more extensive reflections on their feelings regarding their 
traumatic experiences. The latter also offered more direct connections regarding how those 
traumatic experiences have directly shaped their lives. Mr. Barrett’s experiences with living 
through trauma were a driving force for his future ambitions. He understood what it was like to 
live with both individual and small-group trauma as related to his experience with incarceration; 
in turn, he used his literate practices to engage with a trauma-informed care group about the 
effects of trauma and their correlation with violent behaviors. Moreover, he employed his literate 
practices to educate himself on historical trauma and the widespread impacts of mass 
incarceration and problematic reentry policies, and he planned to advocate both for people who 
are presently incarcerated and for those who were formerly incarcerated. 
Mr. de Jesus Sr. did not directly say or write that his inability to speak the English 
language when he immigrated to the United States was traumatic in and of itself, but as I reflect 
on his narrative, it is apparent that his lack of English skills is the root of what generated the 
traumatic experiences of his young life: the bullying that he experienced. In addition to being 
separated from his father during his preteen years, a vulnerable time for a young person, Mr. de 
Jesus Sr. was bullied for being different, and he felt strong animosity toward his mother and 
father, all while adapting to living in a new country. This led him to develop loyalties to the gang 
members who took him in. When reviewing a draft of this chapter with the participants, Mr. 
Gilford (a peripheral participant) said that he liked the way that I portrayed Mr. de Jesus Sr.’s 
narrative regarding how he became a member of a gang:   
I like how you framed that because people who have never socially or economically 
experienced what we have, they would never truly understand why one would join a 
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gang—because [the word] gangbanger has such a negative connotation to it. (unprompted 
writing, fall of 2019)  
Like Mr. de Jesus Sr., Mr. Gilford (a peripheral participant) had been impacted by small-group 
trauma. He grew up in an area where gang activity was common. As Mr. Gilford read over this 
part of the chapter, he reflected by writing, “What came to my mind was me and my homies 
(friends) used to meet up before and after school, so that we could arrive to school safe and return 
home safe” (unprompted writing, fall of 2019). Mr. Gilford clarified in a group discussion that he 
and his friends needed to stay safe from gang violence (field notes, fall of 2019).  
Mr. de Jesus was also open about being a member of EJP’s trauma-informed care group, 
CAVE, and his ambitions in wanting to help educate young people about trauma and its effects. 
As someone who was impacted by trauma at a young age, he was passionate about helping others 
who have had similar experiences. After I had reviewed the first draft of this section on trauma, 
Mr. de Jesus expressed his approval of my portrayal of him in this section: “You are a good 
observer, Ms. Catt. You did it. You nailed me to a T” (field notes, fall of 2019).  
Mr. Rubio was guarded and did not offer extensive experiences about the trauma that he 
has lived through, yet he used his literate practices as a way to bring traumatic experiences to the 
forefront of the reader’s mind while engaged with his stories. During his time writing in this 
project, he used his literate practices to connect with characters who, like him, lived through 
trauma. He also connected in this way with the villains of the stories to understand why they 
cause harm and violence. He used his literate practices as a way to think through complex issues 
of morality and force his readers to do the same.  
Mr. Vallianatos did not refer directly to his childhood experiences with his father as 
traumatic, although he did describe it as abuse. As I consulted with him on the story about his 
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father taking him to the dentist, he said that he has realized now that his abusive relationship with 
his father impacted his reaction to become a father himself and may be the reason he abandoned 
his only daughter (because he was afraid of abusing her); but today he can admit to himself that 
abandonment is also a form of abuse. Though he did not assign the word “trauma” to these 
particular experiences, I have interpreted them as being traumatic. He did, however, frequently 
discuss the experience of being incarcerated as traumatic. It should be stated that the focal 
participants did not always refer to the aforementioned experiences as traumatic or as having 
caused trauma. This is common, as Anderson and MacCurdy (2000) has pointed out”: “While 
many students choose to wrote about painful, even traumatic events in their personal essays, they 
tend to not think of them as traumatic” (p. 173). The “trauma” label carries the negative 
connotation of having been damaged, and I suspect that refusing to carry that label is itself a 
coping mechanism.  
Disappearing Through Censorship 
Not only are EJP participants censored as a regular consequence of their incarceration, 
but the EJP as a program is also censored. In addition to the unwarranted and unexpected 
removal of materials, outside members of the EJP often have a difficult time getting educational 
materials into the prison. For example, outside members are not allowed to take in flash drives 
and are required to submit all teaching materials for approval a month in advance. As an 
instructor, I find that this hinders my ability to teach responsively, as I am not able to bring in 
examples that relate to class discussions while the semester unfolds. As previously noted, our 
readings for the fall of 2017 semester were not approved until three weeks after our sessions had 
begun. Once we did receive the materials, we spent an hour and a half of class time trying to 
make sense of and organize the large stacks of paper that we received.  
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As with any professional environment, there are rules to how the people in this 
educational setting are to act toward and around one another. As expected, the rules regarding 
how an EJP instructor and the EJP students should behave professionally are stricter than in a 
traditional academic setting and are subject to scrutiny from the DCC and the Illinois Department 
of Corrections. For example, I am to address students using Mr. plus their last names (e.g., Mr. 
Barrett), and I am to keep considerable distance between their bodies and mine at all times (e.g., 
if exiting the second floor of the educational building at the same time, I am to wait until the 
students have walked halfway down the stairs before I start to walk down). In addition, non-
incarcerated and incarcerated members of EJP must sit separately at fall and spring convocations 
ceremonies. This is achieved by having the group of non-incarcerated EJP members sit on one 
side of the room and the incarcerated members sit on the other side. Moreover, when I first 
started working with the EJP, the DCC had wanted to exercise a new rule that would prevent 
non-incarcerated EJP members from shaking hands with incarcerated members, but the director 
of the EJP fought this rule by saying that traditional handshakes with EJP students at the 
beginning and/or end of classes help build rapport and show humanity within these educational 
spaces.  
When working with EJP students in the computer lab, I often sit in a chair next to theirs 
and read their writing from their computer screens. I have bad eyes and sometimes have to lean 
in to see the words. The students and I are always aware of our proximity to one another, and I 
have noticed that students will typically shift backward to give me space to see their monitors 
(field notes on group interactions, summer of 2019). In highlighting this example, I am not 
suggesting that the participants have an inner desire to touch me or I to touch them. I am 
illuminating just how heightened our awareness is around one another. If a correctional officer or 
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any other staff member at the DCC were to walk by and decide that we were sitting too close to 
one another, we could face strong consequences: I could be locked out of the correctional center. 
The student could be expelled from the EJP or put in segregation, or both.  
When I first started working with the EJP, a fellow non-incarcerated member had been 
locked out because someone who worked at the DCC walked by the door and saw her sitting in a 
chair with both legs crossed and draped over the arm of the chair. The worker decided that she 
was behaving in an unprofessional manner, and she was immediately locked out as a result. In 
reviewing a draft of this chapter, Mr. Gilford, a peripheral participant, noted the following:  
Yes, I am always hyper-aware of my body in proximity to the EJP instructors and 
correctional staff in general because I have way more punishing factors to deal with if my 
body proximity is mis-read. (unprompted writing, fall of 2019) 
The rules for behavior regarding the members of the EJP may not be vastly different from the 
rules that govern non-incarcerated students, but the consequences for an act that is 
unintentionally harmful but perceived as a violation can be extreme.  
During a group conversation that took place at the end of the spring of 2018 semester, the 
students were brainstorming ideas about how to improve EJP programs in general and writing 
programs in particular. Looking at my field notes, I see that ideas of censorship dominated this 
conversation. Students talked about programs being canceled and/or pushed back because of lack 
of access to materials. They talked about known prisoner abolitionists having trouble getting 
materials on nonviolence cleared. They talked about needing access to the computers more often 
and noted that allowing non-incarcerated members to bring thumb drives again would make 
planning courses and workshops easier for instructors. They talked about writing things down 
and then worrying about how it would sound to employees of the DCC or the Illinois DOC and 
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so deleting their words for fear of consequences. Students in the past had been sent to 
segregation because of things that had been written in their school notebooks and found during a 
shakedown (a routine search of a cell). When reviewing a draft of this chapter, Mr. Gilford, a 
peripheral participant, wrote, “I have to write and think from the mind of a scared little [child]” 
(unprompted writing, fall of 2019).  
A story regarding self-censorship from a peripheral participant during this conversation 
stands out as particularly poignant. Mr. Jones recalled how a female instructor had jumped when 
he got too close to her while wiping down the chalkboard after class. I suggested that maybe she 
was simply startled because she did not know that someone was close to her. He told me he saw 
fear in her eyes and knew that she had jumped because he, a black prisoner, had gotten too close 
to her. Upon hearing this, I reflected on how Mr. Jones had interacted with me, a white female 
instructor, through the semester of spring of 2018. He was quiet, reluctant to talk with me, and 
maintained distance from me. At the time, I naturally thought his behavior had something to do 
directly with me, but as Boden (2019) kept repeating in his essay, this is not about me. I am not 
the center of this complicated universe.  
Again, this theme of disappearing due to censorship goes deeper for the participants than 
that of materials and tools; it extends to the self-censorship of expressed thoughts and to feelings 
of defectiveness, which is why the theme of censorship feeds into both agency and validation, as 
discussed in more detail in the following sections. The participants know they are restricted and 
feel the restraints of being constantly regulated and controlled. Society tells them they are 
supposed to be growing, but their environment stunts that growth. Their speech, actions, reading 
materials, writing voices, and literate tools are all highly moderated and censored, and this 
propels them to seek a sense of agency and validation from their confines. In the following 
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sections, I detail how being so highly censored has led the focal participants recurrently to feel as 
if they were disappearing and how that feeling was significantly tied to the focal participants’ 
literate practices. 
Disappearing through Lack of Access to Tools, Materials, and Educational Programs  
Mr. Barrett wrote thoughtfully about needing more access to multimodal ways of 
communicating in prison education: 
Teaching multimodal literacy in a prison environment is meant to do a little more than 
help students think more critically. It is meant to give a population of people, that have 
been for “security purposes” censored, a voice in which they can use to communicate 
effectively. (unprompted writing, fall of 2017)  
He also wrote often of the need for multimodal education in carceral settings: 
Why is it important to learn different modes of communication? We need to understand 
that there are multiple ways that people communicate. In addition some forms of 
communication are more effective than others depending on the message and the 
audience. Being literate in all modes allows us to be more critical consumers of 
messages. (unprompted writing, fall of 2017) 
In addition, he suggested that EJP programming is lacking because of general censorship 
and an insufficient number of early courses needed to build basic skills: 
One of the biggest issues that face the student body in EJP is the lack of prerequisite 
classes that could build the foundational skills needed in order to be successful in credit 
classes. Another issue that faces our program is the inadequate lack of access to material 
to do personal research based on a particular field that we are interested in. (Writing 
prompt, challenges; spring of 2018; see Appendix A)  
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This idea that carceral education is not of high quality as it should be was something that 
resurfaced many times in his writing:  
I argue that prisons in Illinois, which use archaic educational instruction, would benefit 
their students’ education by taking a multimodal approach to instruction. (unprompted 
writing, spring of 2018)  
Mr. Barrett was preparing to reenter society in September of 2019. Thus, he was 
concerned that he had not been adequately prepared to navigate the new digital world that had 
developed during his sentence. Though his ambitions were driven from personal restraints, he 
recognized that he could and should use his literate practices to advocate not only for himself but 
for other people who are and have been incarcerated.  
The only time Mr. de Jesus Sr. directly mentioned censorship in his writing was during 
the spring of 2018 semester. When asked about the obstacles faced by EJP students, he noted the 
following:  
Lack of sufficient resources at the necessary time 
Not having the necessary book and/or reading material available 
Not having access to the Internet to attain information 
The physical space of jail and the inability to keep (a lot of) books. (Writing prompt; 
challenges; fall of 2018) 
He did, however, speak intensely about censorship during a discussion with Mr. Vallianatos 
about the Illinois DOC’s removal of 200 books from EJP’s library: 
“How are we supposed to rehabilitate ourselves when they take away educational 
materials for no reason?” he exclaimed as he stood from his chair and pointed his finger 
at Mr. Vallianatos. (field notes of group conversation, summer of 2019)  
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The debate between Mr. de Jesus Sr. and Mr. Vallianatos that took place in the summer 
of 2019, wherein Mr. de Jesus Sr. also shouted that “being in prison is a traumatic experience” 
(as mentioned previously), started because they were discussing the unwarranted removal of over 
200 books from the EJP library during the spring of 2019 semester. Mr. Vallianatos initially 
stated that he could understand why the books were removed and that the Illinois DOC had the 
right to remove them. In an online news article, Gaines (2019) quoted outgoing Illinois DOC 
Director John Baldwin as saying, “Somehow, a lot of books got into the institution without going 
through the review process.” Nevertheless, EJP insisted (and proved via e-mail documentation) 
that all books had been submitted and approved per DCC’s rules and regulations. Mr. de Jesus 
Sr. spoke passionately to Mr. Vallianatos about how their freedoms were restricted enough and 
that access to learning materials is crucial to the rehabilitation process. He lamented that Mr. 
Vallianatos should not be so quick to accept the removal of educational materials. Mr. 
Vallianatos, who was expelled from EJP part way into the spring of 2018 semester, has an acute 
understanding of how delicate their access to education is:  
Mr. Vallianatos: “She had good intentions because some of the books [are] banned.” 
Mr. de Jesus Sr. cuts Mr. Vallianatos off: “I was here when they took those books! It 
wasn’t right!” 
Mr. Vallianatos: “I’m not saying it was right. I said—” 
Mr. de Jesus Sr. cuts Mr. Vallianatos off again: “Don’t play fucking word games with 
me. I’m not an idiot.” 
Mr. Vallianatos: “I’m not playing word games with you. Look, I’ve been here for twenty 
years.” 
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Mr. de Jesus Sr. cuts Mr. Vallianatos off again, mocking, “‘I been here twenty years.’ Me 
too! What’s your point?” 
Mr. Vallianatos said evenly, “You’re in the drama triangle.” 
Mr. de Jesus Sr.: “They don’t have a right to come in here and take our educational 
materials.” 
Mr. Vallianatos: “You’re not listening to me.” (field notes, summer of 2019) 
Toward the end of the exchange, Mr. Vallianatos said he did not agree with the removal of the 
books, but he understood that it does not matter what his opinion of the situation is. He is 
incarcerated, and, thus, he is subject to censorship.  
Mr. Vallianatos: “Listen, what I am trying to say is that she was wrong for doing what 
she did, but they have a right for doing what they do. This is their institution. You lost 
your rights when you came here.” 
Mr. de Jesus Sr.: “I got a right to be rehabilitated! And you do too. Don’t let them take 
that away from you.” (field notes, summer of 2019) 
To fully understand Mr. Vallianatos’s words, one must understand his past experience of being 
unfairly expelled from the EJP during the spring of 2018 semester. He was deemed a security 
threat when he suggested to a non-incarcerated EJP member that she should try to use a short key 
on the DCC’s key ring to unlock a padlock that she was struggling to release. When asked by a 
correctional officer how he knew which key to use, Mr. Vallianatos responded that he did not 
know exactly which key was the correct one but that he knows that padlocks are unlocked with 
short keys. Though Mr. Vallianatos did not bring up his story of expulsion during the 
conversation between him and Mr. de Jesus Sr., I believe his feelings about being unfairly 
expelled connect to the lenient feelings he expressed about censorship, and his choice to speak 
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kindly of the people in charge (the people who removed over 200 books from EJP’s library) 
stemmed from his desire to not be expelled again. 
When Mr. Vallianatos was expelled from EJP by the DCC during the spring of 2018 
semester, we were first told that it was for following a female volunteer into a room alone when 
he was not supposed to do so. However, after his return during the summer of 2019 semester, 
Mr. Vallianatos told me that was not the reason. He said he almost got in trouble for that 
incident, but there was indeed a correctional officer close enough to him and the volunteer that 
he was not breaking any rules. He was expelled because of the different incident involving a 
volunteer and a padlock. This story highlights the fragility of EJP students’ access to the program 
(field notes from group discussion, summer of 2019).  
 When reviewing a draft of this chapter, this section garnered quite a response from the 
participants who were present: Mr. Gilford, Mr. de Jesus Sr., Mr. Rubio, and Mr. Vallianatos 
(Mr. Barrett had been released from prison, and Mr. Harrell had other obligations that day).  
Mr. Rubio: “You wrote down their conversation,” he said as he laughed and motioned 
toward Mr. de Jesus Sr. and Mr. Vallianatos. 
Ms. Catt: “I did.” 
Mr. Gilford: (looks to Mr. Vallianatos) “Man, what’s the ‘drama triangle’?” 
Mr. de Jesus Sr.: “Yo, we learned about that in—” 
Mr. Gilford: “Hey, I’m trying to talk to Bob. You cuttin’ him off again.” 
Mr. Vallianatos (nods his head and looks at Mr. Gilford): “See?” 
Mr. Gilford: “Oh, I see. So, what’s this ‘drama triangle’?” 
Mr. de Jesus Sr.: “It’s a—” 
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Mr. Gilford: “Aye, yo, you doin’ it again,” he said as he looked at Mr. de Jesus, Sr. and 
then back at Mr. Vallianatos. 
Mr. Vallianatos: (looks sideways at Mr. Gilford and says tranquilly) “It’s a three-part 
system where people take on roles when they argue, but they don’t get anywhere. You 
have a victim, a savior, and a bully, and things just bounce around between those roles 
with nothing going anywhere. We’re in it again right now.” 
Mr. Gilford: “Oh, shit, what role am I?” 
A moment of brief silence. 
Ms. Catt: (looks at Mr. Gilford) “You’re the savior.”  
Mr. Gilford: “’Cus I’m tryin’ to insert myself into the situation and come to Bob’s 
rescue.” 
Mr. Vallianatos: “That’s right, and I’m the victim.” 
Mr. de Jesus Sr.: “Heeey, yo, and I’m the bully,” he said in a low tone of realization. 
Mr. Gilford: “Bob, explain to me what you meant when you said she had a right to take 
those books.” 
Mr. de Jesus Sr.: “He—” 
Mr. Gilford: “Hey, I’m trying to talk to him [referring to Mr. Vallianatos], man, not talk 
for him.” 
Mr. de Jesus Sr.: “You’re right. I’m sorry.” 
Mr. Gilford looks at Mr. Vallianatos. 
Mr. Vallianatos: “I was trying to say that I gave up my rights to certain things when I did 
the things that led to me being incarcerated.” 
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Mr. Gilford: “Yeah, that’s true, but [nods his head toward Mr. de Jesus Sr.] he is right. 
You do have a right to rehabilitation.”  
Mr. Vallianatos: “I know.” 
Mr. Gilford: “What I got out of this is that Ms. Catt here thinks that you would not speak 
unfavorably of the department of corrections because you don’t want to be expelled 
again.”  
Mr. Vallianatos: “Unfairly expelled. That’s exactly right. I’m just gonna keep my head 
down, and I ain’t saying nothing. I’m not giving them any reason to punish me again.” 
(field notes, fall of 2019) 
The above exchange provides further evidence of the cycle of censorship that I have 
painted as encompassing the participants’ literate practices. Mr. Vallianatos missed out on 
educational opportunities because he was unfairly expelled, and he further self-censors to avoid 
future instances in which he is forced to miss more educational opportunities.  
Sometimes the participants were forced to miss educational opportunities because of 
scheduling glitches. During the fall of 2017 semester, Mr. Barrett and Mr. Rubio had been 
approved to attend both the exploratory-writing research project (12:30 p.m. to 2:30 p.m.) and an 
impact-on-victims workshop (11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.). There were several dates on these two 
programs overlapped, and they were forced to choose which to attend although they could have 
gone to the impact-on-victims workshop, left that workshop a little early, and then attended the 
exploratory-writing workshop. Because of the DCC’s rules for movement, this was not allowed, 
thereby forcing them to choose to miss one program entirely and ultimately forcing them to miss 
out on an educational opportunity to develop their literate practices either by reading and 
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discussing literature on how crime impacts victims or by engaging in reading, writing, and 
discussions in the exploratory-writing project.  
Disappearing through Censorship from Society  
This idea of being removed from society and constrained from communicating is 
something that resurfaced continually in Mr. Barrett’s writing: 
Why is this [multimodal literacy] important in a prison setting? Because we have been 
removed from society and limited to the types of communication that we can consume. 
(unprompted writing, fall of 2017)  
In another piece of unprompted writing, Mr. Barrett wrote, 
[Academic assessment] is even more of a problem for an incarcerated individual, which 
has been cut from society, which is converting to more of a multimodal composing 
culture. (unprompted writing, fall of 2017)  
He also began writing about issues of reentry during this time: 
For a formerly incarcerated person, it is difficult to enter into such a world [academia]. 
This is not for the lack of trying on the part of the individuals but due to policies and a 
culture that has not been an advocate for this group of people. (unprompted writing, 
spring, 2018)  
In the spring of 2018 semester, he returned to the idea of advocating for multimodal literacy in 
carceral settings: 
Learning to become literate in this modern climate is even more complicated for an 
incarcerated person cut off from high-tech society that is converting to more multimodal 
forms of communication. (unprompted writing, spring of 2018)  
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During the summer of 2019, as Mr. Barrett’s release date neared, he shifted his focus completely 
to that of reentry:  
In the age of mass incarceration, it is inevitable that we as society will have to address the 
needs of the forgotten population of incarcerated people—especially once they transition 
back into society. (unprompted writing, summer of 2019)  
He felt that societal biases toward people who have been incarcerated continue to damage and 
isolate the formerly incarcerated after their release:  
It is reasonable to assume that school administrators, lawmakers, and those in charge of 
prisons hold the same bias that society holds about incarcerated people and those that 
have returned to society. This predisposition is most likely rooted in an unfounded belief 
that people convicted of a felony offense are more likely to perpetrate campus 
misconduct than other students with no criminal background… This belief has led to 
most schools developing policies that are degrading and time-consuming—all in the 
name of keeping their campus “safe.” (unprompted writing, summer of 2019)  
Freedom and rights are stripped from individuals once they enter the carceral system. 
People who are incarcerated become highly censored from not only tools and materials but also 
ideas and humanity. In a society that professes rehabilitation via corrections systems, most 
actually practice segregation. 
In an unprompted piece of writing from the summer of 2019 semester, Mr. Rubio 
mentioned that he was nervous about his reentry into society and worried that he would never be 
accepted by his fellow humans:  
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Parts of me are tired though—tired of lying, tired of listening to people talk about the 
lowest forms of humanity and pretend they aren’t speaking about me. (Just nod your head 
and smile.)  
This was not the first time that he had mentioned something like this. He had previously written 
about a desire to connect with a society that despised him (summer of 2019). Mr. Rubio felt very 
much like a castaway, and this feeling drove him to connect with others through his writing.  
Mr. Vallianatos wrote directly about the idea that the purpose of the corrections system is 
not to correct but to keep those who have transgressed against society away from society. In his 
writing during the fall of 2017 semester, he explained some of his ideas about incarceration and 
rehabilitation: 
Most of the problem is the funding necessary to operate programs in the carceral setting. 
Along with that, many [non-incarcerated] people are putting their children through 
college that is costing them thousands of dollars, while the incarcerated person is getting 
a ride for free. What is not said is that many of these prisoners start off in disadvantaged 
situations. Some enter prison with mental disabilities that are never treated because they 
are either misdiagnosed or never diagnosed at all. We tend to believe that the Department 
of Corrections is for rehabilitation; in reality, it is to keep those incarcerated away from 
the public. (Writing prompt, public; fall of 2017; see Appendix A)  
In my experience, members of the general public think that censorship is a logical and necessary 
part of being incarcerated. They feel that people who have committed unlawful and heinous acts 
and who have been found guilty for said acts should be confined with restricted freedoms and 
limited access to tools and materials so as to protect the public. This certainly is one aspect of 
incarceration in the United States: to ensure public safety. However, I found that for the four 
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focal participants, ideas of censorship often went deeper than restricted access to materials. They 
felt and understood that, as human beings, they are being censored from society—they are 
obscene and unacceptable things that have been removed.  
 This section also received much attention from the participants when we reviewed a draft 
of this chapter. The participants present were Mr. Gilford, Mr. de Jesus Sr., Mr. Rubio, and Mr. 
Vallianatos.  
Mr. Gilford: “Hey, Bob, can you tell me what you meant here when you said that we 
[people who are incarcerated] was gettin’ a free ride?” 
Mr. de Jesus Sr.: “See what I’m saying about the things he says? How you free, man, 
[referring to Mr. Vallianatos]? You’re incarcerated!” 
Mr. Gilford: (looking at Mr. de Jesus, Sr.) “There you go again. Hey, man, stop attacking 
him. I’m trying to talk to him.” 
Mr. de Jesus Sr.: (to Mr. Vallianatos) “I’m sorry.” 
Mr. Vallianatos: “We’re in the drama triangle again.” 
Everyone laughs. 
Mr. Vallianatos: “I was saying that the education that I’m getting right now is free. I’m 
not paying for it—other than in being away from society.” 
Mr. de Jesus Sr.: “Free? Man, you incarcerated.” 
Mr. Vallianatos: “I said other than being away from society.” 
Mr. Gilford: “It’s not free. You are paying a price with your freedom. That’s why you are 
here.” 
Ms. Catt looks at Mr. Gilford. “You’re being the savior again.”  
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Mr. Vallianatos: “I know I’m not free. I know that I don’t have my freedom. I’m saying 
that it is my fault that I am here, and I got to take responsibility for that. The education is 
free, but me being here is not free, and—” 
Mr. Gilford: “But the education is not free.” 
Ms. Catt: “But that’s how most people see it. Every time I talk to non-incarcerated people 
about teaching in a prison, that’s one of the first things they reference—‘Why should 
prisoners get free education when they don’t deserve it?’” 
Mr. Vallianatos: “See?” (field notes, summer of 2019)  
The reasons for offering education as a free service to people who are incarcerated are complex, 
and the idea of offering a free, beneficial service to someone who has committed a serious crime 
brings up intense emotions within people, in my experience. Even after working with a college-
in-prison program for six years, I still have to work to process emotions about what I do, but I 
think such programs offer a chance at a more positive future for everyone—those who are 
incarcerated and society as a whole—which is why I engage with this work. 
Disappearing through Self-Censorship  
Mr. de Jesus Sr. engaged in self-censorship as a form of protection: “I ask the UIUC to 
please forgive me for how my approach may be received. In spite of how I may or may not 
sound, I’m grateful for every opportunity afforded to me via the UIUC’s EJP…” In this quote, he 
writes in a friendly and appreciative manner so as not to seem ungracious. The quote is taken 
from a paper in which he asks the University of Illinois to consider offering correspondence 
courses at the DCC. I am not suggesting that he would ask for such a change in an impolite 
manner if he were not incarcerated, but I do think one reason that he pays such careful attention 
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to his words because he is in a situation where seeming ungrateful could potentially produce 
negative consequences. He repeats this idea in different words throughout this piece of writing. 
Mr. Rubio wrote about behaving and speaking in certain ways so as to moderate his 
experience of incarceration. When discussing thesis statements during the summer of 2019 
semester, I asked participants to observe and make note of how people argue in their day-to-day 
lives. Mr. Rubio wrote, “It’s unusual for me to notice any other arguments/debates seeing as how 
I intentionally ignore them” (Writing prompt, Arguments; summer of 2019; see Appendix A). He 
was not the only participant to describe this self-monitoring and self-moderating of his speech. 
Multiple participants talked about how they avoided conflict to protect themselves, and there was 
a general consensus that arguments inside a prison are often won by those who can yell the 
loudest (field notes on group conversation, summer of 2019). Mr. Rubio ended his writing by 
stating, “Whoever has the biggest ego wins because they think they won” (prompted writing, 
summer of 2019). He also wrote toward the end of the study, “I have spent the majority of my 
time in prison self-censoring my past.” During our time working together, it was apparent that 
Mr. Rubio was more guarded than other students, and I made note of that in my summer of 2019 
field notes.  
Mr. Vallianatos mentioned at one point that he would like to read the book The New Jim 
Crow, but he has avoided obtaining it for fear that other students and/or people who work for the 
DCC might think that he is racist (field notes on group discussion, spring of 2018). This shows 
the complexity of identity formation that happens in incarcerated settings. Mr. Vallianatos feels 
as if he must protect himself by paying close attention to how his actions are received by 
correctional officers, staff, and his peers. Regarding this conversation, Mr. Vallianatos said that 
when he first became incarcerated, he affiliated himself with a white gang for protection. 
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However, he said he removed himself from the gang when it became less about protection and 
more about racism. At the time of this study, he still had a tattoo of SS bolts on his neck, a hate 
symbol widely used by white supremacist prison gangs: “People see me and the tattoo and think 
they know what it is. It may have been that way in the past, but things have changed” (field 
notes, fall of 2019). 
Though Mr. Vallianatos was seeking a transformed identity through his literate practices, 
he at times stifled his own growth as a scholar because he felt he had to attend to the delicate 
social atmosphere of the prison and therefore censored himself from access to certain texts.  
Discussion 
Though the participants are pursuing what has been described by EJP as a liberal 
education, their actions, speech, reading material, and tools are highly censored. This makes 
engaging in academic discussion a delicate process, and the focal participants all recognize that 
they self-censor as a way to protect themselves. Though Mr. Barrett did not signify self-
censorship as being a main concern for him, he did acknowledge in a group discussion that he 
sometimes refrains from writing certain things (field notes from group discussion, spring of 
2019). The data in this section reveals that practicing literacy while incarcerated is a complex and 
sometimes frustrating journey; notions of complicated identities and real repercussions surround 
the process, and it is crucial that educators and students who are incarcerated be extremely aware 
of these circumstances. 
Asserting a Modicum of Control 
 In the following sections, I detail how the participants went about asserting control over 
particular aspects of their lives and how that assertation is pertinent to their literate practices. 
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Asserting a Modicum of Control Over Self 
Mr. Barrett spoke quite often about asserting control over his identity: “I’m trying to be a 
better man” (field notes of group conversation, fall of 2017). Mr. Barrett was also sensitive 
enough to remember to let other people honor their own identities and ways of learning. When 
asked about the use of exploratory writing, he deemed it beneficial but made sure to clarify that 
he did not think it should be forced upon EJP students: “I don’t feel that exploratory writing 
should be forced upon students because not everyone thinks and learns the same” (Writing 
prompt; exploratory writing; fall of 2017; see Appendix A). Mr. Barrett was thoughtful 
regarding the power dynamics at the DCC and his and his fellow students’ sense of agency. He 
mentioned that, due to various circumstances in the prison, it was often challenging to assert 
control over one’s-self by frequently noting that it was, “hard to stay focused and on task” 
(Writing prompt, exploratory writing; fall of 2017, see Appendix A). These issues with being 
able to focus and stay on task surfaced recurrently in the focal participants’ writing throughout 
this project. Mr. Barrett also wrote about how he makes intentional choices in his day-to-day life 
to control his emotions: 
…how often do I fight to control the way I feel or how do I fight to control the way in 
which I respond to the way I feel? (Writing prompt, How are you today and other 
greetings; summer of 2019; see Appendix A) 
This element of intellectually fighting for what he believes is something that stood out in Mr. 
Barrett’s personality. Early in his incarceration, EJP students had repeatedly asked Mr. Barrett to 
join the program. After telling them it was a waste of time but being unable to articulate why, he 
decided to join: 
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I became interested in who this group [the EJP] was and how I could be a part of 
whatever they were—if for nothing more than to be able to know how to defeat them. 
(unprompted writing, summer of 2019)  
Mr. Barrett accepted challenges and enjoyed intellectual battles.  
Mr. de Jesus Sr. wrote about trying to assert control over himself and his identity: “I 
troubled myself daily in the task that I face in becoming a different me without losing the 
elements that make me, my thoughts, and my actions thereof unique” (prompted writing, fall of 
2017). He also wrote about how he has been analyzing his past and current belief systems. In a 
piece of unprompted writing, he reflected on seeing his father treat his mother with disrespect 
and how he, in turn, thought this was part of being a man and, therefore, treated the mother of his 
son in disrespectful ways. He wrote about how he had realized the misguided nature of such 
actions and how he had “come to view the old traditional patriarchy with absolute disrespect” 
(unprompted writing, spring of 2018). He wrote powerfully about finding new belief systems and 
being comfortable with his newly chosen identity.  
I have become a great opponent of the old, traditional patriarchy.…Due to this thinking 
pattern, I mistreated the mother of my son and eventually lost love of my life, i.e., her and 
my beautiful son. Not a day goes by that it does not haunt me. (unprompted writing, 
spring of 2018)  
In a piece of prompted writing during the spring of 2018 semester, he discussed wanting 
to assert control over himself in a different way—by taking two showers. However, he was 
sometimes allowed only one shower. Mr. de Jesus Sr. also chose to participate in various 
extracurricular EJP programs in an effort to further evolve his identity. Such programs include 
the trauma-informed care group (CAVE), the impact-on-victims workshop, writing and math 
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partners, and the mindfulness-discussion group. He also wrote about taking on the responsibility 
of critical thinking as a serious obligation. He felt that it was his “duty to improve how [he] 
critically thinks when reading articles, papers, and/or studies” (Writing Prompt, Checking-In; 
spring of 2018, see Appendix A).  
One of the first notions of asserting control over himself appeared in Mr. Rubio’s writing 
during the fall of 2017 semester when he wrote about how he situated himself for success within 
the EJP. Two strategies he had used prior to his time in the exploratory-writing research project 
were to “employ breathing techniques from [his] meditation practice” and “write notes as 
opposed to [his] earlier method of trying to remember everything” (prompted writing, fall of 
2017). He also wrote about using his mindfulness practices to “stop [himself] from jumping 
ahead” (prompted writing, fall of 2017). Connecting with other people was also a topic that arose 
throughout Mr. Rubio’s writing. In the fall of 2017, he noted that the “process of writing goes 
across not only paper but different people and places as well” (Writing Prompt, Chronotopic 
Lamination; Fall of 2017; see Appendix A). In the spring of 2018, he deepened this thought by 
writing what follows: 
Speaking personally as an inspiring writer, writing has forced me to put certain parts of 
my life into perspective. It has forced me to take a step back and view things in a 
different light. For instance, when I write about other people, I force myself to step into 
that character’s shoes and see how life is for them, experience some of their pain, and try 
to understand what makes them who they are. This exercise has made me very 
empathetic to the plights of people I see or meet. (Writing Prompt, Importance; Spring of 
2018; see Appendix A) 
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A significant interpretation of his agency came into play in a piece of prompted writing 
from the fall of 2017 semester. In it, Mr. Rubio recounts how he nearly did not make it into EJP. 
As a new student, he was required to participate in a summer reading group. He was disheartened 
to realize, however, that the group discussions were not going to be on the reading but rather on 
note-taking and highlighting strategies. Since he was already well versed in this area of student 
skills, he decided to not take notes on the discussions. As a consequence, he was told that he was 
“not a hard enough worker” (Writing Prompt, Honor; Fall of 2017; see Appendix A). He was 
admitted to the program and as a result of this experience said, “I took it that I had to essentially 
become a yes-man to stay in the program” (prompted writing, Honor, fall of 2017). When 
prompted, he expressed other frustrations with EJP programs. I asked students about challenges 
they face in EJP, and Mr. Rubio responded: 
I feel like a jerk for saying this, but most of the time, I just want to work. I don’t want to 
talk about how I’m going to work, and I don’t want to discuss how this will make me feel 
when I am working. I just want some peace and quiet so I can accumulate my thoughts. 
(writing prompt, challenges; spring of 2018; see Appendix A) 
He reiterated his personal challenges with EJP programs in his written response to the 
interview protocol questions: 
[EJP’s] writing workshops have been alright—what do I mean by that? I mean that they 
could have been better, or I might have already known some of the topics they were 
discussing, and I couldn’t get any useful information out of it. How could it have been 
better (you might ask)? Well, instructors nowadays seem to want to ask students what 
they want to do instead of having set plans for the class. This leads to a lot of twiddling of 
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thumbs instead of actual work being done. (written response to interview protocol; 
summer of 2019; see Appendix B) 
The balance of power is delicate in a college-in-prison program, and in my experience, 
instructors take extra precaution to ensure that they are honoring their students’ choices. I think 
this is a crucial factor of education in a carceral setting, but I also believe it is important to honor 
the opinions that counter this approach. 
Mr. Vallianatos spoke differently about taking control of himself and specifically about 
his employment after prison. While other participants spoke about the anxiety they felt at the 
possibility that they could be denied employment after reentry, Mr. Vallianatos always talked 
about future employment as a certainty (unprompted writing, fall of 2017, and field notes on 
group conversation, summer of 2019). He wrote directly about this distinction in a piece of 
writing that I received from him during phase three: 
The notion that “I’m entitled to something” is what is wrong with many of the people 
who are incarcerated today. Those who have this mentality will be out in society again; 
most won’t even know how to apply for a job. I’ve heard many people say that, “It’s hard 
to get a job as a felon.” Since I have been on parole three times and have never had a 
problem gaining employment, I disagree with this statement. (unprompted writing, 
summer of 2019)  
He goes on in this piece to talk about how important it has been for him to be aware of his 
actions, pursue education, and learn to think critically—an “awareness [that] will have an impact 
on [his] future decisions” (unprompted writing, summer of 2019).  
 Interestingly, Mr. Vallianatos contributed the most data entries—111 entries out of 399—
though he missed a good portion of Phase 2 due to his expulsion and despite the fact that he 
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continually referred to himself as a slow typist. He has never been trained to type in a formal 
capacity, and he often referenced this lack of skill: “I am between two people who can type as 
fast as lightening. And here I sit trying to type as fast as I can with two fingers” (writing prompt, 
creative non-fiction and a day in your life; fall of 2017; see Appendix A). He mentioned it again 
in a freewrite during the summer of 2019: 
It took me a few minutes to settle into this exercise. But once in the zone it becomes 
easier to focus on the task at hand. My fingers are finding the keys much faster as I type 
on the keyboard. Here and now it has dawned on me that I suck at typing and could 
benefit from learning how to type more efficiently. It’s not that I haven’t the time to learn, 
more that I am lazy and don’t take the time to become better at typing. Here and now I am 
aware of the feeling that I still have the “I don’t care” attitude about things that could 
benefit me in the future once released from this prison, such as the menial task of taking 
the time to learn how to type on a computer. Here and now is the only thing that is what I 
have that is mine and can’t ever be taken away from me by anyone but myself (writing 
prompt, here and now; summer of 2019; see Appendix A) 
This entry shows insights much deeper than those which come by reflecting on writing skills. He 
is perturbed by his lack of typing skills, but he also acknowledges that it has been his choice to 
not pursue training in formal typing, and he relishes having that choice no matter how 
insignificant it may seem to some because he does not have the luxury of choosing most of his 
day-to-day life.  
Asserting a Modicum of Control Over Present and Future Success 
Mr. Barrett started this project with big ambitions for what he wanted to accomplish not 
only for himself but also for other students who are incarcerated. After taking a Writing Across 
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Media (WAM) course, he became passionate about gaining access to and gaining knowledge 
about materials and tools that are required to be an active participant and communicator in 
today’s world:  
There are many benefits of learning different modes of literacy inside of classrooms, such 
as WAM, inside a prison. Some of the benefits include enhancing an incarcerated 
individual’s understanding, creating and improving effective communication, and 
boosting social justice. (unprompted writing, fall of 2017)  
Mr. Barrett was passionate about becoming a critical thinker and about ensuring that all 
incarcerated students have access to the means to become critical thinkers themselves 
(unprompted writing, fall of 2017). Throughout his writings, he reiterated the necessity of 
effective communication and inclusivity: “Learning to communicate effectively is more 
important than communicating the ‘right’ way” (unprompted writing, fall of 2017). Mr. Barrett 
knew that change can only be prompted when one succeeds in getting other people to listen, and 
he was determined to facilitate new understandings of crucial changes to North American 
society:  
When considering the word “public,” I tend to think of people and relating to people, 
people meaning all human beings that belong to a given society. With this in mind, public 
ought to include all aspects of society—even those who have transgressed against this 
social order and/or fellow man. When we look at why this ought to be, we can view the 
fact that the goal of the individuals within a society, to me, is to further improve their 
lives in order to better the lives of others and push the social order forward to be more 
inclusive of all within the society (writing prompt, public; fall of 2017; see Appendix A)  
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When discussing his inspiration to write, he cited being provoked to think by prominent writers 
and how such occurrences brought him face-to-face with new problems that must be solved 
(field notes, spring of 2018). Furthermore, he referred to a need to “mobilize people to stand up 
for a cause” (unprompted writing, spring of 2018).  
 During the summer of 2019 semester, Mr. Barrett’s attention turned more directly toward 
analyzing and changing policies regarding reentry. He was released directly after Phase 3 of this 
project, during the fall of 2019, and was concerned that he was not prepared for successfully 
reentering the non-incarcerated world (field notes, summer of 2019). Thus, he was interested in 
working on writing that would reach policymakers who could help him enact change, such as fair 
access to higher education and employment, thereby allowing him to provide for himself and his 
family and granting him an ability to “control [his] narrative” and “promote public good” 
moving forward (unprompted writing, summer of 2019).  
 Mr. Barrett also wrote recurrently about feeling compelled to use his voice in a way that 
helps other people who are incarcerated:  
I have the power with being afforded the opportunity to write that most in my current 
state do not. I have a responsibility to utilize this shot to speak out on an injustice that 
affects millions of people. (unprompted writing, summer of 2019) 
Mr. Barrett has long-term visions of building relationships between prisons and 
universities and helping formerly incarcerated people pursue higher education. He wrote about 
“the importance of building a prison-to-school pipeline” (unprompted writing, summer of 2019).  
As someone who was nearing his release date, he started to do a good deal of research on options 
for pursuing education after reentry:  
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As a person directly affected by incarceration and education, I developed a concern for 
education being provided to others in my situation. It was because of this concern that I 
began to consider the effect of education on reentry. (unprompted writing, summer of 
2019)  
Mr. Barrett was a caring and compassionate student whose ambitions were greater than 
just those he held for himself.  
Ideas of taking control over present and future success first arose in Mr. de Jesus Sr.’s 
writings during the fall of 2017 semester. He was interested in writing to ask the University of 
Illinois to consider facilitating correspondence courses at the DCC. A correspondent course is 
offered remotely and involves working toward either a certificate or a degree. He suggested that 
such courses in addition to EJP would be beneficial for both incarcerated students at the DCC 
and the University of Illinois because students would pay to take them. He insisted that such 
courses would “give them (incarcerated individuals) the tools to get employment in said fields 
upon their release” (unprompted writing, fall of 2017) and “aid men and women released from 
confinement to not re-offend upon their release” (unprompted writing, fall of 2017).  
These ideas of cultivating people who could be “more productive in society” 
(unprompted writing, fall of 2017) appeared continually throughout his writing that semester. He 
also wrote and spoke about some of the logistical issues that he encounters when trying to 
navigate his educational opportunities.  
Mr. de Jesus Sr. was also interested in helping youth who have been impacted by trauma:  
Although I am interested in many academic topics, my interest truly lies in learning how 
to articulate writings dealing with trauma experience in troubled youth and the effects it 
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may have in the future of said youngsters. (prompted writing, checking-in; spring of 
2018; see Appendix A) 
As someone who was impacted by trauma at a young age, he wanted to help prevent 
others from seeking solace from trauma through gang activity.  
During the summer of 2019 semester, Mr. de Jesus Sr. spent most of the time in 
exploratory writing working on an evaluation project. He and other members of EJP came 
together to serve on a committee whose purpose, in part, was to find a way to represent the value 
of EJP beyond recidivism rates. Much of what EJP does, especially with work involving CAVE, 
is preventative, and in addition to recidivism rates being racially biased, they do not account for 
preventative measures. The students who were part of the evaluation team and the non-
incarcerated consultant came together to think of ways to reach out to currently incarcerated 
students, EJP alumni and family and community members to effectively and accurately represent 
the effects of EJP on people who are incarcerated, their family and community members, and 
society as a whole.  
Mr. Vallianatos started the fall of 2017 semester writing about how he hoped to “tell the 
story of the current situation of the corrections system in America as it stands” (prompted 
writing, goals; fall of 2017; see appendix A), and in doing so through his writing, he hoped to 
create social change. He acknowledged writing as a way to speak to and help shape the world:  
Texts arise and interact and influence people of the living world. Texts create realities, 
facts, structures of relationships and activity in an organized way. A successful text 
creates social facts, which are meaningful social actions through change. (unprompted 
writing, fall of 2017)  
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He had arrived at this conclusion during a writing workshop on speech acts, genres, and activity, 
and he hoped to use his writing to prompt changes to policies. In addition, he stated that he had 
taken as many EJP writing workshops as possible so that he could learn “to be able to write in a 
systematic form” (writing prompt, exploratory writing; fall of 2017; see Appendix A).  
With regard to his own writing process, he wrote that he does not worry about style or 
grammar on the first or second draft because he writes “in a way that allows for change as the 
writing progresses” (writing prompt, process; fall of 2017; see Appendix A). In my experience 
working with him on his writing, this is true. He typically has an idea of where he wants his 
writing to go, but he is open to letting it evolve into places he had not initially considered. His 
open mindset, in my opinion, can at least partially be contributed to his participation in EJP’s 
mindfulness discussion group. He has often written about how his dedication to the things he has 
learned in that group has helped him more easily accept certain situations and develop a personal 
meditation practice. Through all of his hard work in developing his literacy skills, he hopes to 
bring awareness to issues with incarceration in the United States: 
What I would like to do is write a piece in a creative non-fiction form. I think it is 
important to tell the story of the current situation of the corrections system in America as 
it stands… Maybe bringing awareness to these issues can bring changes to the policies 
that are the current norm. (writing prompt; goals, fall of 2017, see Appendix A)  
Asserting a modicum of control over the environment 
Mr. de Jesus Sr. wrote about how he intentionally manipulates his environment to suit the 
needs of his writing process. At the time, he did not have a desk in his cell, so he used the toilet 
as a seat and a box as a desk. He also took advantage of the headphones in the computer lab so 
he could have a quiet environment in which to work. While reviewing a draft of this chapter, Mr. 
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Rubio remembered laughing the first time Mr. de Jesus Sr. talked about using the toilet as a seat 
when he writes. Mr. Rubio laughed again when reading about it in this chapter, but he also 
laughed because he himself started using a box on top of a sink in his cell as a way to create a 
standing desk (field notes, fall of 2019).  
Mr. de Jesus Sr. also wrote about needing total silence and peace while writing. He said, 
“Therefore, I do most of my writing during the night when other people, including my cellmate, 
are asleep” (writing prompt, National Writing Project, UIUC, your writing process; spring of 
2017; see Appendix A). When thinking of ways to improve carceral education in general, and 
EJP programs specifically, he wrote that students need “more privacy, more resources arriving 
before classes start, and more writing time” (writing prompt; challenges; spring of 2018). He 
asked that non-incarcerated EJP members “continue to be cognizant of the fact that we (EJPers) 
are resource deficient but we aren’t intellectually deficient” (writing prompt, challenges; spring 
of 2018; see Appendix A).  
Mr. Vallianatos exercised control over his environment in clever ways: using a folded 
piece of paper as a signal that he wanted to be left alone, using his TV as a timer (unprompted 
writing, fall of 2017), and removing his hearing aid when he wanted to focus in the computer lab. 
He also talked about how he must be picky and intentional with the things that take up space in 
his small cell. He has a box full of books that he periodically goes through and decides which to 
keep and which to donate so he is sure he can have room for new books (field notes on group 
conversation, summer of 2019).  
Discussion 
Impressions of agency arose in a multitude of significant ways in the participants’ writing 
and conversations from 2017-2019. The focal participants were passionate about using their 
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voices to address a flawed justice and corrections system, to impact policy changes, and to 
address a complicated and challenging reentry process. They also strove every day to feel that 
they have a modicum of control over their thoughts, actions, words, and environment. One of the 
most talked-about things, in this regard, was finding time and space to focus on and hear their 
own thoughts among the overcrowded and often intense environment in which they lived. The 
focal participants had goals and ambitions that surpass grades. Although they are concerned with 
grades because they hope to continue their education upon release, they also seek literacy as a 
way of learning how to broadcast their voices to audiences who can influence systemic defects of 
the carceral system. Likewise, the focal participants craved more control over their learning and 
study environments and sought spaces where they could just exist and work. 
Seeking Validation Through Literate Practices  
At the onset of this research project, the four focal participants set publishing as their end 
goal for their work, and I have coded references toward publishing as pertaining to validation. I 
was initially hesitant about their desires to publish and referenced a quote from Lamott (1995) to 
help manage the participants’ expectations of publishing: 
As I am reading everyone’s statements on what they want to get out of this workshop, I 
am reminded of Anne Lamott’s Bird by Bird. In it, she talks about how many new writers 
have glamorous notions of what it will be like to be published. She says they dream of 
great reviews from revered critics, of being widely read, and of bringing change in the 
world. She then says that being published is nothing like this. It is underwhelming and 
stressful and will not validate you. While this disappoints most unpublished writers, she 
says the good news is that writing in and of itself—the doing of writing—is what is 
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rewarding. It is what makes you feel alive. (written response from Ms. Catt to Mr. Barrett 
and Mr. Vallianatos, fall of 2017)  
Though I still see value in Lamott’s (1995) words, I now understand that the focal 
participants were seeking more from writing than simply feeling alive. They were seeking 
validation of their humanity, their existence, and their social-justice pursuits.  
Seeking Validation of Self through Literate Practices 
As a self-proclaimed science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) person, Mr. 
Barrett consistently assured everyone that he was not a writer, and his fears about a lack of 
quality in his writing surfaced early and often in the project. In the excerpt from his biographical 
poem, he states that he fears that his writing is not good enough, is not important, and will be 
forgotten (writing prompt, Bean [1997], biographical poem; fall of 2017, see Appendix A). 
When asked about how he thinks of himself as a writer and what it means to be a writer, Mr. 
Barrett responded by writing: 
When I think about myself as a writer, I envision myself as a person that is familiar with 
the tools that writers use and can wield them at any moment in which I need. However, if 
given the choice of writing or using a different form of communication, I will choose to 
communicate in the latter form mostly every time I can. What I consider a writer to be 
would be a person that enjoys the process of writing and would do writing for a living if 
they could make enough money to support themselves and families. I do not fit my 
definition of what I view as a writer. However, I do not think in absolutes, and I know 
that because I can pick up and wear the writer hat when needed, it means that on some 
level I am a writer. (written response to interview protocol question, summer of 2019, see 
Appendix B) 
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This idea that actual writers are people who makes money from writing was shared by Mr. 
Rubio, who said, “Only when I become a published author on the New York Time’s best seller 
list will I consider myself being a writer” (written response to interview protocol question, 
summer of 2019).  
For Mr. de Jesus Sr., it became immediately apparent during the fall of 2017 semester 
that the mechanics of English were quite important to him. From the beginning to the end of data 
collection, Mr. de Jesus Sr. would regularly print writing for me and then sight small errors in it 
and reprint the document. It was common for him to print four or five versions of a piece of 
writing, which often received criticism from fellow participants for wasting paper, but he could 
not bear the thought of having his name attached to a piece of writing that contained errors. I 
believe this was due to the fact Mr. de Jesus Sr. was continuously securing validation of himself 
as an English speaker and writer because he learned English after migrating to the United States: 
“Prior to this incarceration and throughout the first five years, I did not know how to read or 
write in my immigrated English language… Now I cannot get enough reading and writing in 
English” (Fall of 2017, unprompted writing). 
Mr. de Jesus Sr. actively sought validation from himself for his ever-changing identity. 
As noted in the section on agency, he thought about how to become a new version of himself 
without losing elements of his thoughts and actions that make him uniquely him (writing prompt, 
Nick Sousanis, the shape of our thoughts; fall of 2017, see Appendix A). He also considered how 
he could advocate for changes to the correctional system while conveying that he was ungrateful 
for the opportunities he has been given: 
In closing, I ask the University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign to please at least give it a 
strong consideration of the benefits of this type of academic correspondence course 
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programs before making any determining decision. Furthermore, please know that I am 
grateful towards the opportunity which the U of I Urbana-Champaign EJP has provided to 
me. In spite of how I may or may not sound, I’m grateful for every opportunity afforded 
to me via the Education Justice Project… (unprompted writing, fall of 2017)  
His words showcase how delicately the focal participants crafted their words and 
demeanor so as to not have the validity of their thoughts questioned because of preconceived 
notions about their tone and/or worthiness. When petitioning for change, Mr. de Jesus Sr. always 
situated the value of such change to be connected with having people who are incarcerated return 
to society as more productive citizens (unprompted writing, fall of 2017, spring of 2018, and 
summer of 2019). In his eyes, emphasizing the benefits to society, in addition to the individual 
benefits, was a strong way of showing the validity of his ideas for improving carceral education. 
His writing, for him, was a way to shape how the world sees him. When reflecting on his writing 
process, he wrote, “I imagine my writing and how I want to be taken” (writing prompt, process; 
fall of 2017, see Appendix A).  
Mr. Vallianatos started the fall of 2017 semester writing about how he wanted to improve 
his writing process and how he was proud of the writing he did and how much he had improved, 
yet he still sometimes feared that his writing was terrible. In a literacy narrative that he wrote for 
a for-credit course (and that he later asked me to workshop with him), he reflected on his feelings 
about himself as a writer:  
It was the revision process that helped me to tell the story more vividly. A story should 
also make a point, a “so what,” if you will. I still ask myself the question, “Am I a good 
writer?” Do I have what it takes to write a novel? I have played with the idea for a long 
time now. But not knowing if I am a good writer has stopped me from trying. After what I 
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have written in the past, I should not be looking for validation. With what I know about 
writing, it should be easy to just tell a story. Still the question nags at me, “Am I a good 
writer”? All I know is that I will not give up on becoming the writer I want to be. Maybe 
one day I will realize that I can write fairly well, but for now I will continue to write no 
matter what I think. (unprompted writing, spring of 2018)  
Seeking Validation from Others through Literate Practices 
 Throughout his writings and when speaking, Mr. Barrett often referred to people who are 
incarcerated as “the forgotten” (unprompted writing, fall of 2017, spring of 2018, and summer of 
2019, and field notes on group conversation, summer of 2019). He and the other focal 
participants frequently returned to this idea that correctional institutions provide a sense of “out 
of sight, out of mind” for a society uncomfortable with thinking about and considering the need 
for true and holistic rehabilitation over punishment. “It’s like they lock us away and just don’t 
have to think about us anymore. What is the true purpose of prison? Is it to rehabilitate or to just 
keep us away?” (field notes, summer of 2019). 
Along with this idea, Mr. Barrett was persistently looking for validation that he was 
indeed an academic student and scholar. Though he was enrolled as a University of Illinois 
student during his time with EJP, he was encountering difficulties gaining admission to the 
University of Illinois Springfield after his release because of his status as a felon, and the 
roadblock between his current educational endeavors and his future aspirations caused him much 
anxiety and made him question his authenticity as a student and scholar:  
As my extensive, tedious journey ends, and I prepare for this mysterious return excursion 
to a life beyond the gates of Danville Correctional Center (D.C.C.), a perplexing thought 
confronts me of how I will continue cultivating the ideology which has been my mantra 
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over the past 12 years and nine months: education is the key to success. (unprompted 
writing, summer of 2019)  
For Mr. Barrett, his status as someone who pursued higher education was not secure despite his 
motivation and determination to continue his academic interests. It was not that Mr. Barrett 
needed validation from an academic advisor that he was truly a college student, but without 
admittance to the university, it would be challenging for him to assume the academic role that he 
would like to adopt. The non-incarcerated world had yet to accept Mr. Barrett as a college 
student at the University of Illinois.  
When I brought in a published literature review concerning issues with reentry policies 
and access to education for Mr. Barrett to read during one of our sessions, he reflected on it by 
writing, “This relatively new article substantiates that my argument is still valid and germane to 
the field of reentry and education” (unprompted writing, summer of 2019). 
Mr. de Jesus Sr. also wrote about how he had been seen and treated by some of his peers 
in the EJP. He highlighted one incident specifically regarding how his work for the evaluation 
committee had been received by a peer: 
…go figure…always harassing me. Mr. Einstein here always measures the work of others 
by his own genius measuring stick. Gee! Believing my work was aligned with the 
assignment given to me by Ms. Robinson, I stood firm on what I had accomplished and 
was very proud of my work. (writing prompt, arguments; summer of 2019; see Appendix 
A) 
During the summer of 2019 semester, Mr. de Jesus Sr. focused on his work for the EJP 
evaluation committee. Part of the purpose of the committee was to find a way to measure the 
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success and validity of EJP beyond recidivism rates. He was very dedicated to this endeavor, and 
the above excerpt refers to part of his work for that project. 
Out of the four focal participants and seven peripheral participants, it was noticeable that 
the students would gang up against Mr. de Jesus Sr. This is illustrated in one of my writing 
entries: 
Here and now, Mr. Jesus walks in on crutches, and there is a collective sigh. He explains 
he has to miss today because his TV is out, and he wants to be sure he is there when his 
buddy comes to fix it on the DL so he won’t get in trouble and so his cellie doesn’t scare 
him off. Here and now, the other students rush him and tell him to get to the point 
because he is taking too long. He laughs them off as usual. He asks Mr. Rubio to catch 
him up on what he misses. Rubio shrugs. “Maybe,” he says. Here and now, there is more 
harassment and little compassion and understanding (Catt, prompted writing, here and 
now; summer of 2019; see Appendix A). 
It was common for other participants to give Mr. de Jesus Sr. a hard time about taking too long to 
form thoughts and speak and for asking too many questions (field notes of group conversations 
fall of 2017, spring of 2018, and summer of 2019). However, Mr. de Jesus Sr. tried to be 
intentional about not showing negative reactions to the harassment. Some days he was more 
successful in this than others. This dynamic was further confirmed during a visit when the 
participants and I reviewed a draft of this chapter. Mr. Gilford, Mr. de Jesus Sr., Mr. Rubio, and 
Mr. Vallianatos were present.  
 Mr. Gilford: (to Mr. de Jesus Sr.) “Hey, why you talking so much? You gettin’ all that  
writing done?” 
Mr. de Jesus Sr.: “Mmm-hmm, nice try. You ain’t getting to me today.” 
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Mr. Gilford: “Man, why you so calm today?” 
Mr. Rubio: “They got him paired up with the guru of peace for his cellie.” 
Mr. Gilford: “Oh, that explains it. Man, I lost my punching bag.” 
Mr. de Jesus Sr. “Man, you never had no punching bag. I just ain’t punching back today.” 
Mr. Gilford: (looks at Ms. Catt) “He all Zen now.” 
In my time facilitating the contemplative, exploratory writing project, I wondered about 
the dynamic between Mr. de Jesus Sr. and the other participants. It seemed to me that Mr. de 
Jesus Sr., who had endured people bullying him for his language as a child, was still being 
bullied due to his language use—not for his inability to speak English but for his lack of 
concision and his excessive talking. Despite the negative attention he received for his language 
use, Mr. de Jesus Sr., in his response to the interview protocol questions, wrote about how proud 
he was of his accomplishments as a student and as an English speaker and writer: 
My first encounter with writing a scholarly essay for Illinois EJP was for a social-science 
for-credit course, “Latina/o Social Movements of the 1960s–1970s,” with Professor 
Angelica Camacho. This experience was awesome and one of the best experiences I have 
ever encountered in my life. Me?!, writing a scholarly essay for a four year university like 
Illinois. Who would have thought about it, esp. anyone 15 to 18 yrs ago while at Stateville 
C.C.? No one! Including me. (written response to interview protocol, summer of 2019, 
see Appendix B) 
Mr. de Jesus Sr. has found inner validation through his experiences with EJP.  
Mr. Vallianatos was dedicated to writing about using time in prison as a chance to 
transform. Like the other focal participants, he described non-incarcerated people’s views of the 
incarcerated as “forgotten” (writing prompt; public; fall of 2017, see Appendix A). “What free 
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people tend to do is put the prison system out of their mind” (writing prompt; public; fall of 
2017, see Appendix A). According to him, this does not benefit society in the long term:  
As part of the public, what do you think is going to happen? Do you think some miracle 
will come down and transform those who are willing to make the changes necessary to be 
productive members of the “public”? This is a fairy tale that will never come true. It 
makes sense to give the opportunity to help those considered to be at a disadvantage. 
(writing prompt; public; fall of 2017, see Appendix A)  
He reiterated this idea in a later piece titled “Growing from Time,” when he pointed out 
that most people who are incarcerated never get past a sixth-grade reading level and are not well 
supported in their reentry to society after prison. He once again brought up the idea that, “as the 
prison nation, we throw people away” (unprompted writing, spring of 2018, and summer of 
2019).  
Mr. Vallianatos wrote openly and often about wanting to be a better person and wanting 
to return to society as a productive citizen, but he was also adamant that people like him who are 
incarcerated need assistance in the form of formal education, vocational education, and 
extracurricular programs such as mindfulness and trauma-informed care groups (unprompted 
writing, spring of 2018). However, he felt it was crucial for the public to see that incarcerated 
people are not a waste of resources and asked:  
Who does the responsibility of rehabilitation fall on? What can be done to change this 
way of thinking? How can those in prison change if not given the opportunity? (writing 
prompt; public; fall of 2017, see Appendix A)  
He wrote both about feeling void in the eyes of non-incarcerated people and about feeling void in 
his day-to-day existence: 
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As I write this story, I am reminded of how I am not taken seriously. We are told to wait 
for everything. The inconvenience that I experience on a daily basis is aggravating. I have 
to act as if it isn’t happening to me at all. Not being able to express the feelings of 
unworthiness or that my feelings don’t matter at all. Wanting to let go of the pent up 
frustration that has accumulated over 18 years of incarceration. Where can I find a place 
to voice my opinions, thoughts, feelings, and general mood? At every turn, all of these are 
shot down. (unprompted writing, spring of 2018)  
Mr. Vallianatos had found a way to express his sense of validation through writing. He spoke, 
and the paper listened.  
Like Mr. Vallianatos, Mr. Rubio also described incarcerated people as forgotten. He 
wrote as follows:  
More often than not, people tend to forget that prisoners are a part of the population of 
towns or cities (wherever they are). So, why shouldn’t folks in prisons be considered 
when town meetings are held? As soon as they [prisoners] are sent away, they are 
forgotten until they are close to being released. Then the public has a lot to say about the 
status of prisoners and why they shouldn’t be released. (writing prompt; public; fall of 
2017, see Appendix A) 
He also noted a need for non-incarcerated people to see incarcerated people as whole humans 
who are deserving of humanity:  
The main thing that universities can do is show the public that not everyone in prison is a 
lost cause. Maybe if they were to work on showing more positive outcomes from the 
incorporation of prisoners and the world at large, the public would realize that working 
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together is a whole lot better than exclusion. (writing prompt; public; fall of 2017, see 
Appendix A)  
In the above excerpt, Mr. Rubio was responding to two questions: why we should challenge 
people to consider prisoners as part of the public, and how public universities can reconnect or 
even reconstitute this public space.  
Although I believe he used his fictional writing as a way to make sense of his 
experiences, I also recognize that my interpretation involves me judging him as an incarcerated 
writer rather than simply as a writer of fiction. Mr. Rubio struggled with wondering if there 
would be a time when his past did not define him: “We are held in contempt for the things we 
have done and the people we were. Will we ever be recognized solely for the people we strive to 
be?” (writing prompt; like me, summer of 2019; see Appendix A)  
A different piece of flash fiction that he worked on that summer is titled “The Monsters 
We Are.” In the story, a child giant accidently kills a human child by stepping on him while 
playing. In a state of panic, the child giant eats the little boy’s body in hopes that other humans 
will be glad that the bloodied body is gone. The human village then tracks and kills the child 
giant’s mother. Again, a story filled with despair is riddled with the complexities of right and 
wrong and morality. Remarkably, looking back at field notes of a group conversation from the 
spring of 2018, well before Mr. Rubio wrote “The Monsters We Are,” I see that he stated, “It 
would be helpful if the public could see that people who are incarcerated aren’t so-called 
monsters” (writing prompt, public; fall of 2017; see Appendix A). In my opinion, Mr. Rubio used 
his fictional stories as a way to validate his inner sense that he is not inherently bad and to show 
that good people do bad things. In other words, he used his literate practices as a way to seek 
validation from other people.  
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Though Mr. Rubio was more outwardly guarded than other students, he felt an inner 
desire for connections with others. In a piece in which I asked participants to write some creative 
biographical information about themselves, he wrote as follows: “I want what, I imagine, most of 
the population wants in this world—to love and to be loved” (writing prompt, bio; spring of 
2018, see Appendix A). He reflected fondly on his ability to keep in touch with non-incarcerated 
friends and family via snail mail, weekly phone calls, and monthly visits (writing prompt, 
creative non-fiction and your life 2; spring of 2018; see Appendix A and unprompted writing, 
summer of 2019). 
Ideas of validation from others also surfaced in Mr. Rubio’s writing in a different way. 
He shared a piece of unprompted writing with me about his work as an editor for EJP’s 
Amplifier: a student-run newsletter that talks about the delicate nature of voice in writing. The 
Amplifier is a periodic publication of student writing about experiences before and during prison 
and includes reviews, editorials, commentary, creative nonfiction, cartoons, and puzzles. As 
copy editor of the publication, Mr. Rubio felt a responsibility to ensure that writing appearing in 
the Amplifier is in, what he referred to as, “pristine” condition (unprompted writing, summer of 
2019). The publication is circulated to most of the DCC, and Mr. Rubio wanted the writing to 
reflect well on EJP members.  
Some of the challenges faced by the Amplifier that Mr. Rubio highlighted included seeing 
the same theme consistently in submitted essays (stories of redemption), receiving essay 
submissions that lack focus, and getting submissions that contain many mechanical and 
grammatical errors. When he tried to work with writers on their submissions, they often 
responded, “You’re taking my voice away” (unprompted writing, summer of 2019). Though Mr. 
Rubio was not actively trying to censor other EJP students’ writing, he was put in a position of 
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authority and power in which he was able to influence how EJP students communicate with one 
another, with non-incarcerated EJP members, and with the DCC. Much like Mr. de Jesus Sr.’s 
inability to look past errors in his own writing, Mr. Rubio was comfortable with the idea of 
having errors present in the Amplifier’s writings representing EJP students’ work. These 
instances feed into the theme of validation as well. 
Seeking Validation through Publication 
Mr. Barrett aspired to use his literacy skills to reach a wide audience and create change in 
U.S. society:  
I hope to bring awareness to the problem that we currently don’t have enough programs 
to actually give incarcerated people and formerly incarcerated people the proper tools to 
succeed once release into society. (unprompted writing, fall of 2017)  
He specifically sought to engage with conferences that attend to topics related to literacy 
education within prison settings:  
I would like to develop my academic writing skills to get a paper published at an 
academic conference, specifically any conference that deals with literacy and/or prison 
writing. (writing prompt, goals; spring of 2018; see Appendix A)  
He cited motives that went beyond benefits for himself: 
My aspiration for wanting to get published 
• The aim is 
o To spark chance 
o To help as many as I can to get a fair chance at reentry 
o To control the narrative 
o Speak out against injustice (unprompted writing, summer of 2019)  
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Though he wanted to be published, it was not so he could relish having a finished product 
of writing. Instead, he wanted his published writing to do something in the world: “I hope to get 
published to provoke change” (writing prompt, checking-in; spring of 2018; see Appendix A).  
Through publication, Mr. Rubio was searching for an audience for his voice, in an 
attempt to believe that his voice mattered.  
I want to be noticed. I want my voice to be heard. I want the type of recognition that 
comes from being a great writer. All of this comes from my need to be accepted into a 
society that I know either despises me or wants nothing to do with me. Still, the need to 
be loved by our fellow humans is strong with this one. (prompted writing, summer of 
2019)  
Mr. Vallianatos wanted to use his future published writing as a way to bridge the gap 
between himself and humanity:  
I think it is important to tell the story of the current situation of the corrections system in 
America as it stands… Maybe bringing awareness to these issues can bring changes to 
policies that are the current norm. (writing prompt, goals; fall of 2017; see Appendix A) 
Like Mr. Barrett, Mr. Vallianatos wanted to use his writing to tell the complex story of 
incarceration in the United States. He wanted his writing to be informative and to create change 
in a complicated system. After reading a draft of this chapter, Mr. Vallianatos said,  
This is turning out good. I like how it [Chapter 4] is shaping up. It feels real. I mean, your 
interpretation. It is good. When I read it and think about how I felt when I wrote these 
things, I’m like yeah, that’s it. It’s spot on.  
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Discussion 
The four focal participants sought validation in several common ways. They sought to 
feel remembered by people in the outside world, they sought to connect with their humanity and 
dignity, and they sought to pursue scholarly endeavors about topics such as incarceration, prison 
education, and reentry.  
As I encountered such powerful declarations of purpose from each participant, it became 
clear to me that my initial plans for the research project and Bean’s (1996) definition of 
exploratory writing were not sufficient uses of the students’ time or goals. Thus, we began to 
reimagine what our sessions might look like and the kinds of writing projects that each writer 
wanted to undertake. These goals necessitated pursuing, for example, publication and conference 
opportunities.  
With these new endeavors of working toward publication and conference presentations, 
we asked the question: Are we still partaking in exploratory writing? It was decided, on the basis 
of Bean’s (1996) concept of exploratory writing, that we were not. However, I posed this 
question to the participants during a group interview at the end of the summer of 2019, and they 
were adamant that what we did was, indeed, exploratory writing: “Mr. Barrett believed that all 
writing starts out exploratory. It is a journey that can morph from one thing to another” (field 
notes on discussing the interview protocol questions, summer of 2019). Mr. de Jesus Sr. noted 
that the research project provided a space in which he could “explore [his] own self and be 
[him]” (field notes on discussing the interview protocol questions, summer of 2019). Mr. 
Vallianatos contended that “non-exploratory writing can come out of exploratory writing” (field 
notes on discussing the interview protocol questions, summer of 2019). He spoke about how he 
has gone back through his past notes from various writing workshops and used them to inspire 
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new writing and how he is open to pursuing the possibility of publishing those pieces of writing 
(field notes of group conversation, summer of 2019).  
When a person is working toward publication, he or she typically undergoes a process of 
multiple drafts, consultations with readers and editors, and comprehensive editing. Each draft is a 
chance to explore different avenues and aspects of the writing and how one wants to be 
perceived as a writer; thus, the participants and I propose that exploratory writing is always 
imbedded in the writing process, regardless of the end goal. The exploratory writing and 
contemplative pedagogy activities that the participants partook in over the course of data 
collection (fall of 2017, spring of 2018, and summer of 2019) provided opportunities for the 
participants to examine their relationships to literacy and their connections with each other, 
which illuminated the interactivity of the four themes discussed in this chapter and how and why 
those themes are significant to literate practices.  
Chapter 5 has addressed patterns of the focal participants’ literate practices in four 
themes and provided discussions for each theme plus an overall discussion of the chapter. In 
Chapter 5, I have amplified the participants’ voices by presenting excerpts of their writing and 
reflections on contemplative pedagogy. I analyzed their unprompted and prompted writing, their 
written responses to the interview protocol questions and the field notes they took while 
discussing their answers to the interview protocol questions, and my field notes from over the 
course of the project. Next, I will show in Chapter 6 a summary of the findings and consider the 
need to establish a human connection with the incarcerated population. I also discuss the 
implications of this project with regards to research with people in carceral settings, research in 
writing studies, and possibilities for teachers in incarcerated settings. 
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND FUTURE RESEARCH  
 This study has investigated the literate practices of four focal and two peripheral 
participants over the course of one and a half years: the fall of 2017 through the spring of 2019. 
Using qualitative methods and a theoretical framework that draws upon participatory action 
research, narrative inquiry, and thematic analysis, I have illustrated the complexity of the focal 
participants’ literate practices as they pursued literacy education in a college-in-prison program 
and situated their writing processes in the cultural and historical moment of mass incarceration 
with a focus on mass incarceration and penal corrections. This study elucidates the importance of 
using qualitative methods to work with people who are incarcerated so that research can support 
their work and offer justifications for it beyond recidivism rates. In this chapter, I review the 
major findings of the study and argue for the intentional inclusion of expressive, exploratory, and 
trauma-informed writing in the curriculum of college-in-prison programs. Following this, I 
provide implications for practice and argue for further research that draws upon narrative inquiry 
in carceral settings. I conclude by considering the limitations of this study and reaffirming my 
main arguments.  
Summary of Findings 
This study extends previous sociocultural research that has investigated human activity in 
situated contexts. I purposefully examine the literate practices of four focal participants in a 
college-in-prison program. Next, I offer a summary of the major findings by revisiting the idea 
of connecting through narrative and the participants’ need for human connection as expressed 
through their literate practices. 
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The Need for establishing a Human Connection with the Incarcerated population 
 In working with the four focal participants and engaging narratively with their stories, 
four themes stood out as particularly important to them and their literate practices: living through 
trauma, disappearing through censorship, asserting a modicum of control, and seeking validation 
through literate practices. These themes are not themselves novel. It is not surprising that people 
who are incarcerated have lived through trauma, have felt as if they were being erased via 
incarceration, have craved some control over their existence, and have sought validation. Rather, 
I present these participants’ stories and the complexities of their literate practices as a way for 
them to humanize their experiences and their existence beyond recidivism rates and even beyond 
literacy instruction. Chapters 4 and 5 delve deeply into the experiences of people who are 
imprisoned, who are making sense of their imprisonment, and who are profoundly connected 
with literate practices as means for reestablishing their existence beyond the concrete walls that 
imprison them. This research project encourages us to ask how and why a society should avoid 
becoming violent while holding people accountable for their violent acts against society, and the 
themes offer insight to this question.  
 Samuelsson et al. (2003) have noted that people generally wish to assign easy answers to 
complex problems: e.g., learning disabilities lead people to be unsuccessful in school, which in 
turn leads people to have few opportunities to succeed in life, which in turn leads people to a life 
of crime. Conversely, Samuelsson et al. (2003) have highlighted the multifaceted factors that 
were present in their study of individuals who are incarcerated: social disadvantage, poor 
motivation, problems with language development, and socio-economic status. The four focal 
participants of this study have also experienced many factors that have encircled them and at 
least play a role in their violent behaviors: living through trauma, low socio-economic status, 
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living in areas where crime and violence were prevalent, and not having the coping mechanisms 
and economic support that are needed to deal with these factors. 
 Out of all the data, it stands out as significant that three of the four focal participants 
spoke highly of their experiences with incarceration as it pertains to their exposure to trauma-
informed care education, mindfulness practices, and their growth in being able to express 
feelings of vulnerability and desire for emotional support. During a group conversation, Mr. de 
Jesus Sr. spoke about the fact that, before being involved with the Chicago/Community Anti-
Violence Education program, he had never been in an environment in which people such as 
himself could connect with each other on an emotional level.  
I’ve seen some real hard dudes open up and be honest about the traumas that they have 
incurred, things that you never would suspect that they have experienced. CAVE and its 
atmosphere lets us come together and talk to one another about these things that have 
happened to us and how they have affected us. And, we are honest in ways that we aren’t 
anywhere else. (field notes, summer, 2019) 
Mr. Barrett also spoke highly of the Chicago/Community Anti-Violence Education program: “I 
do not like to talk about my feelings, but being in CAVE has helped me process some of the 
traumas that I have experienced. It has been good for me” (field notes, summer of 2019). In 
addition, Mr. Vallianatos discussed his involvement in the Mindfulness Discussion Group and 
how it helped him deal with his depression.  
What meditation can and will do is allow you to manage the problems causing 
suffering… My greatest need is dealing with depression and trying to identity the triggers 
that cause my depression. (unprompted writing, fall of 2018) 
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These two programs—the Chicago/Community Anti-Violence Education program and the 
Mindfulness Discussion Group—are successful because they help participants connect with their 
humanity and with the humanity of other people. When I first shared part of my own narrative 
with the participants during the summer of 2019, Mr. Gilford, a peripheral participant, told me 
that he liked it when instructors share their personal stories with the students because it “helped 
him connect with his humanity” (field notes, summer of 2019). This notion was reiterated when 
Mr. Rubio read a draft of Chapter 5. He said,  
Thanks for sharing your story. I think it’s good. It adds the human element. This is 
something I’ve tried to get people to talk about in the Amplifier [the student-run EJP 
newsletter]. I’ve asked instructors to write about themselves to humanize them to EJP 
students, but it’s never quite worked the way I wanted it to. They talk about their 
background like, oh, I become interested in this subject, and it led me to that subject, but 
they never really tell us who they are. I get it, though. It is hard to know how much you 
can reveal before you come across as shady (field notes, fall of 2019). 
Hari (2016) stated simply that a person cannot escape addiction if that person is alone. Moreover, 
he wrote, 
Punishment—shaming a person, caging them, making them unemployable—traps them 
in addiction. Taking that money and spending it instead on helping them to get jobs and 
homes and decent lives makes it possible for many of them to stop. (Location No. 5254) 
Though Hari (2016) referred specifically to someone being punished and caged for drug 
addiction, I argue that the same concept holds true for anyone who is incarcerated. A person is 
far less likely to overcome a life of crime and rehabilitate themselves if they are alone. A human 
element is needed to inspire a successful reentry back into society, but society is wary of forming 
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connections with those who have transgressed against it. These participants’ narratives offer a 
starting point for bridging the void between non-incarcerated and incarcerated people, even in 
the event that they have been convicted of violent crimes. They also offer insight into the 
complexity of identity and how a human’s worst act does not define his/her entire existence.  
Implications 
 This study has implications for researchers and practitioners. In this section, I outline 
opportunities for further research on higher education in carceral settings, offer considerations 
for research in writing studies, and consider possibilities for teachers in incarcerated settings.  
Opportunities for Further research on Higher Education in Carceral Settings 
Castro (2018) has affirmed that recidivism remains the singular outcome of interest in the 
overall field of prison-education research because it is a quantifiable measure of the impact of 
education. Though I do not deny that recidivism rates are one effective way to measure success 
of college-in-prison programs, it is known that they are not capable of representing the full 
benefits of such programs (Castro, 2018; Castro & Gould, 2018; Ginsburg, 2019; Maltz, 1984). 
Three of the four focal participant’s narratives show that their pursuit of literacy extends past 
their own rehabilitation and into public outreach. Mr. Barrett aimed to work with people on 
improving literacy education within incarcerated settings and with policy makers for developing 
more reasonable and effective reentry policies. Mr. de Jesus Sr. wanted to take his knowledge of 
trauma-informed care back into the community and work with at-risk youth to help prevent 
others from experiencing gang violence and engaging in gang activity. Mr. Vallianatos showed 
concern for the limited and unstable access to prison programs and wanted to use his writing to 
bring people’s attention to the problem so as to secure access to programs for himself and others.  
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Possibilities for Teachers in Incarcerated Settings 
Writers who are incarcerated function in intricate systems that influence how they write, 
what they are willing to say, who they want to connect with through their literate practice, and 
why they feel compelled to merge their varying public identities. The carceral setting provides a 
rich site for understanding literate practices behind prison walls, and writing scholars are 
uniquely positioned to work with people who are incarcerated to help build a human connection 
between the incarcerated and non-incarcerated worlds. This study has the potential to encourage 
other practitioners in incarcerated settings to take up the practices of exploratory writing (Bean, 
1996), contemplative pedagogy (Barbezat & Bush, 1996), free writing (Elbow, 1981, 1998), 
and/or trauma-informed expressive writing (Pennebaker, 1986; Pennebaker & Evans, 2014; 
Vieira, 2019; Pennebaker & Smyth, 2016). People who reside in carceral settings, even those 
who are active in educational programs, rarely get opportunities to work on writing projects of 
their own volition. The provision of spaces where educators step back and let the students who 
are incarcerated make choices and assert control over their literate practices while the educator 
offers guidance and professional support can provide socio-emotional benefits to students that go 
beyond offering a set writing curriculum. Furthermore, incarcerated students constantly battle 
being in a state of fight or flight due to the volatile nature of their environment. The participants 
in this study appreciated the acknowledgement that their environment contained unique stresses 
and threats to their overall mental wellbeing and academic studies and welcomed the 
employment of contemplative pedagogy to overcome those challenges. 
My Future Research  
I hope to continue providing spaces wherein incarcerated students can exercise agency 
and humanize their existence via narrative inquiry. 
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Limitations 
Before drawing conclusions, I will identify some limitations of this study. I have 
presented the literacy practices of four focal participants in a college-in-prison program in detail, 
and the participants and I have worked together to offer a humanized portrait of their experiences 
as incarcerated individuals and the complexities of their lives. However, this study is not 
representative of everyone who is incarcerated. This study is meant to be an in-depth look at the 
lives of these four men, and the information presented here is not meant to be generalized to the 
entirety of the incarcerated population.  
 Methodologically, I made choices regarding data collection. I did not take extensive notes 
when engaged in conversations about personal trauma because I chose to be present in that 
moment by listening intently and maintaining eye contact; therefore, field notes were limited 
with respect to traumatic experiences. However, participants chose to write at length about their 
experiences with trauma, and I read several drafts and iterations of this data and consulted with 
the authors verbally. In addition, I was not granted permission to take an audio recorder into the 
DCC, so my interview data is not as rich as it could have been had I been allowed to record 
conversations. Likewise, I was not able to collect video data, so I could not extensively track 
bodily communication: e.g., gestures, facial expressions, significant pauses or silence. Instead, I 
relied on my field notes for such aspects of communication. Moreover, the information presented 
in this study is my interpretation of what transpired—though I did make careful efforts to 
member-check with participants and include their interpretations alongside mine when they 
offered their own interpretations of the data. 
Chapter 6 has presented a summary of the findings and considered the need to establish a 
human connection with the incarcerated population. I have also discussed the implications of this 
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project with regards to research with people in carceral settings, research in writing studies, and 
possibilities for teachers in incarcerated settings as well as addressed limitations of the study. 
Conclusions 
As stated at the start of this manuscript, considerable research has shown that education 
programs in prison help to reduce recidivism rates. However, recidivism rates are a racially 
biased metric that capture neither the more heuristic aspects of carceral education nor the 
community reach of quality college-in-prison programs; as such, further studies are needed to 
change the narrative of dehumanized statistics and emphasize compassionate responses to crime 
and punishment and the crucial need to address socio-economic failings that foster crime. In 
order to analyze the more heuristic aspects of carceral education, I investigated the following 
research questions.  
• What do the stories of Education Justice Project (EJP) students reveal about practicing 
literacy while incarcerated? 
• How do the life experiences of EJP students impact their relationships with literacy? 
• What kinds of lived experiences have led EJP students to seek educational support 
regarding literacy while incarcerated? 
• How can contemplative pedagogy support the literate practices of students who are 
incarcerated? 
I found that in the case of the four focal participants, their stories about practicing literacy while 
incarcerated, their life experiences that impact their relationships with literacy, their lived 
experiences that move them to seek educational support for literacy, and the impacts of 
contemplative pedagogy, all revolved around their desire for support and connection beyond the 
prison walls.  
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It is not a surprise that people who have been removed from society would aspire to find 
connections within the culture that ostracized them, but what these stories also reveal is a need to 
help formerly incarcerated people successfully transition back into society upon reentry. 
Foucault (1977, 1980, & 1982) asked his audience to consider seriously what a society positively 
gains from excluding certain people. The colossal churn of mass incarceration in the United 
States provides society with maintained white supremacy via locking up white people far less 
than people of other races and thereby oppressing minority people’s voting rights through their 
entanglement with the prison system. Mass incarceration also provides a means of cheap and/or 
free labor from people who are in prisons, and it provides a perceived state of safety from 
removing bad people from society, but this perceived safety is largely a façade. Merely removing 
people from society does not correct the transgression that has occurred, nor does it prevent 
future crimes. If United States citizens truly want to work toward a more humane existence with 
preventative crime measures, they must start building educational, economical, and mental 
supports between prisons and communities. I contend that coupling expressive, exploratory, 
trauma-informed writing in prison education programs with narrative inquiry is well-suited for 
amplifying incarcerated voices and building a body of research that advocates for ways to start 
fostering these connections.  
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APPENDIX A  
 
WRITING PROMPTS  
 
FALL OF 2017 
1. Writing Prompt, Bean (1996), Biographical poem 
Line 1: First name 
Line 2: Four traits that describe character 
Line 3: Relative of (brother, sister, and so on) 
Line 4: Lover of____ (list three things or people) 
Line 5: Who feels____ (three items) 
Line 6: Who needs____ (three items 
Line 7: Who fears____(three items  
Line 8: Who gives____(three items) 
Line 9: Who would like to____(three items) 
Line 10: Resident of____ 
Line 11: Last name  
 
2. Writing Prompt, Goals 
Tell me about your goals for this workshop. What would you like to accomplish? 
 
3. Writing Prompt, Exploratory Writing  
Tell me about your experience with exploratory writing and your valuation of it.  
 
4. Writing Prompt, Process 
Tell me about your writing process. 
 
5. Writing Prompt, National Writing Project, UIUC, Your Writing Process 
Draw your writing process. Once finished, if you want to, use writing to think through 
what you have drawn. 
 
6. Writing Prompt, Nick Sousanis, The Shape of Our Thoughts 
How often do we contemplate how our own mind works and what our thoughts look like? 
If you would like to delve into this activity, write and/or draw about what your 
thoughts/thinking looks/feels/sounds like.  
 
7. Writing Prompt, Creative Non-Fiction and a Day in Your Life, 1  
Creative nonfiction uses rhetorical devices suitable for fiction (character development, 
metaphor, simile, sensory details, etc.) to tell true stories. Use elements such as rhetorical 
devices to write about a day in your life. It could be today or any day that you wish to 
write about.  
 
8. Writing Prompt, Honor 
How do EJP activities honor and/or preclude your personal/private selves? 
  
9. Writing Prompt, Public 
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What do we mean by “public” when we talk about things such as public engagement or 
public outreach? How and why should we challenge folks to consider prisons as part of 
the “public” we refer to? How can public universities reconnect with or even reconstitute 
this public space?  
 
10. Writing Prompt, Chronotopic Lamination 
Take 7-12 minutes and respond with a freewrite to the article we read on chronotopic 
lamination.  
 
SPRING OF 2018 
1. Writing Prompt, Checking-In 
Tell me about what you are involved in this semester. What are your goals for this 
workshop? Tell me about your history with EJP. 
 
2. Writing Prompt, Creative Non-Fiction and a Day in your Life, 2 
Using elements of creative nonfiction write about a day in your current life at the DCC. 
 
3. Writing Prompt, Importance 
Why is writing instruction important in the context of EJP in particular but also in 
incarcerated settings in general? 
 
4. Writing Prompt, Inspiration 
What inspires you to write? 
 
5. Writing Prompt, Challenges  
What are some unique challenges that you face when doing tasks/writing assignments for 
EJP? 
 
6. Writing Prompt, Bio 
How would you like to be identified in this project: via biographical information or 
otherwise? 
 
7. Writing Prompt, The First Line 
We love that writers around the world are inspired by our first lines, and we know that 
not every story will be sent to us. However, we ask that you do not submit stories starting 
with our first lines to other journals (or post them online on public sites) until we have 
notified you as to our decision (usually three to four weeks after the deadline). When the 
entire premise of the publication revolves around one sentence, we do not want it to look 
as if we stole that sentence from another writer. If you have questions, feel free to drop us 
a line.  
Also, we understand that writers may add our first line to a story they are currently 
working on or have already completed, and this is fine. But please do not add our first 
line to a previously published story and submit it to us. We do not accept previously 
published stories, even if they have been repurposed for our first lines. 
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One more thing while I have you here: Writers compete against one another for magazine 
space, so, technically, every literary magazine is running a contest. There are, however, 
literary magazines that run traditional contests for which they charge entry fees and rank 
the winners. We do not—nor will we ever—charge a submission fee; nor do we rank our 
stories in order of importance. Occasionally, we run contests to help authors come up 
with new first lines, or we run fun, gimmicky competitions for free stuff, but the actual 
journal is not a contest in the traditional sense.  
Fiction: All stories must be written with the first line provided. The line cannot be altered 
in any way, unless otherwise noted by the editors. The story should be between 300 and 
5,000 words (this is more like a guideline and not a hard-and-fast rule; going over or 
under the word count will not get your story tossed in the slush pile). The sentences can 
be found on the home page of The First Line's Web site, and in the prior issue. Note: We 
are open to all genres. We try to make TFL as eclectic as possible.  
SUMMER OF 2019 
1. Writing Prompt, How are you today and Other Greetings 
People commonly respond to the question, how are you today? (and to other greetings) 
with one-word answers or standard phrases, as many of you did when I asked you at the 
beginning of this session. Take 4-7 minutes to write about how you typically respond to 
greetings and/or how you are really doing today.  
 
2. Writing Prompt, Arguments  
We spent time today discussing the ways in which people try to win formal and informal 
arguments. Take 7-10 min to write about the ways you see people in prison trying to win 
informal and/formal arguments.  
 
3. Writing Prompt, Like me 
In an effort to find commonality among us, free write about how the people in this room 
are like you. Repeatedly using the phrase like me, find connections with the people in this 
space today. 
 
4. Writing Prompt, Here and Now 
Repeatedly using the phrase here and now, take 3-6 minutes and freewrite about the 
present moment.  
 
5. Writing Prompt from Brevity  
Brevity publishes well-known and emerging writers who work in the extremely brief 
essay form (750 words or fewer). We have featured work from two Pulitzer Prize 
finalists, numerous NEA fellows, Pushcart winners, Best American authors, and writers 
from India, Egypt, Ireland, Spain, Malaysia, Qatar, and Japan. We have also featured 
numerous previously-unpublished authors, and we take a special joy in helping launch a 
new literary career. Over the past year, Brevity has averaged 10,000 unique visitors per 
month. 
Authors are paid a $45 honorarium for featured essays and craft essays. We are not 
currently able to pay for book reviews. 
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If you would like to read an interview in which our founder and editor-in-chief explains 
his view of what makes a piece of flash nonfiction successful, you may do so here 
at River Teeth. 
 
6. Writing Prompt, American Short Fiction Online 
American Short Fiction has published, and continues to seek, short fiction by some of the 
finest writers working in contemporary literature, whether they are established or new or 
lesser-known authors. In addition to its triannual print magazine, American Short 
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APPENDIX B 
INTERVIEW PROTOCOL 
Assessment of the Education Justice Project 




The sub-study of exploratory writing1 within EJP programs is consistent with the overall goal of 
assessing the EJP program. The goals of the proposed study of exploratory writing are as 
follows: 1) to gather qualitative data from EJP students regarding their perceptions of and 
experiences with writing for EJP programs in general but with specific attention to the inclusion 
or non-inclusion of exploratory writing in EJP; 2) to investigate the idea of supplementing 
traditional academic writing instruction with contemplative pedagogy;2 3) to invite EJP students 
to partake in acts of contemplative, exploratory writing, as mediated by the investigator; 3) to 
learn about the effectiveness of contemplative, exploratory writing within EJP programs so as to 
be able to offer knowledge about how to enhance the quality of writing instruction within EJP in 
the future. Below is a list of key concepts and interview questions that will help achieve the goals 
of the study. 
 
Key Concept: Student’s Experience(s) Writing for EJP  
Possible Questions: 
• Please tell me how many years you have been an EJP student and how writing has played 
a role in you experience. 
o Please tell me about any experiences you have had with taking for-credit courses 
that used writing in significant ways. 
o Please tell me about any experiences you have had with taking EJP writing 
workshops. 
o Please tell me about any experiences you have had taking EJP math and science 
workshops that emphasized writing as an integral part of the workshop. 
o Please tell me about any experiences you have had with writing and math 
partners. 
o Please tell me about any experiences you have had with EJP reading groups that 
used writing regularly.  
 
Key Concept: Writing Identity 
 
1 Exploratory writing—sometimes referred to as expressive writing, free writing, personal writing, focused-free-
writing, and informal (non-graded) writing—is writing done for oneself to inspire creativity and strengthen critical 
thinking (Bean, 1996). This study will assess the value of using contemplative, exploratory writing to complement 
academic writing and aid deep revision. 
 
2 Contemplative pedagogy is a method of teaching that uses breathwork, visualization, meditation, deep listening, 
and freewriting with the goals of honing attention, stimulating deep understanding, developing social connection and 
compassion, and exploring personal meaning.  
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• Please tell me about yourself as a writer. 
o In what ways do you consider yourself a writer or not? 
o In what ways do you use writing? 
o What have you written about for EJP programs? 
o What effect(s), if any, have EJP programs had on how you write and how you use 
writing? 
o Please tell me about the writing you do or have done outside of EJP. 
 
Key Concept: Writing for EJP Programs Specific Interest 
Possible Questions: 
• Please tell me about any writing you have done for EJP programs. (Such programs will 
probably include but are not limited to for-credit courses, writing workshops, mat and 
science workshops, writing and math partners, and reading groups.) 
o How have your instructors encouraged and supported prescriptivist or 
descriptivist language use?3 
o What, if any, theories of writing4 have your instructors endorsed? 
o How have you been encouraged to write before a final product is completed or 
turned in? 
o How has your writing been assessed and graded for EJP for-credit courses? 
o In what ways have EJP programs made use of exploratory writing?5 
 
Key Concept: Student’s General Understanding of Exploratory Writing 
• Please tell me in your own words about your general understanding of exploratory 
writing and contemplative pedagogy. 
o Please tell me about the purpose of exploratory writing.  
o Please tell me about the purpose of contemplative pedagogy as supplementary to 
writing? 
o Who could use and benefit from exploratory writing and contemplative pedagogy 
within EJP, when, why? 
 
Key Concept: Experiences with Participating in Acts of Exploratory and Contemplative Writing 
for this Sub-Study 
• What are your general feelings about the value of exploratory writing? About the value of 
contemplative pedagogy? 
 
3 Prescriptivism supports the idea that there is a correct and proper way to use language (think standard academic 
English). Descriptivism supports the idea that language is a dynamic, ever-changing tool and that it is more 
important to understand how people actually use language rather than dictate the way they should use language 
(think regional dialects, lingo, jargon, slang, idioms).  
4 Theories of writing include but are not limited to process theories, expressive theories, rhetorical theories, and 
critical theories.  
5 Exploratory writing, sometimes referred to as expressive writing, freewriting, personal writing, focused-
freewriting, and informal (non-graded) writing, is writing done for oneself to inspire creativity and strengthen 
critical thinking (Bean, 1996). 
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o How did you feel about exploratory writing6 after participating in the mediated 
activities? 
o How did you feel about the contemplative practices7 that aided our writing? 
o How do you think exploratory writing could best be incorporated into EJP 
programs?  
How do you think contemplative pedagogy could best be incorporated in EJP 
programs? 
o What potential impacts could come from incorporating exploratory writing into 
EJP programs? From incorporating contemplative pedagogy? 
 
Key Concept: Other 
Possible Questions: 
• What did I miss?  
o What is important to you that I have not addressed?  
o What types of questions should I be asking? 












6 Since everything we have done has been for personal growth and is not formally assessed or graded, it has all been 
exploratory writing. Think back to past semesters and over the last month: We participated in activities that helped 
us understand ourselves as academics and writers by thinking about our personal writing processes, the inner 
workings of our minds and our day-to-day lives and schedules.  
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APPENDIX C 
PICTURES OF THE PARTICIPANTS  
 
Pictured above is Mr. Barrett  
 
Pictured above is Mr. de Jesus Sr.  
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Pictured above is Mr. Rubio on the right and Mr. Gilford in the middle. 
 
Pictured above is Mr. de Jesus Sr. receiving an award and Mr. Harrell in the background 
clapping.  
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Pictured above is Mr. Vallianatos.  
 
Pictured above is Mr. Gilford.  
 
Pictured above is Mr. Harrell.  
